Bargain DVDs

A special selection of feature films including Action/Adventure – Drama – Thriller Horror – Science Fiction – Children’s Movies – New and Classic Television Comedy – Historical and Biographical Documentaries – Blu-ray and much more!

OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All DVDs are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
THERE TO FIGHT. Widescree
en. A brilliant British general
forges an unstoppable armi
in the face of the Nazis and
is the granddaddy of all
films about the war. Rated

HOURS. Widescree
en. Fourteen intense, non-stop
hours of action packed with
death-defying stunts. Rated
R. £12.

HУMPSON HAS FALLEN/WHI
TE HOUSE DOWN. Widescree
en. Two adrenaline-pumping
films imagine what would
happen in the event of a terro
ist attack on the White House.
Gerard Butler, Bruce Willi
and Morgan Freeman star in
Antone Fuqua’s explosive
Olyu
pus Has Fallen (Rated R). Then, Channing Tatum,
Chiwetel Ejiofor and Morgan Freeman star in the
defense in White House Down. English Subt. Over 4
hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures. $9.95.

ASSASSINATION/FROM NOON
TILL THREE. Widescree
en. Two fantastic films display
Charles Bronson’s full ran
ges, from action to comedy. The
first is a secret service agent tasked with protecting
the beautiful wife of the president (88 minutes).
Then, Bronson-disbands his macho image in From
Noon Till Three, when he plays a small time bank robber
who inadvertently becomes a national hero (99 minutes).
MGM. Pub. at $19.98. $3.95.

ADVENTURE COLLECTION: 8
movies. Romantic, action-packed feature films. $5.95.

FAIREST: The Justic
es. Widescree
en. A nail-biting
story of courage, passion
and survival in the Old West.$4.95.

THE GUNMAN. Widescree
en. It’s been eight years since
Jim Jarmusch (Dead Man) worked
as a black ops assassin and now
he’s been drawn back into the games of his past.
Rated R. £35.

THE LAST KINGS OF OSS. Widescree
en. Two hopeful young agents
are sent to the OSS to help
spearhead a massive spy
 operation, but instead they’re
drawn into the lethal world of
crime, corruption and danger.$4.95.

THE WORLD’S GREATEST PE
WEE SHOW. Widescree
en. This of
fering of the beloved
comedy legend introduces
you to his physical squalor,
his addiction to mushrooms and
his love for peanut butter.$4.95.

ACTION/ADVENTURE
HOURS
SOLD OUT

ACTION/ADVENTURE
HOURS
SOLD OUT

ATHLETIC WOMEN
BABY. Widescree
en. The dangerous world of
international heroin trafficking is exposed in
The Organization, an elaborate and
suspenseful crime thriller which rep
ridiculous. In Sheba, Baby, a female P (Pam Grier) is
drawn back to her hometown of Louisville, Kentucky
because someone is trying to force her to
take out the man who betrayed him. Also stars Idris Elba. Rated R.

someone from his old organization wants him dead. Pursued across
the world by a shadowy espionage agency, the President’s former adjutant
must infiltrate and disband the very mission he once helped to create.
English SDH. 116 minutes. Universal. $4.95.
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6865233 A VIKING SAGA: The Darkest Day. Widescreen. Cast into a bloody world, Hereward must deliver the Holy Gospel of Lindisfarne to the safety of the Iona monastery. Pursued by a Viking death squad, he enlists the help of a skilled swordsman on his holy journey. But in a world ruled by warriors that kill for what they want, the mission won’t be easy. Rated R; CC: 88 minutes, E One.

6865288 DJANGO UNCHAINED/INGLORIOUS BASTARDS. Widescreen. Django Unchained is Tarantino’s Oscar-winning western! Jamie Foxx is Django, a slave who teams up with a bounty hunter (Chris Waltz) to seek out the South’s most ruthless slave trader. Foxx takes no prisoners in Quentin Tarantino’s high-octane WWII revenge fantasy Inglorious Bastards. Rated R; English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. E One.

691604X THE LAST KUNG-FU MONK. Widescreen. A Shaolin monk and Kung Fu master, Li Long finds himself in New York caring for the son of his recently murdered brother and opening a school to teach the ancient arts. Unbeknownst to him, his school has been funded by the Russian mafia. When his nephew is kidnapped, Li Long must take on a bevy of vicious foes to save his nephew and his own life. Rated R; CC: 140 minutes, E One.

6812198 SLAUGHTER/SLAUGHTER'S BIG RIP-OFF. Widescreen. Jim Brown stars in an action-packed “Blaxploitation” double feature. In Slaughter, an ex-Green Beret captain arrives on the U.S. Treasury After he discovers that the bomb-killing of his parents was the work of a crime syndicate. Then, in Slaughter’s Big Rip-Off, the syndicate strikes back. Also stars Ed McMahon. R; CC: 78 minutes, MGM. Publicity.

6812376 VIKING QUEST. Widescreen. A peasant boy named Koli is taken from his family by Viking raiders and raised as one of their own. For the next 20 years, he is trained as a warrior and given the name Thora. When they are suddenly attacked by a vicious dragon, Koli discovers his role in the prophecy of a dragon apocalypse. Not Rated. 95 minutes. E One. $4.95

6901492 NINJA/NINJA II: Shadow of a Tear. Widescreen. In Ninja, an American Ninja is commanded by his Sensei to return to New York and protect the city from the clutches of the ninja underworld. He must defeat the skilled Yakuza assassins to prevent the power of the weapons from falling into evil hands. In the sequel, the American Ninja returns, seeking justice for his wife’s murder. Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. E One.

6851284 VIVA KNEIVEL!. Widescreen. Evel Knievel stars in his first dramatic role. He’s powered his Harley over autos, Mack trucks, scrutinized skiers, and set a world record by actual new roller coaster. But when the mob has its way, his next incredible leap will land him six feet under. Also stars Lauren Hutton, Gene Kelly, and Leslie Nielsen. CC: 104 minutes. Warners. Enter Pub. At $14.98.

4563441 CUTIE HONEY. Using her father’s invention, the bunnie Cutie Honey can transform herself into a beautiful warrior of justice. She fights for the right of people to be treated justly. Also stars Elizabeth Olsen. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Pal.

6916060 OLD BOY. Widescreen. Kidnapped and kept in isolation for 20 years, Joe Doucett (Josh Brolin) has suddenly been set free with out a word of explanation. Obsessed with finding those who imprisoned him, Doucett wreaks havoc upon his captors, including his captor’s family. This limited edition includes a collectible keychain, packaged in an embossed tin lunchbox case. In Japanese with English subtitles. 93 minutes. Bandai Entertainment. Pub. At $49.98.

6916650 FLYING TIGERS. Prior to the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, a small and daring band of American mercenaries soared into battle against Japan in defense of China’s freedom. Led by Captain Jim Corton (John Wayne), the “Flying Tigers” were heroic adventurers and America’s hottest ace pilots. This is their explosive story. In BW; 120 minutes. Olive Films.

6736602 GHOST RIDER: Spirit of Vengeance. Widescreen. Nicolas Cage returns as the devil’s bounty hunter in this follow-up to Marvel’s superhero hit. Johnny is hit on the run, , but when he is recruited by a secret sect of the church to save a young boy from the devil, Johnny is reluctant to embrace the power of the Ghost Rider, but he may not have a choice. English SDH: 106 minutes. Sony Pictures.

5924405 KING OF NEW YORK. Widescreen. Freed from prison, Frank White (Christopher Walken) challenges his fellow gangsters to face up to a powerful new player. He’s Li Doucett (Josh Brolin), the beast when it comes to be a secret sect of the church to save a young boy from the devil. Johnny is reluctant to embrace the power of the Ghost Rider, but he may not have a choice. English SDH: 106 minutes. Sony Pictures.


6851727 REX, THE MERMAID/KUNG FU PUSHER. When greedy real estate tycoon Liu Xuan in The Mermaid buys up a pristine coastal enclave, Green Gulf, he’s unaware it’s home to the last surviving mermaids. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Rated R. 94 minutes. In Kung Fu Hustle a town ruled by the Axe Gang, Sing desperately wants to become a member, in Cantonese with English subtitles. Rated R. 95 minutes. Films.

3671798 RUN SILENT, RUN DEEP. Rich Richardson (Clark Gable) is a hard-driving submarine officer determined to seek out and smash the Japanese destroyer he believes sunk his former ship. Given a new command, Richardson dril ls his men and first officer (Richard Carlson) to the point of mutiny—until the greatest threat is no longer the one rich is hunting. In Color.

6843559 SANDS OF THE KALAHARI. Widescreen. A plane crashes in the African desert after colliding with a swarm of locusts. The passengers and the vicious baboons are the least of their problems; first they’ll have to survive a crazed fellow passenger. Stars Kirk Douglas, Angie Dickinson, Santa Berger, Yul Brynner. In ABC: 120 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

3670602 LETHAL WEAPON 4. Widescreen. Jim had a small-town life with his girlfriend Phoebe (Kristin Stewart). But Mike’s sleepy world goes wild after he discovers that he’s actually a CIA sleeping agent fighting evil with the help of his partner. Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. E One.

6862357 AMERICAN ULTRA. Widescreen. Mike leads a small-town life with his girlfriend Phoebe (Kristin Stewart). But Mike’s sleepy world goes wild after he discovers that he’s actually a CIA sleeping agent fighting evil with the help of his partner. Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. E One.

6775055 1066: The Battle for Middle Earth. The harsh stories of epic/rollercoaster adventure of invasion and resistance, viewers are plunged in to the excitement of the Norman Conquest, one of Britain’s darkest and scariest battles. Widescreen. 149 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

6852260 CAST A GIANT SHADOW. Widescreen. War hero and Jewish American Mickey Marcus is called to the new state of Israel to build an army capable of withstanding its Arab foes. As he transforms a ragtag underground army into a first-class fighting machine, another conflict comes to light—the fight for his heart. Stars Kirk Douglas, Angie Dickinson, Santa Berger, Yul Brynner. In ABC: 120 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95


3673679 KUNG FU HUSTLE. Widescreen. When greedy real estate tycoon Liu Xuan in The Mermaid buys up a pristine coastal enclave, Green Gulf, he’s unaware it’s home to the last surviving mermaids. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Rated R. 94 minutes. In Kung Fu Hustle a town ruled by the Axe Gang, Sing desperately wants to become a member, in Cantonese with English subtitles. Rated R. 95 minutes. Films.
KING KO NG AN D FRIEN DS. Widescreen. Fullscreen & Wide screen. Known as the fastest getaway man on high-stakes robbery jobs, “The Driver” (Ryan O’Neal) is a brilliant master thief plotting to steal a fortune. When his son faces ten years in a federal hole for his bad behavior, “The Driver” is ready to pull off the daring heist, Pierce must join with Quatermain, adventure is never too far away–a mysterious stranger appears by Michael Crichton. 110 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

BEAUTIES OF THE SOUTHERN WILD. Widescreen. When a tough but loving father Wink (Dwight Henry) succumbs to a mysterious malady, his daughter lights her way to the ultimate test as they wage an epic battle for her affection, using their surveillance skills and an array of high-tech gadgetry. English SDH. 97 minutes. Bleecker Street. Pub. at $24.95.

6874237 SNITCH. Widescreen. Danny Tejro delivers his special brand of justice with a double dose of hard-hitting action. Danny Tejro is Bad Ass as Frank (Timothy Olyphant) and a Vietnam veteran when his friend is killed and the police do nothing. Danny Glover joins the team in Bad Ass, when one of the brothers Vega has been captured by their friends, they are uncovered a deadly secret. Rated R. SDH. Three hours on 2 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $7.95.

6890755 THE DRIVER. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Known as the fastest getaway man on high-stakes robbery jobs, “The Driver” (Ryan O’Neal) is a brilliant master thief plotting to steal a fortune. When his son faces ten years in a federal hole for his bad behavior, “The Driver” is ready to pull off the daring heist, Pierce must join with Quatermain, adventure is never too far away–a mysterious stranger appears by Michael Crichton. 110 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

6852401 THIS MEANS WAR. Widescreen.TD (Chris Pine) and Tuck (Tom Hardy) are covert CIA operatives and best buddies–until they both fall for charming and sexy Lauren (Rebecca Hall). When the plot goes bad, the unlikely pair must come together to face their common enemy. With action-packed lightening pace, [Movie Title] is a thrilling adventure. SDH. 97 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95.
6358655 ROB ROY. Widescreen. When a harsh winter threatens the majestic Scottish Highlanders, Rob Roy MacGregor (Liam Neeson) is forced to borrow money from the less-than-noble Marquess of Montrose (John Hurt) to provide for his clan. But when Montrose's henchman (Tim Roth) comes to recover his money, the weight of debt becomes too much for Rob Roy to bear. The lead takes action to stop him. Also stars Jessica Lange. Rated R. 139 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

6555617 MASTERCLESS. Widescreen. Kane Madison (Adam LaVorgna) is an architect struggling to care for his ailing wife. In a netherworld of spirit warriors, an ancient Roman fights a legion of masked demons. These battles parallel one another's challenges of love, devotion, and faith. 85 minutes. ARC Entertainment. $2.95

6926754 BEHIND ENEMY LINES. Widescreen. When U.S. Navy pilot Chris Burnett (Owen Wilson) is shot down during a mission in 1970s France, he must try to stay alive and evade hostile Serbian forces. With time running out, Burnett's commanding officer (Gene Hackman) goes against strict NATO directives by leading his men on a rescue mission. CC. 105 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $3.95

6926209 LONE SURVIVOR. Widescreen. Tells the incredible true story of one man’s covert mission to neutralize a high-level al-Qaeda operative. The four men must make an impossible moral decision in the mountains of Afghanistan that leads them into enemy ambush. Stars Mark Wahlberg, Taylor Kitsch, Ben Foster, Emile Hirsch, and Eric Bana. Rated R. English SDH. 121 minutes. E. One. $5.95

697291X CRIME STORY/THE PROTECTOR. Jackie Chan Double Feature. In Crime Story, Chan stars as a��t cop in Chicago sent to Hong Kong to catch a drug lord. Rated R. Dubbed in English. Over 3 hours. $12.99

6947654 CAPTAIN JOHN SMITH AND POCOHANTAS. Fullscreen. When Pocahontas (Jody Lawrance) agrees to marry adventurer Captain John Smith (Anthony Dexter), she does so to create a lasting bond between her people and the settlers of Jamestown. But when her jealous ex-lover, Opechancanough decides to break the truce and murders Pochantas’ brother, she does not see her relationship as he seems, and the two align to bring down the gun smugglers responsible for his death. R. In Cantonese with English subtitles. Nearly 2 hours. Widescreen. A brutal double-barreled blast of choreography by Sammo Hung. In Mandarin with English subtitles. $9.95

6948081 THE MAGIC SWORD. Widescreen. In this action-packed adventure, a couple of the warring planets involves the gods of both worlds and leads to an epic battle. Stars Hugh Burden and Eric Portman. In English. Full screen & Widescreen. At the Imperial Palace. 6609112

5956475 SNOW WHITE AND THE HUNTSMAN/RHOD. Widescreen. When a hunting expedition sends a team of hunters to the screen with this double feature of big-budget adventures, Russell Crowe reunites with Ridley Scott for Robin Hood/Rhod. Robin Hood, a mirror from Snow White, their two sons are called into action. 85 minutes. ARC Entertainment. $4.95

6812325 TROY–DIRECTOR’S CUT: Ultimate Collector’s Edition. Widescreen. Tells of the epic battle over Helen (Diane Kruger), the queen of Sparta, who is kidnapped by a Trojan prince (Heath Ledger), and a formerly exiled detective, De Niro (Andy Lau), at the Imperial Palace. Hoping to solve the crimes before her coronation, Wu appoints De Chief Judge of the Empire to help save her dynasty. Fight choreography by Sammo Hung. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 122 minutes. Wendi Dunlop Entertainment. $5.95

6957954 DETECTIVE DEE AND THE MYSTERY OF THE PHANTOM FLAME. Widescreen. AExtend of films telling the story of the fabled warrior of legend and the legendary woman who has captured his heart. But when he begins to experience strange visions, he begins to question his sanity. In Cantonese with English subtitles. Nearly 2 hours. $6.95

5649993 ACTION 20 MOVIE COLLECTION. Enjoy big stars and bigger explosions with 20 thrill rides: Last Action Hero; Universal Soldier; The Return; The Russian Soldier; Silent Rage; Sharnice; The Anderson Tapes; Attack Force; The Point Men; The Hunt for Eagle One; Walking Tall: Lone Justice; S.W.A.T.; Basic; Maximum Risk; Stealth; Two to Tango; Last Action Hero; Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles; City Hunter; The Protector; City Hunter 2; First Strike; Midnight Express; The Last Action Hero; Universal Soldier; The Return; The Russian Soldier; Silent Rage; Sharnice; The Anderson Tapes; Attack Force; The Point Men; The Hunt for Eagle One; Walking Tall: Lone Justice; S.W.A.T.; Basic; Maximum Risk; Stealth; Two to Tango; Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles; City Hunter; The Protector; City Hunter 2; First Strike; Midnight Express. $14.95

6948027 PIRATES OF TORTUGA. Widescreen. At the commission of England’s King Charles II, Captain Bart (Ken Scott) goes undercover among pirates in order to thwart their nefarious plan. Stars Hugh Burden, Arnold Schwarzenegger, and many others. Most Rated R. Over 3 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98

5957970 PRISONER–CAGED! Nikkatsu Erotic Cinema. Also known as The Prison Heat, this is one of the most notorious and sought-after titles in the “women in prison” genre. Also known as The Prison Heat, this is one of the most notorious and sought-after titles in the “women in prison” genre. In Japanese with English subtitles. 93 minutes. Bandai Entertainment. $5.95

6603269 SNOW WHITE AND THE HUNTSMAN. Widescreen. Fairytale tales are true, and a secret society called the H.M.S. Queen takes a special interest in the story of Snow White, their two sons are called into action. 85 minutes. ARC Entertainment. $4.95


2754924 JUNGLE GIRLS. A double-feature of B-movie “Jungle Girl” classic (1932) starring Rochelle Hudson as the stunning female Tarzan heroine, and Sheena, Queen of the Jungle, the 1955’s 16-episode serial starring pin-up model in McCalla. In B&W. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Synergy. Pub. at $11.98

3677729 METEOR. Widescreen. A brilliant scientist, Dr. Paul Bradley (Sean Connery), is informed that a massive meteor is on a collision course with Earth. Its ETA: six days. Humanity’s only chance is a collaboration with the Soviets, a contentious alliance but essential alliance that exposes secrets long buried. Also stars Martin Landau, Natalie Wood, and Henry Fonda. In English and French. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95

6962337 ONE OF OUR AIRCRAFT IS MISSING. From the legendary team of Michael Cimino and Francis Ford Coppola, comes the quintessential British WWII propaganda film. After an aerial attack forces them to abandon their aircraft over Holland, a crew must escape capture with the help of local villagers. Stars Hugh Burden and Eric Portman. In English. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95

5704499 CONVOY OF WOMEN. In this rare 1970s French/IItalian white slavery western, a group of young women are captured and shipped off to America to be sold to the elderly colonists. But when the captives turn the tables on their captors, they escape... Widescreen. In French. Only. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

5941687 CUTIE HONEY. Using her father’s invention, the buxom Cutie Honey can transform herself into a beautiful warrior of love. Her favorite television show, and one she takes on the Panther Claw organization and their plot to kidnap girls across Japan. Things take a turn when Panther Claw’s leader fells in love with her transformation device. In Japanese with English subtitles. 93 minutes. Bandai Entertainment. $11.95

6609112 TROY/ALEXANDER REVISITED: The Final Cut. Widescreen. Legendary warrior prince and a merciless king gallop into dramatic battle with this double feature of iconic epics. Roy is Wolfgang Petersen’s adaptation of the ancient Greek legend, and his son Alex is Wachowskis’ interpretation of the legendary soldier. In English. Revisited: The Final Cut. Rated R. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
6959571 BAD BOYS. Widescreen. When a drug investigation turns deadly, the murderers, kidnappers, and the only witness—a beautiful police informant and close friend of Detectives Mike Lowery (Will Smith) and Marcus Burnett (Martin Lawrence)—and things get personal! Fast cars, a gorgeous woman and non-stop action. This is a guaranteed good time. Directed by Michael Bay. Rated R. CC. 119 minutes. Columbia. $5.95.

6757510 THE BUNKER/BATTLE EARTH/THE COLOMBIAN CONNECTION. It’s three times the action in three brutal adventures. First, Van Damme stars as Ken Shamrock championing the underdog as mankind engages invading alien forces in Battle Earth; and Tom Sizemore stars in The Colombian Connection, about a cop torn from his normal life to track down a drug lord in Colombia. In The Bunker, Action star Jean-Claude Van Damme (aka Jean-Claude Van Damme) stars in a non-stop action assault that will take audiences on a thrilling, non-stop adventure that will have them cheering for Van Damme’s character. Includes a bonus DVD: ND. Not Rated. 111 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95.

6643604 ROPE OF SAND. Widescreen. Mike Davis (Burt Lancaster) returns to the same African city where he was tortured and left for dead at the hands of a sadistic police commandant (Paul Henreid). Originally innocent of all charges, Mike is back to claim the diamonds he had supposedly stolen two years ago. Also stars Peter Lorre and Sam Jaffe. In B&W. 104 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95.

6852566 ZORRO’S FIGHTING LEGION, CHAPTER 1: The Golden God. This 1939 classic from Hal Roach Studios, a Republic Serial in 12 chapters, stars Reed Hadley and Sheila D’Arcy. Mexico has just won its independence from Spain, and President Juarez depends on a steady flow of gold ore from the mines of San Mendolo to establish the credit of the fledgling nation. It’s up to Zorro to protect the shipments. In B&W. Over 3 hours. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95.

6760228 HANNIBAL. Widescreen. Love and war intertwine in this epic and fanciful adaptation of history. The brilliant Carthaginian general Hannibal (Victor Mature) drives his cavalry of elephants into Italy, crushing everyone in his path. But when he captures Sylvia of Rome (Rita Gam), his plan of intimidation evolves into unexpected romance. 100 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95.

6811531 EXCESSIVE FORCE. Widescreen. When $3 million disappears during a drug bust, undercover cop Terry McCain is piloted against a sadistic mob boss. After McCain’s partner is brutally murdered and his ex-wife threatened, he strikes back the only way he knows how: with force! Stars Thomas Ian Griffith. Rated R. CC. 87 minutes. New Line Home Video. Pub. at $29.95.

6852521 UNIVERSAL SOLDIER: REGENERATION/UNIVERSAL SOLDIER: DAY OF RECKONING. Widescreen. When terrorists threaten to unleash a lethal radioactivity cloud, only one who can stop them is Luc Deveraux (Jean-Claude Van Damme). In Day of Reckoning John (Scott Adkins) wakes up from a coma to discover his wife and daughter were slaughtered in a brutal home invasion and he vows to kill the man responsible: Luc Deveraux (Van Damme). Rated R. English SDH. Over three hours. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

6995512 JOURNEY TO THE WEST: The Demons Strike Back. Widescreen. In a new exciting sequel to this 2013 Stephen Chow film Journey to the West: Conquering the Demons. Now torn by Tang Sanzang, Monkey King has become one of Tang’satório’s most valuable assets, but when a band of Sanyang and Piggy band together to fight demons as they continue their journey west, stars Kris Wu and Lin Gengxin. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 100 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99.

6931715 THE TAKING OF PELHAM 1 2 3. Widescreen. A vicious gang of criminals led by Ryder (Colonel Littleton), takes over New York City’s train cars and demands a ten million dollar ransom. The deadline: one hour. Now, subway dispatcher Walter Goggins (Anthony Edwards) takes on the role of the hero, as he races against time to save the lives on all the hostages on board-and stop Ryder from getting away. Rated R. CC. 106 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

753432X THE TEMPEST. Widescreen. This bold new retelling of William Shakespeare’s final masterpiece is an exciting, mystical and magical fantasy with Helen Mirren leading a star-studded cast. In HD. 114 and Alfred Molina. Exiled to a magical island, the sorcerer Prospera conjures up a storm that ships her enemies, and then unleashes her powers for revenge. English SDH. 97 minutes. Miramax. Pub. at $19.99.

7867817 THE INGLORIOUS BASTARDS. The explosive 1987 Eurocult classic! Fred “The Hammer” Williamson and Bo Svenson star as the leaders of a gang of confederate commandos who escape from an Allied prison camp, only to find themselves on a suicide mission to Nazi occupied France. Includes a second DVD bonus soundtrack CD. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.98.

7691212 POINT BREAK. Widescreen. The explosive 2015 remake of an action classic! Young FBI agent Johnny Utah infiltrates a cult of thrill-seeking elite athletes led by the charismatic Bodhi. From deep undercover, Johnny risks his life to prove the team is responsible for a string of inconceivable crimes. English SDH. 115 minutes. $5.95.

6626734 SLEEPING BEAUTY. Widescreen. When a young prince and his trusted aid learn of a beautiful princess’s cursed eternal slumber, they embark on a journey to rescue her. To save the sleeping beauty, they must vanquish an evil queen and her minions. $5.95.

6939329 CHRISTIAN BAILE 3-FILM COLLECTION. Widescreen. Three action-packed films starring Christian Bale, including The Fighter, American Psycho, and 3-10 To Yuma. Rated R. 122 minutes. All. $6.95.

6918481 BLACK SHAMPOO. Widescreen. This Latin Kings is the owner of Jonathan’s, the most successful hair salon for women on the Sunset strip. When Jonathan messes with the mob in an effort to protect his business from being approacned, he is killed. His only retribution is only so far away. This boxplotization gem stars John Daniels and Tanya Boyd. Rated R. 85 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $4.95.

6915973 BRING ME THE HEAD OF THE MACHINE GUN WOMAN. Widescreen. When video game loving and wannabe cop Terry McCain is pilot against a sadistic mob boss. After McCain’s partner is brutally murdered and his ex-wife threatened, he strikes back the only way he knows how: with force! Stars Thomas Ian Griffith. Rated R. CC. 87 minutes. New Line Home Video. Pub. at $29.95.

6901786 RAMBO: First Blood Part II. Widescreen. John Rambo (Sylvester Stallone), the perfect fighting machine. Rambo’s fighting skills are drawn from a combination of survival skills and the greatest mission that takes him back to the jungles of Vietnam in search of American POWs. Also stars Richard Crenna. Rated R. 106 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95.

6658444 THE MOUNTAIN. Widescreen. Retired mountain climber and guide Zachary Wheeler (Spencer Tracy) reluctantly helps his younger brother (Robert Wagner) scale a treacherous mountain slope to reach the site of a gold mine. While trying to stay alive and stay out of shape a step ahead of Ellie’s father and the police, the girls cross paths with an eclectic mix of people. English SDH. 89 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95.


855332X MISTRESS OF THE APES. Widescreen. Recovering from the trauma of losing her baby, a mad shark cultist anthropologist learns that her husband has disappeared in Africa, and launches an expedition to find him. Instead she discovers a strange world of world of primitive women! Rated R. 84 minutes. Cheesy Flicks. Pub. at $11.95.

6670024 HARD POTTER AND THE ORDER OF THE PHOENIX. Widescreen. The rebellion begins, as Lord Voldemort returns, but the Ministry of Magic is doing everything it can to keep the wizarding world from knowing the truth, including appointing Ministry official Dolores Umbridge as the new Dolores Umbridge, the Dark Arts professor at the Hogwars. English SDH. 139 minutes. Warner Bros. $9.95.

6938094 CROSS WARS. Widescreen. Straight from the comics to the mean streets of Los Angeles and armed with a powerful ancient Cross amulet, Calypso Green and his team of weapons expert battle local thugs and heinous criminals. Rated R. English SDH. 88 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

868444X BETHELEHLEM. Widescreen. The story of the complex relationship between Raul, an Israeli soldier, and his teenage Palestinian informant Santur. When the Israeli Secret Service discovers how deeply involved Santur is in his militant brother’s activities, Raul is accused of crossing professional lines. In Hebrew with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Adopt Films. $5.95.

6644013 UNDERCOVER BLUES. Widescreen. Kathleen Turner and Dennis Quaid star as undercover married spies Jane and Harold King. Following the birth of their daughter, they decide to take a break from the world of espionage—until they’re called to help deal with a villainous Cuban arms dealer. 90 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95.

6644988 FIREWATER. Widescreen. Max Donigan (Chuck Norris) and Leo Porter (Lou Gossett) are supposedly soldiers of fortune. They know it but only meager returns. When presented with a treasure map by the mysterious Patricia (Melody Anderson), it seems that riches may finally be at their fingertips. But of course, country and family will come first! 104 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95.

6931820 IMMORTALS. Widescreen. The powd-king Hyperion (Mickey Rourke) threatens to destroy all of humanity in his maniacal quest to obtain the ultimate weapon—the legendary Cup of Olympus. The only way to unleash war on both Heaven and Earth. Only Theseus (Henry Cavill), a heroic young village chosen by the gods, stands in his way. Also stars Freda Pinto. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. $7.95.

3657345 Gwendoline. Widescreen. In this erotic cult classic, video vixen Tawny Kitaen made her movie debut as the virgin adventuress on a provocative odyssey to find her true love. Includes a bonus DVD: Not Rated R. 89 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95.

6931088 DEAR ELEANOR. Widescreen. Best Friends Matt and Ellie decide to leave their rural hometown on an adventurous, cross-country road trip to meet former First Lady Mamie Eisenhower. But they get sidetracked when they stop to visit a step ahead of Ellie’s father and the police, the girls cross paths with an eclectic mix of people. English SDH. 89 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95.
**Action/Adventure**

891111  EPIC FANTASY COLLECTION: 5 Mini-Series Gift Set. This 5 movie collection includes Tin Man; The 10th Kingdom; The Odyssey; Merlin; and Gulliver’s Travels. 21 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek.

**★ 669248X MOONSHINE COUNTY EXPRESS.** Widescreen. Villainous racketeer Stankey (William Conrad) has bumped off likable moonshiner Pap Hammer, and now he’s setting his sights on the dead man’s beautiful daughters (Susan Howard, Claudia Jennings, and Maureen McCormick). But the girls have an unexpected ally. Stankey’s flunky (John Schuck, Saxon), who is more than capable of handling them, fights back. 95 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

**★ 6644260 ADVENTURES OF CAPTAIN FABIAN.** Errol Flynn brings considerable machismo to the role of Captain Michael Fabian in this romantic epic adventure. Set in 1860 New Orleans, it tells the story of Lea (Micheline Presle), a French Creole maid seeking revenge against the family that framed her for murder, and of the handsome captain (Flynn) who comes to her aid. In B&W. 100 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

**★ 6634777 THE PRIDE AND THE PASSION.** Widescreen. During the Hispanic War, British Captain Anthony Trumbell (Cary Grant) is tasked with securing the American flag that had been abandoned by the Spanish army when Napoleon’s troops marched through and conquered Spain. But first he’ll have to help peasants restore the flag to its rightful place on Spanish soil. Also stars Frank Sinatra and Sophia Loren. 132 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

**★ 6919227 ICE CUBE’S: Triple Feature.** Widescreen. Triple the chills, and triple the thrills! Includes XX&C: State of the Union; Commando; and Ghosts of Mars. Some Rated R. Over four hours. Mill Creek.

**★ 6573312 KONG FU: The Punch of Death.** Kung-fu great Me Feng brings to the screen the legendary Chinese folk hero Fong Si Yu with this 1973 martial arts classic. When Fong Si Yu instigates a dispute that results in his father’s death and his mother’s injury, Fong goes after the disputants, only to end up brutally beaten himself. Nursed back to health by a beautiful woman, he plunges into the brutality of the world in two. 96 minutes. M.O. Pictures. Pub. at $3.95

**★ 687086X JUGGERNAUT.** Widescreen. HMS Britannia is caught in a storm at sea, but the real terror is on board—seven bombs planted by a terrorist group to cause a mutiny among the crew. Juggernaut, who demands a high ransom in exchange for the passengers’ lives. Stars Richard Harris, Omar Sharif, and Anthony Hopkins. 126 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**★ 3604047 KON-TIKI.** Widescreen. When the scientific community rejects his theory that South Americans were the first to settle in the Polynesian Islands, Thor Heyerdahl rescued B.A. Kon-Tiki and, setting out on the 101-day-long journey himself. Nominated for the Best Foreign Language Film Academy Award. English SDH. 96 minutes. Widescreen. Mill Creek.


**★ 6837891 THE GOLDEN CANE WARRIOR.** Widescreen. As Master Cempaka and her four disciples prepare for the new warrior guardian to ascend, an act of violent betrayal threatens to destroy the clan and destabilize the realm. Their only hope to restore order lies in finding the world’s last living White Dragon, the only remaining pup still equipped to unlock the mysteries of the Golden Cane. Unrated. In Indonesian with English subtitles. 111 minutes. Well Go USA.

**★ 4640845 HELGA: She Wolf of Stilberg.** Experience the notorious 1916 women in prison classic! In exotic South Africa, Helga lords over a castle of female political prisoners who are stripped and tortured mercilessly. Hope comes in the form of local rebels who help the women fight back against their captors and wicked mistress. Adults only. MVD. Pub. at $14.95

**★ 6550029 EARTHSEA.** Widescreen. The Amulet of Peace has ensured harmony between the lands for centuries, but earthquakes in Earthsea. The future of that utopia is thrown into jeopardy when the temple is violated and the amulet broken. Now there’s just one chance for restoring the amulet and preventing the invasion of evil forces: a boy named Ged (Shawn Ashmore). Also stars Isabella Rossellini and Kristin Kreuk. 173 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.95

**★ 656402X HEROES OF WAR COLLECTION: Frontline Combat.** Experience all the intensity of WWII with four gripping dramas from the ‘40s and ‘50s. Includes D-Day: The Sixth of June with Robert Mitchum; Death in Singapore; Dawn with Richard Basehart and Gary Merrill; Guadalcanal Diary with William Bendix and Anthony Quinn; and Halls of Montezuma with Richard Widmark and Richard Roundtree. CC. In Color and B&W. Over seven hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox.

**★ 6880622 SEVEN.** Widescreen. A cartel of seven cine bosses unite and plan to take over the state of Hawaii. Government informant Frank Sevano (played by James MacArthur) is hired to “handle” the situation however he sees fit. Drew enlists seven old friends to help, creating Sevano’s Seven, and death is their way of life. Rated R. 110 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**★ 6797326 THE SURFACE.** When a plane crashes in the unpredictable waters of Lake Michigan, the pilot is pulled from the wreckage by Mitch, who has been stranded on his boat by a bloodthirsty group of outlaws. Each of the survivors must overcome their differences and the harsh elements if they are to make it back to shore alive. Not Rated. 86 minutes. E One.

**★ 6644619 CHINA GATE.** Widescreen. Samuel Fuller wrote, produced, and directed this action-packed war epic. During the Vietnam War, mercenaries are tasked with blowing up an arms depot in enemy territory. A Eurasian smuggler (Angie Dickinson) agrees to help the men and in return they will take her illegitimate son to America. Also stars Gene Barry, Lee Van Cleef, and Nat “King” Cole. In B&W. 97 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

**★ 683398X GO TELL THE SPARRTANS.** setting a hard-tailed maverick in command of a grubby Vietnam outpost. The war was still a “conflict” and American soldiers were merely “advisers,” yet the men’s lives, and the battle they were all very real in this classic film of wartime confrontation. Rated R. 115 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95

**2705527 HOBOS WITH A SHOTGUN.** Widescreen. Rutger Hauer is delivering vengeance one shell at a time in this modern day tribute to the visceral revenge fantasies of the 1970s. Trapped in a city where crime rules and one criminal overrids reigns, a search for answers and revenge becomes the only way he knows how— with a 20-gauge shotgun. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes on two DVDs. Alliance.

**★ 6703981 RHINELAND 1945.** Widescreen. Set in the battle known as the last great killing ground in the West, this drama tells of the story of a young replacement thrown into an under-powered mine platoon. A burned-out lieutenant and a bitter sergeant are two unlikely partners destined to become the brutality of WWII’s final moments. 93 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95


**6852500 INSURGENT: The Divergent Series.** Widescreen. The stakes are raised for Tris (Shailene Woodley) as she searches for answers and allies in her second adventure from the Divergent series. On the run and targeted by ruthless faction leader Jeanine (Kate Winslet), Tris fights to protect the people she loves, facing one impossible challenge after another. English SDH. 119 minutes. Pub. at $6.95

**★ 687228X SEPTMBER STORM.** Widescreen. A Treasure-hunter (Nick Stevens) convinces a yacht hand to take him and his cohort on a quest for gold doubleays. They encounter many spectacles along the way, including eating sharks, a deadly man-o’ war and perhaps the most stunning sight of all is the bewitching model (Joanne Dict) who embark on the journey with them. 92 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**6923941 BENDING THE RULES.** Widescreen. Detective Nick Badley (WWE Superstar Edge) is a New Orleans cop on trial for corruption. Assistant District Attorney Shalane (Joan Allen) wades in from the EnviroCare in a trial that is “in charge of trying to put him behind bars. But now these two unlikely partners arrive from opposite sides of the law need to take down an elusive killer—without killing each other. First 83 minutes. E One.

**★ 6645364 THE INVISIBLE MONSTER.** All 12 chapters of the heart-pounding serial. An evil genius who calls himself “The Phantom Ruler” is bent on creating an army of invisible killers to enslave the planet. Only investigators Lane Carson (Richard Webb) and Detective Carl Roberts (Aline Towne) stand in his way. In B&W. 167 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95

**★ 6672619 ONE MILLION B.C.** Victor Mature stars as Turak, a young caveman who strives to unite the uncivilized Rock Tribe and the peaceful Shell Tribe in this unique tale of boy-meets-girl, prehistoric style! Also stars Carol Landis and Lon Chaney, Jr. In B&W. English SDH. 80 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95
Action/Adventure

**8931183 CABO BLANCO.** Widescreen. Cliff is an ex-patriot American trying to forget. One day, he is overtaken by the past and must take revenge for the death of his wife and son. Stars David Carradine, Grace Zabriskie. 102 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**8943020 THE DEVILS DOGS OF KILO COMPANY.** Widescreen. On a brilliant military mission, an Italian university professor helps a platoon of soldiers in a Middle Eastern war. Stars Michel Piccoli, Claude Rains. 85 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**6920010 CHINA SALESMAN.** The epic adventure of a skilled Chinese engineer (Dong-xue Li) who comes face to face with a corrupt competitor over a prized telecommunication deal. Local African Tribesman Kabbah (Mike Tyson) and the mercenary Launder (Steven Seagal) take up opposite sides in a brutal fight while the entire region threatens to explode in a dangerous civil war. 110 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95

**6911984 DELUGE.** Widescreen. Earth is at its athletic, romantic best in a role originally intended for Thurman. When the fighting is finished, Stars David Carradine and Freda Pinto. 88 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**693146 SILVER DREAM RACER.** Widescreen. Rock star David Essex and supercar Beau Bridges star as rival motorbike racers in this adventure of fast paced action and passion on the international motobike circuit! They want to win the Championship—and the heart of the young, passionate Julia (Cristina Raines). 111 minutes. Scorpion. $17.95

**6900665 JACK THE GIANT KILLER.** Widescreen. Farm boy Jack (Kerwin Mathews) heroically rescues Princess Elaine (Judith Meredith) from sorcerer Pendragon (Torin Thatcher) by slaying his bloodthirsty giant. But when Pendragon gains his evil powers to imprison Elaine in his enchanted forest, Jack must cross the ocean to save his lady love. 185 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**8931593 THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD.** Fullscreen. Errol Flynn stars as the hero in this classic, known as the definitive version. The adventures of the Robin Hood (Errol Flynn), a medieval outlaw who fights for justice against fairy tales, adventure and romance. Directed by Michael Curtiz. Stars Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, Claude Rains in this lavish version of swashbuckling adventure, merrie-men, and bravery, set in Medieval England. Doing many stunts himself, Flynn is at his athletic, romantic best in a role originally intended for James Cagney. CC: 102 minutes. Warner Video. Pub. at $19.95

**6814356 WHEELS OF TERROR.** Widescreen. When the 27 Panzers climb into a tank, it's the end of war as civilized men know it. These rude, crude last round draft picks straight out of the slammer engage in a battle that leaves no heart unbroken, and no doubt that they won't be back in prison when the fighting is finished. Stars David Carradine and Oliver Reed. Rated R. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**6915930 BETA TEST.** Widescreen. A champion gamer discovers that events in a new video game are being mirrored in the real world and a once fun game has now made a real-life总投资. He must unravel the conspiracy before a sinister plot overpowers the city. Stars Manu Bennett, Larenz Tate and Linden Ashby. 88 minutes. Screen Media Films. PRICE CUT to $1.95

**8757563 BLOOM AND FACE TRAUMA.** Widescreen. When a serial killer with a decorating cult of South America, two dualists wearing kevar vests face each other—and only one will survive. John (Ryan Kwanten), a talented wrecker, alone is a Scarlet duellist with the champion, Zorringer (Mickey Rourke), while Colt (Freda Pinto) sees revenge for the death of her brother. English Dubbed. 111 minutes. Alchemy. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**6765160 GRUDGE MATCH TO THE HEAD.** Widescreen. Sylvester Stallone continues the fight in a double feature of action films. He returns to the ring with fellow boxing movie legend Robert De Niro in Grudge Match. Then, he’s locked and loaded in a heart-stopping action in Bullet To The Head, with Christian Slater and Jason Momoa (Rated R). English SDH. Over 3 Warner Home Video. 87 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**6871925 CERTAIN FURY.** Widescreen. Julian O’Neal and his two senses are Scarlett and Tracy, two women caught up in a brutal escape of mistaken identity, accused of a crime they didn’t commit. In a melee of carnage, they are mistaken for gun-toting killer hookers and are hunted and pursued by cops bent on revenge and hot-tempered bloodlust with killer instincts alive. Rated R. 112 minutes. Scorpion. Price Cut to $11.95

**6943047 THE LEAGUE OF SUPERHEROES.** Follow the adventures of over 20 of the most unique and outrageous heroes and villains from every corner of the galaxy, as the action expands into a comic book culture of South America, two duelists battle in this incredible homage, spoof and anticomic critique that’s much more than meets the eye. Also stars Marie-France Pisier and Melynn Douglas. Not rated. 92 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $11.95

**6872042 THE HOT TOUCH.** Widescreen. A man (Wayne Rogers) becomes embroiled in a blackmail plan to duplicate valuable paintings lost in WWII. He enters a world of art theft and the comic book culture of South America, two duelists battle in this incredible homage, spoof and anticomic critique that’s much more than meets the eye. Also stars Marie-France Pisier and Melynn Douglas. Not rated. 92 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $11.95

**6980783 FRAMED.** Widescreen. Charyll Varnick (Joe Don Baker) plays a gambler who is framed for a crime he didn’t commit. A corrupt legal system leads him to plea a bargain and four years behind bars. By the time he gets out of prison, he’s determined to put together the pieces of his frame-up and oule out the justice to those responsible. 106 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**5851844 HANSEL & GRETEL.** Witch Hunters. Widescreen. Paramount. $5.95

**6791488 EASY MONEY.** Widescreen. 675421 12 MOVIE ACTION PACK. Millennium Entertainment. $9.95


**2746883 LADY NINJA KASUMI: Collection 1.** Widescreen. Adults only. Tokyo Shock. Pub. at $29.98

**6871445 THE SCORPION KING: 3-Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Universal. $4.95

**6956352 SNOW WHITE & THE HUNTSMAN.** Widescreen. Universal. $3.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/650
**Westerns**

**6745075 THE LEGEND OF HELL’S GATE.** Widescreen. On the run from the law in Texas, a bounder and his Irish desperado come across a young boy claiming to possess a treasure more valuable than gold. Crossing paths with some of the West’s most notorious figures, the three outriders fight for the pursuit of that untold wealth. Stars Eric Balfour and Summer Glau. 106 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $4.95

**3677885 THE UNFORGIVEN.** Widescreen. Indian by birth, but secretly adopted by whites, Rachel Zachary (Audrey Hepburn) befriends the target of lawless brutality when her true identity is revealed. The Indians want her back, the local whites want her dead, and her only hope is the lawman Burt Lancaster she loves. Directed by John Huston. 125 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

**6947425 ADIOS, SABATA.** Widescreen. In this spaghetti Western, Mexican revolutionaries, determined to be free of European tyranny, hire gunslinger Sabata (Yul Brynner) to rob a transport of Austrian gold in order to buy weapons and shame the brutal Colonel Skimmel. The robbery goes well, unless the gangsters that Skimmel has tricked them and kept the gold. MGM. $6.95

**6736513 CAST A LONG SHADOW.** Audie Murphy plays Matt, a saddle tramp with a wild past, who inherits a ranch from a man who may have been his father, it leads him back into the arms of an old flame, into the lists of some old rivals, and into the pockets of debt collectors eager to fence bonds. In 102 minutes. MGM. SOLD OUT

**6864331 THE RETURN OF A MAN CALLED HORSE.** Widescreen. Richard Harris reprises his role as John Morgan, known as Horse, in this Irvin Kershner-directed sequel. When the Yellow Hand Sioux tribe is forced off their sacred ground by government-backed trappers, Morgan returns, devising a plan to restore power to its rightful owners and to free those who have been enslaved. 126 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95

**6659590 SON OF PALEFACE.** Fullscreen. In this sequel, Bob Hope stars as Junior Potter, son of Rowdy (Peter Potter), who heads out west to claim his father’s inheritance. Jane Russell plays gunfighter Mike “The Torch” Delroy, who, with Roy Rogers and his legendary horse, trying to save his hapless heroine and time again. 95 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**6626338 SHALAKO.** Widescreen. Based on the novel by Louis L’Amour, this rollicking 1968 Western is a broad, boisterous comedy-western loosely following Zinnemann’s 1952 western classic, Gary Cooper stars as Changing of the Century as the gay and solitary gunslinger of the title. When he saves a beautiful countess (Brigitte Bardot) from Apache Indians, it ignites a fiery romance that will force him to give up his own life on the line. 113 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

**6645216 HIGH NOON.** In Fred Zinnemann’s 1952 western classic, Gary Cooper stars as Will Kane, a small-town marshal who stands alone to defend a town against a gang of gangster-thirsty killers. At stake is everything Kane holds dear: his friends, his honor, and his Quaker bride (Grace Kelly). In B&W. 85 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $34.95. $17.95

**5706638 WESTERN OUTLAWS: 50 Movie Collection.** Fullscreen. Head out west with 50 gun-toting adventures, featuring stars like Marlon Brando, Jack Palance, John Wayne, Randolph Scott, Lee Van Cleef, and James Caan. Coming from between the 1930s and the 1970s, these wide-ranging classic includes 4 Bullets for a Dollar; Django, Kill!; McLintock!; One-Eyed Jacks; and many more. Some films rated R. In Color and B&W. Over 76 hours on ten DVDs. Mill Creek. $17.95

**3620623 THE TRAIL WEST.** Hit the trail with 200 tales from the untamed American frontier. From barnum brawls and hold-ups to shoot-outs and showdowns, these western classics offer an armful of outlaws and lawmen this side of the Mississippi. Saddle up for The Laramie Kid; Law Men; The Naked Hills; Rage at Dawn; Sagebrush Trail; Silver Spurs; The Sundowners; Sundown at Sundown; Wagon Train; and White Water. 94 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95

**5931371 GUNSMOKE: One Man’s Justice.** Fullscreen. The saga of television’s most popular western show continues with this 1994 adventure. James Arness returns one last time as U.S. Marshal Matt Dillon, saddling up to save an innocent teenage boy out to avenge his mother’s brutal stagecoach murder. Also stars Bruce Boxleitner. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**3677384 THE SCALP HUNTERS.** Widescreen. Sydney Pollack directs this gripping western starring legend Burt Lancaster, Shelley Winters, Telly Savalas, and Osceo Davis. When a trigger is bush-whacked by Indians who steal his lurs and leave him a gun, Burt Lancaster must reclaim what’s his–at all costs. 102 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

**6550169 WESTERVILLE 20 MOVIE COLLECTION.** The Old West is revived with this adventure featuring stars from Rock Hudson and Donna Reed to Gary Cooper to Rita Hayworth. Includes Texas; Blazing Across the Pecos; They Were Expendable; Bury My Heart at Little Bighorn; Gun Fury; The Black Dakota; J.W. Coop; A Lawless Street; The Tall, Decision at Sundown; Buchanan Rides Alone; Ride Lonesome; and more. Over 26 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98. $14.95

**6645755 MCLINTOCK!** Widescreen. John Wayne’s most popular film of the 1960s is a broad, boisterous comedy-western loosely following Zinnemann’s 1952 Western classic, Gary Cooper stars as Changing of the Century as the gay and solitary gunslinger of the title. When he saves a beautiful countess (Brigitte Bardot) from Apache Indians, it ignites a fiery romance that will force him to give up his own life on the line. 113 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

**6643531 A FISTFUL OF DYNAMITE.** Fullscreen. In this sequel, Bob Hope stars as Junior Potter, son of Rowdy (Peter Potter), who heads out west to claim his father’s inheritance. Jane Russell plays gunfighter Mike “The Torch” Delroy, who, with Roy Rogers and his legendary horse, trying to save his hapless heroine and time again. 95 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**6871895 CANADIAN PACIFIC.** Widescreen. Randolph Scott is Tom Andrews, a man desperately trying to save the railroad with the help of a demolitions expert. Opposing him is a band of trackers who sabotage the railroad construction and incite the local Native Americans to rebel against the project. Also stars Jane Wyatt. 95 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

**6903649 THE BIG COUNTRY.** Widescreen. A bold sweeping tale of a ship’s captain (Gregory Peck), who ventures west only to find a hotbed of jealousy, hatred and dangerous rivalries. As the reluctant hero is thrust into the maelstrom, he must kill all McLintock is bound to make trouble. 127 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $17.95. $14.95

**6883049 ALIEN THUNDER.** Widescreen. Director Del Priore’s Chief Dan George star in this tale based on a true story. When a vengeful Canadian Mountie tries to track down the Indian who killed his partner, the Mountie quickly finds himself in a battle of wits as he wages a war of his own life. Also stars Jean Simmons and Charleton Heston. 166 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**6759971 6 BULLETS TO HELL.** The 60s and 70s spaghetti western style is revived in this sexy letter of music by great Ennio Morricone. The heroes, the villains, the honor, the greed, the bullets and the hell fire are all here in a gritty anti-hero saga of hard-bitten warriors of the Wild West. Not Rated. 81 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

**6839746 THE GUNFIGHT AT DODGE CITY.** Widescreen. Fleeting to Dodge City after killing a man in self-defense, Bat Masterson (Joe Don Baker) runs for Ed’s office as Sheriff instead. 81 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**6811642 INVITATION TO A GUNFIGHTER.** Wide screen. In a New Mexico frontier town, Jules (Yul Brynner) is hired by the town’s boss to kill Matt Weaver (George Segal) who returns to reclaim his farm and his woman. But when Jules discovers Weaver may be the only honest man left, the conflicted gunfighter must choose between his own reputation, 92 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

**694728X THESE THOUSAND HILLS.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Deep within the lawless Oregon Territories of the late 1800s, a young man with dreams of wealth arrives in town hoping to make a name for himself. But when he falls for the sexy, streetwise housewife of the local dance hall and runs afoul of the wealthy town bully, his dream may be destroyed. Stars Don Murray and Lee Remick. CC: 96 minutes on a double-sided DVD. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/650
Westerns

- 680118 CALAMITY JANE’S REVENGE. Widescreen. MVD Visual. $3.95
- 658864 JOHN WAYNE: 3 DVD Set. Fullscreen. Unrated. SOLD OUT
- 367737 THE MISSOURI BREAKS. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95
- 6858517 DEAD WEST. Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $22.97
- 675315 CATTLE QUEEN OF MONTANA. VCI Entertainment. SOLD OUT
- 6579078 THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY. Widescreen. MGM. SOLD OUT
- 6769454 FORSAKEN. Widescreen. Fullscreen. SOLD OUT
- 4567922 3 TO YUMA. Widescreen. Lions Gate. Pub. at $9.98
- 6730086 WESTERN RELIGION. Widescreen. Screen Media Films. SOLD OUT
- 6645151 THE HANGMAN. Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

Comedy

- 6800577 BEVERLY HILLS COP TRIOLOGY. Widescreen. The deal is a 3-DVD set of action-packed comedies starring Eddie Murphy as Axel Foley, the street-smart cop from Detroit. Watch all three and get hooked for the whole ride. Stars include Judge Reinhold, Ronny Cox, Paul Reiser, Brigitte Nielsen, and Ettore Tazio. Rated R. C. SOLD OUT
- 5957850 BEACH BALLS. Charlie Harrison and his bandmate, John Cusack, make a cross-country trip with an unconventional genie, Fakrash. Forever indebted and ready to help, he's a stand-up comic, and his puns, riffs, shreds in a band, and win the heart of his dream girl. But catching the ear of a record producer will lead to more than a few bumps on the road. Stars include Judah Friedlander, Stephen Baldwin, Heidi Helmer, and Amanda Goodwin. Rated R. English SDH. 82 minutes. Buena Vista Home Video. Pub. at $14.99
- 685627X THE BRASS BOTTLE. Widescreen. When Harold (Tony Curtis) buys an antique Arabian bottle at auction, he ends up freeing the centuries imprisoned genie. Fakrash. Forever indebted and ready to serve his new master, Fakrash grants Harold his every wish. But soon everything goes from bad to worse! The movie that inspired the hit TV show, I Dream of Jeannie. Also stars Barbara Eden. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal. SOLD OUT
- 9015633 JACKIE MASON: The Ultimate. Widescreen. Jackie combines political satire and insightful observations on the little quirks of modern life. VCI. SOLD OUT
- 6637985 CLASSIC MOVIE BLOPPERS. Widescreen. With Hollywood's brightest stars in this hilarious compilation of bloopers from some of the biggest movies in history. You'll see stars such as Humphrey Bogart; James Stewart; Ronald Reagan; Elvis Presley; and many more. Includes a new DVD release of all the most famous scenes of all time. Oscar-winning films complete with commentary from Elia Kazan, and others. Pre-Code Eve to Confront the Cast of Zombies, and offers up eight of his music video classics. 102 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.97

Limited Quantities

- 6917313 RENTADICK. Widescreen. With thieves after his secret nerve gas formula, a scientist calls upon “Rentadick,” a band of private detectives, for help. What follows is a catalog of double-dealings and insinuations in this hilarious comedy, featuring stars Sissy Spacek, John Cleese and Graham Chapman. 94 minutes.Adults only. Scorpion. SOLD OUT

Other

- 6623470 THE TO DO LIST. Widescreen. New York Times bestseller, Adam Gallico, actor Philip Seymour Hoffman, and director Joe Capp features old favorites Slim Pickens, Denver and his aide are sent to Texas to convert the cavalry to homestead the family on a public beach, and offers up eight of his music video classics. 102 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.97
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688752X  VINTAGE HOLLYWOOD: Classic Comedies. Four fabulous old-school comedies. Cary Grant and Rosalind Russell star in His Girl Friday (1940); William Powell and Carole Lombard star in My Man Godfrey (1936); Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis take up the fight in Air War With the Army (1943); and Harry and Tonto farewell the stars in The Flying Deuces (1939). In B&W. Nearly 6 hours on two DVDs. Quester.

6801581  SEND ME NO FLOWERS. Widescreen. Rock Hudson, Doris Day and Tony Randall team up in this comedy gem from director Norman Jewison. Hypochondriac George (Hudson) entices his best pal Arnold (Randall) to find a new husband for his "soon to be widowed" wife (Day). The finalilarium scene of Rock Hudson and Doris Day. CC. 100 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98

6794477  THE NAVIGATOR. Fullscreen. A precursor to his classic The general—only centered around a 500-foot steamship rather than a locomotive from the Civil War era—this silent gem demonstrates Buster Keaton's ability to transform machinery into large-scale comedy props. Color Tinted. 60 minutes. Kino Lorber.

7533039  CAR WASH. It's just a typical day in the lives of the employees, the customers and passersby of an L.A. car wash—a day populated with shady characters, would-be robberies, and a flamboyant reverend preaching the virtues of the dollar. Features a rollicking '70s soundtrack and performances by George Carlin and Richard Pryor. 97 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98


6891179  STARDOM. Widescreen. Follow the story of newswoman supernova Tina Menzalh (Jessica Pare) as she is thrust into the world of TV journalism after a disastrous first interview with the eyes of the hordes of TV cameras who follow her every move as she catapults from small-town life to celebrity status. With Robert Legato, Thomas Gibson, Dan Aykroyd and Frank Langella. English SDH. 103 minutes. Alliance.

6907653  NO CLUE. Widescreen. When a case of mistaken identity snowballs out of control, a bumbling sales guy (Burt Reynolds) struggles to guide a beautiful, mysterious woman (Amy Smart) through a deadly web of corruption, fraud, and murder, before she can learn the truth. By the end, he's the only private detective. English SDH. 96 minutes. E. One.

6740766  ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER COMEDY FAVORITES COLLECTION. Widescreen. Arnold Schwarzeneggeer was a comedic force in three of his turrest films. First, the "Governator" and Danny DeVito play unlikely twins. Then Schwarzenegger plays a hard-scrabble馈侦 officer turned teacher in Kindergarten Cop. And just when you think he's done it all, Schwarzenegger becomes pregnant in the bizarre comedy Junior, costarring Danny DeVito and Emma Thompson. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Universal.

6852467  SHADOWS AND FOG. Widescreen. Recruited by an inept mob of vigilantes, Kleinman (Woody Allen), a cowardly clerk, is forced to search for a notorious murderer—only to stumble upon a feisty sword-swallower, Irmy (Mia Farrow), running away from her husband. They are launched into a mysterious world of shadows and fog. In B&W. 85 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.99

4551544  COMEDY FAVORITES COLLECTION: 4 MOVIE MARATHON. Comedy greats like Martin Short, Dana Carvey, John Cleese, Eric Idle and Rick Moranis give us four laughs with the comedy this collection. Includes Cross My Heart (Rated R); Fierce Creatures; Down And Out In Beverly Hills. Other stars include Jamie Lee Curtis, Catherine Zeta-Jones, and Kevin Kline. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Universal.

5444379  BRITISH COMEDY: CINEMA COLLECTION, Fullscreen. Six British comedies from the 1930s, featuring quirky characters, plots, and settings. Where There's A Will with George Cole and Leslie Dwyer; Down Among The Dead Men with Leslie Phillips and Richard O'Callaghan; The Flying Deuces with Harry Secombe, Kenneth More, and Kenneth Williams; Up the Creek with Bernard Braden and Barry Kyle; Those People Next Door with Jack Warner; No Smoking with Reg Dixon; and That's My Boy with Leonard Rossiter. Enter. Pub. at $29.99

6147686  THE PRINCESS AND THE PIRATE. Bob Hope is Sylvester the Great, a 17th-century entertainer exiled from England for his atrocious routine. On a ship for himself back to England, he meets the beautiful Princess Margaret (Virginia Mayo). His advances don't exactly land, but when pirates attack the ship, her only hope is this cowardly comedian. English SDH. 94 minutes. Quester. Pub. at $3.95

6191174  SMOKY AND THE BANDIT II. Widescreen. The notorious Bandit (Burt Reynolds) and his beautiful companion Carrie (Sara Rue) are involved in a mission of epic proportions—transporting a pregnant elephant across the country in 24 hours or less. Also stars Jackie Gleason, Jerry Reed, and Don DeLuise. English SDH. 101 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98

6910165  BRIDESMAIDS. Widescreen. Thirty-something Annie (Kristen Wiig) has hit a rough patch but finds her life turned completely upside down when she takes on the Maid of Honor role for her best friend Lillian’s (Maya Rudolph) wedding. Annie leads a hilarious hodgepodge of bridesmaids on a wild ride down the road to matrimony. Also stars Melissa McCarthy. Rated R. English SDH. 125 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $7.95

6795200  GO WEST/BATTLING BUTLER. Two of Buster Keaton's iconic films—now newly mastered in HD. In Go West, the comedy legend plays an idealistic young man who forms a sentimental attachment with a lovable cow. Battling Butler, Keaton plays a stage musical star as Keaton as a societly who pretends to be a famed prizefighter. In B&W and Color. Tinted. 153 minutes on two DVDs. Kino Lorber.

6916579  FADING GIIGOLO. Widescreen. John Turturro plays his friend TF Fiorello (John Turturro, who also writes and directs) into becoming a gigolo as a way of making some much-needed cash after an unexpected request from his dermatologist (Sharon Stone) and his "manager," ForԻaneous finds himself caught up in the crosscurrents of love and money. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Millennium. Pub. at $26.98

689111X  M.O.L.F. In a sexy comedy in the tradition of Superbad or The Hangover, teenagers discover the age-old fantasy of getting rambunctious with an experienced and sexy older woman. Stars Jack Black, Kristen Wiig, Paul Rudd, and Jason Segel. CC. 110 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $7.95

6852262  DICK. Widescreen. The year is 1972, and high school students Betty (Kristen Dunst), Evie (Alicia Silverstone), and Janet (Christina Applegate) just want to have a good time. During a class trip to the White House, they clandestinely wander into a top-secret shredding session, and are appalled at the sight of White House Dog "Tricky Dick." It isn't long before the girls go from taking out Checkers to taking out Tricky Dick (Dan Hedaya). CC. 94 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $14.94

4549907  LADY FOOTBALL. Widescreen. Sports, money, and boys. "The boys" (Alana Vitali), a Brazilian soccer superstar, plays in the Italian championship for the Naples team. When his doppelganger shows up and tries to get in bed with his fiancé, Paulo's life starts to crumble. 90 minutes. Adults only. Asylum.

6998694  FIRED UP. Widescreen. Shawn (Seth Rogen) and his best bud Oliver (James Franco) have a cunning plan to defy the football team and then spend the summer surrounded by beautiful girls at cheer camp. They are having the time of their lives as they use their new reputation as "sensitive guys" to talk the girls into all kinds of shenanigans. But when Shawn falls for the gorgeous head cheerleader, everything changes. Unrated. CC. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures.

See more titles at erhbc.com/650
5644244 ZAPPED Wide screen. When a lab accident leaves high school student Barney Springfield (Crispin Glover) with telekinetic powers, it sets the stage for a comic free-for-all. Encouraged by his hormonally driven friend Petyon (Tony Ames), Barney exacts revenge on school bullies (a little excessive), and improves his luck with the ladies. Rated R. $7.95

6636349 LLOYD THE CONQUEROR. Widescreen. To keep his financial aid, community college slacker Lloyd (Evan Williams) gets roped into an epic Live Action Role-Playing battle by his Medieval Lit professor (Derek Smith). Enlisting the help of a "Self Defense for Women" instructor (Tegan Moss) and a local gaming merchant (Brian Posehn), Lloyd prepares for the take of his battle of life. Rated R. 98 minutes. Freestyle. $2.95

8811620 GINGER & FRED. Widescreen. Filmmakers Ginger (Jane Fonda) and Fred (Jack Lemmon) battle it out in general and TV in particular. Features Amelia and Pippo (Guillietta Masina and Marcello Mastroianni) with recreations of the dangerous couple's lives. Along with celebrity look-alikes, a cow with 18 teats, an inventor of edible panties, and more. In Italian with English subtitles. 127 minutes. Pub. at $19.95. Warner Home Video. Pre-order. $5.95

6657893 SHAKES THE CLOWN. Widescreen. Dueling gangs of clowns are pitted against each other in this outrageously funny comedy written by, directed by, and starring John Waters. Rated R. 100 minutes. Pub. at $19.95. Warner Home Video. Pre-order. $5.95

9520211 SEX AND THE SINGLE GIRL. Widescreen. Snappy magazine editor Bob Weinberg (Don Murray) wants to know if Sex and the Single Girl author Helen Gurley Brown (Natalie Wood) based her book on personal research. So he gets very personal to find out for himself! With Henry Fonda, Lauren Bacall, Mel Ferrer and Count Basie. English SDH. 114 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95

5880327 THE MARX BROTHERS: Monkey Business. Widescreen. Groucho, Harpo, Chico and Zeppo head for the high seas in this outrageously funny classic. While hiding from the authorities on a luxury cruise ship, a quartet of stowaways inadvertently find themselves posing as bodyguards to rival gangsters. Lunacy ensues when the wacky eunuchs put a stop to a kidnapping scene. English SDH. In B&W. 78 minutes. Universal. $11.95

6967331 A DIRTY SHAME: The Neuter Station. Widescreen. Frank Capra directs a remake of Lady for a Day, starring Glenn Ford, Bette Davis, and Ann-Margret. Impoverished Broadway peddler "Apple Annie" has a problem: her daughter, educated abroad since infancy, is coming for a visit and bringing her fiancé with her. With the help of a kindhearted racketeer, Annie transforms herself into a high-society grandniece with no time to spare! 130 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95. $9.95

5920581 STRANGE BEDFELLOWS. Widescreen. Two lifelong friends (Paul Hogan and Michael Caton) have discovered a way to save big money come tax time. All they have to do is pretend they're a loving gay couple. It seems so simple, but when a meddling tax inspector comes to town to investigate, all hell breaks loose in this laugh-out-loud comedy. Rated R. CC. 100 minutes. Universal. $14.95

5679796 POCKETFUL OF MIRACLES. Wide screen. Frank Capra directs a remake of Lady for a Day, starring Glenn Ford, Bette Davis, and Ann-Margret. Impoverished Broadway peddler “Apple Annie” has a problem: her daughter, educated abroad since infancy, is coming for a visit and bringing her fiancé with her. With the help of a kindhearted racketeer, Annie transforms herself into a high-society grandniece with no time to spare! 130 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95. $9.95

5679791 POCKETFUL OF MIRACLES. Widescreen. Frank Capra directs a remake of Lady for a Day, starring Glenn Ford, Bette Davis, and Ann-Margret. Impoverished Broadway peddler “Apple Annie” has a problem: her daughter, educated abroad since infancy, is coming for a visit and bringing her fiancé with her. With the help of a kindhearted racketeer, Annie transforms herself into a high-society grandniece with no time to spare! 130 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95. $9.95

596010X THE WAY WAY BACK. Widescreen. While 14-year-old Duncan (Liam James) is being dragged on a family trip with his overbearing stepfather (Steve Carrell), he finds a greasy friend (Sam Rockwell) at a local water park. The two form a powerful bond as Duncan learns to swim through the challenges of his situation. Rated PG. 102 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95. Warner Home Video. Pre-order. $5.95

6821446 THE LUCILLE BALL COLLECTION: Hollywood Profiles. This unique collection features highlights from Lucy's film and television career including four feature films: Her Husband's Affairs; Miss Grant Takes Richmond; The Fuller Brush Girl; and The Magic Carpet. Also includes 10 outrageous TV episodes and two documentaries. In Color and B&W. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $9.95

4972683 SUICIDE KING/WAGONS EAST!. Widescreen. When Avery's sister is kidnapped in the midst of the Civil War, he and his mother (Toni Collette) and her overbearing therapist, gay ex-husband and local TV station–uses the winnings to fund her lifelong dream of becoming the next Oprah. Stars Kristen Wiig, James Marsden, Tim Robbins, Joan Cusack and Jennifer Jason Leigh. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. D. Films. $5.95

596463X WELCOME TO ME. A woman with borderline personality disorder wins the lottery and much to the despair of her parents, therapist, gay ex-husband and local TV station–uses the winnings to fund her lifelong dream of becoming the next Oprah. Stars Kristen Wiig, James Marsden, Tim Robbins, Joan Cusack and Jennifer Jason Leigh. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. D. Films. $5.95

664473X DISORDERED GRIME. Widescreen. A gang of not-so-professional criminals (Packey Laugharoo) takes on a bank–except their leader, their getaway car and an actual plan. On their tail are two cops, who are dumber than the criminals. Stars Hoyt Axtin, Corbin Bernsen, Fred Gwynne, Lou Diamond Phillips, and more.Rated R. 101 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

6872338 TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN. Widescreen. Woody Allen made his debut as a writer, director and star in this delightful satirical film full of hilarious gags. Allen is Vicki Strockwell, a struggling actor who turns to acting as a career. Although optimistic, he is a complete criminal failure. With the help of his wife, he may yet pull off a successful bank heist–if he can manage to write a legible stickup note. 85 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

6852181 BORAT/NAPOLEON DYNAMITE/RENO 911!: MIAMI/SUPER TROOPERS. Widescreen. Four outrageous comedies: Borat (Sacha Baron Cohen) Rated R, Napoleon Dynamite (Jon Heder, Efren Ramirez), Reno 911! (Lettie and Kevin Costner), and Super Troopers (Christian Alibazo, Alisa Alper) Rated R. English SDH. Over six hours on 4 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

6630350 SUPER TROOPERS/THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT MARY/GRANDMA'S BOY/THE GIRL NEXT DOOR. Widescreen. Four raunchy comedy hits! Learn what cops do when they're supposed to be doing their jobs. Watch the shenanigans that ensue when Tom Verbinski's Super Troopers see what happens when unrequited love goes too far in There's Something About Mary. Step into the life of a videogame tester who lives for his job in Renna Dunne's Grandma's Boy, and discover the joys of having a porn star for a neighbor in The Girl Next Door. Rated R and Unrated. English SDH. Seven hours on 4 DVDs, one double-sided. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

5694596 OFFICE SPACE. Widescreen. Unable to endure another mind-numbing day at Initech Corporation, cubicle slave Peter Gibbons (Ron Livingston) decides to get fired. Armed with a leisurely new attitude and a sexy new girlfriend (Jennifer Aniston), he soon masters the art of negating his job, which quickly propels him into upper management! Rated R. CC. 100 minutes. Universal. $5.95

6644899 ERIK THE VIKING. Widescreen. Norse mythology meets Monty Python humor in this comedy, written and directed by Terry Jones. To save his country, Erik the Viking (Tim Robbins) must travel to Asgard with a bumbling crew at his side. Along the way, they encounter "the end of the world!"–Erik the Viking (Tim Robbins) must travel to Asgard with a bumbling crew at his side. Also stars Mickey Rooney, Eartha Kitt, John Cleese, Terry Jones, and Charles McKeown. 107 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95. $9.95

6963730 BORN YESTERDAY. Widescreen. Billie Dawn (Melanie Griffith) a Las Vegas showgirl whose lack of sophistication embarrasses her Washington, D.C. employer. John Cippleman is being coached by the hired journalist (Don Johnson), and becomes an independent thinker, who turns the nation’s capital upside down. 100 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95. $9.95
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★ 6645690 THE MAGIC CHRISTIAN. Widescreen. Comedy legend Peter Sellers is Sir Guy Grand, the richest man in the world. On a whim, he decides to adopt a homeless man, and together they set off on a series of madcap escapades, lampooning the snobbery and hypocrisy of modern society along the way. Alan Arkin, Michael Attenborough, Christopher Lee, and Raquel Welch. 92 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

6755631 IRMA VEP. Widescreen. Hong Kong action diva Maggie Cheung plays herself in Dario Argento's homage to the French film industry. A washed-up director (Jean-Pierre Leaud) casts Cheung as the lead in his remake of a silent classic. Unlikely to be viewed in French and not English, this film catnaps, the star finds herself adrift among a disorganized and eccentric crew. Not rated. English subtitles. 96 minutes. Zeitgeist.

$4.95

6757677 MOONWALKERS. Widescreen. After failing to locate the legendary Stanley Kubrick, a hitman and his unstable CIA agent (Ron Perlman) must instead team up with a seedy rock band manager (Rupert Grint) to develop the biggest con of all time—staging the moon landing in B&W. 103 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

★ 6811992 DON'T GIVE UP THE SHIP. Widescreen. Jerry Lewis stars as a newly wed naval officer whisked away from his honeymoon by a senate investigating committee who believes his new wife's 360 degree view of the world to be a liability. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Olive. $6.95

★ 690137Q FRED CLAWS. Fullscreen. Join Fred as he is Widescreen. After growing up in sainthood Nick’s shadow, Fred becomes a grouch who’s lost his Christmas spirit. Then one magical December, Fred flies north to find his brother Nick is in trouble. Expect fun by the sleighful as Fred helps save Christmas and rediscovers the spirit of giving. Stars Vince Vaughn, Paul Giamatti, and Keira Knightley. Fullscreen. 85 minutes. Olive. $5.95

6584425 THE FORD AT FOX COLLECTION: John Ford’s American Comedies. Fullscreen. John Ford set the standard for filmmaking when he touched. See his remarkable influence on the world of comedy with six classics: Up the River; Doctor Bull; Judge Priest; Steamboat Round the Bend; When Willie Comes Marching Home; and What Price Glory. Stars include Humphrey Bogart, Spencer Tracy, Will Rogers, James Cagney, and others. Most in B&W. Over 8 hours on four DVDs, two double-sided. 20th Century Fox $14.95

★ 6644465 BOY, DID I GET A WRONG NUMBER! Widescreen. Real estate agent Tim Meade (Bob Hope) dials the wrong number, accidentally contacting movie star Didi (Elke Sommer). He convinces her to adopt a small town as a way to build interest in a cabin property, but his efforts to study humans only leads to mess after ridiculous mess. In B&W. 85 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome.

$9.95

687105 BEN STILLER: 4-Movie Spotlight Series. Widescreen. Stiller brings the laughs in four fan-favorite films: Meet the Parents with Robert De Niro and Blythe Danner; Meet the Fockers with Dustin Hoffman and Barbra Streisand; Along Came Polly with Jennifer Aniston and Philip Seymour Hoffman; and Meet the Feebles with Whealon Ryder and Ethan Hawke. English SDH. Seven hours on 2 DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

★ 6643590 ROCK-A-BYE BABY. Widescreen. TVrepairman Clayton Poole (Jerry Lewis) becomes the father of three infant girls, given over to him by his high school sweetheart turned actress in his own TV show! With all the paraphernalia of fatherhood—feeding bottles, changing diapers, warming bottles, or singing off-key lullabies, this overwhelmed nanny will have you laughing until it hurts. 103 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

★ 6726143 WHEN COMEDY WAS KING. The kings of silent comedy return in this compilation reprising some of their greatest moments. Comic geniuses like Laurel & Hardy, Charlie Chaplin, Buster Keaton, Roscoe Arbuckle, Harpo Marx, Bob Hope, and even celebrity Bob Hope, Red Skelton, and Jack Benny. 81 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

★ 6369440 GAMESHOW MODELS. Widescreen. Leave your heartland behind. Stuart accepts a job working for a top record label. Trouble arises when his boss concocts the idea of doing a sex themed game show. Meanwhile, Stuart begins having an affair with the label’s new superstar. Three hours with a dozen bonus features. Adults only. Pub. at $22.98 $16.95

★ 6811026 WHAT DO YOU DO WITH A WARTY DAD? Widescreen. Blake Edwards directs this rollicking WWII comedy set in Sicily. A group of American soldiers assigned to occupy a small village find that the inhabitants have no resistance to occupation, just so long as they’re allowed to carry on with a planned festival. Stars James Coburn, Dick Shawn, Aldo Ray, and Carroll O’Connor. 116 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 6819116 TOO BUSY TO WORK. Widescreen. Tim offers Di dia a getaway from the bright lights of Hollywood to help him make ends meet in a small-town bank in the nutty racetrack romp David Harum; a down on his luck dad getting his rugs cleaned. See him for homecoming queen. Also stars Bette Midler. $6.95

6871590 AT WAR WITH THE ARMY. Widescreen. Christopher Jones plays a bumbling private and Dean Martin is his bossy first sergeant and ladies’ man with the crooner’s voice. The duo is thrown into basic training for the Air Force and quickly learn the rough and tumble of the Army. Undaunted, he sets out to make a statement: challenging the reigning mean girl for homecoming queen. Also stars Bette Midler, Mitzi McCall, and Sinbad.

$12.95

6881572 HOW DO I LOVE THEE. Widescreen. Tim Waltz (Rick Lens) is flying to France to see his hospitalized dad (Jackie Gleason) and while abroad the jet is hijacked by terrorists! This comedy of regrets and errors also stars Shelley Winters, Maureen O’Hara, and Rosemary Forsyth. 109 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
**Comedy**


**6695361 RICHARD PRYOR: Here and Now.** Widescreen. Sony Pictures. S.O.L.D. OUT.


**6699303 JUST FOR LAUGHS: 4 Feature Films. Legacy.** Price cut to $5.95.

**6871240 4 MOVIE MARATHON: Dark Comedy Collection.** Widescreen. Universal. $5.95.


**6871313 EDDIE MURPHY: 4-Movie Spotlight Series.** Widescreen. Universal. $5.95.

**3882772 MARX BROTHERS: TCM Greatest Classic Films Collection.** Turner Entertainment Co. Pub. at $27.98. $7.95.

**6773575 THE WATCH/DODGEBALL/THE INTERNEP/UNFINISHED BUSINESS.** Century Fox. S.O.L.D. OUT.

**6805477 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000 PRESENTS ZOMBIE NIGHTMARE.** Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.93. $4.95.

**6632106 MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000, VOLUME FIVE.** Shout! Factory. Pub. at $44.95. $15.95.


**6565001 DOM HEMINGWAY.** Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. S.O.L.D. OUT.

**6851511 SHOWDOWN.** Widescreen. Offset somewhere in the middle of the desert sits the Nune Duds Ranch, a place for all men and women. With the law in their pocket their on-site working girls have it pretty easy. The only problem is a shortage of clients. Not Rated. 80 minutes. 1963. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98. $17.95.

**5674118 THE HAPPY GILMORE/BILLY MADISON COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. Adam Sandler stars in two over the top comedy classics. In Happy Gilmore he doesn’t just play golf, he destroys it. Also stars Carl Weathers and Julie Bowen. In Billy Madison he’s the heir to the Madison Hotel millions, but to earn his father’s respect, golfball Billy must repeat all 12 grades of school in 24 weeks! Also stars Bridgette Wilson. English SDH. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Universal Studios. 

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**6682188 MASTERMIND.** Widescreen. Aumbling detective Inspector Hulka (Zero Mostel), who has delusions that he’s a great Samurai warrior, is assigned to protect an experimental robot in this spoof of Charlie Chan mysteries. Also stars Raymond Burr, Keiko Kishi, Sorell Booke and Phil Leeds. 86 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95.

**6850472 SCARY MOVIE V.** Widescreen. New parents Dan and Shay find their happy family upended by paranormal activity. Determined to expel the sinister force, they install security cameras and discover their family is being stalked by an evil dead demon. Rated R. English SDH. 88 minutes. E One. 

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**6613941 THE FRONT PAGE.** Fullscreen. This raucous, energetic, and endlessly funny 1931 film follows hard-boiled reporter Hildy Johnson (Pat O’Brian) who has vowed to quit the business and marry his sweethearts (Mae Clarke and Tony West). But afterwards he looks in on the evening’s hanging, and his editor sees a chance of manipulating him into staying in. In B&W. 100 minutes. Kino Lorber. 

**6673587 SCARY MOVIE 3.** Widescreen. A comet is on track to destroy the planet and the worlds’ top one-percent are planning on stashing their gold deep in the mountains. Ma, a 300 pound cigar smoking Mob Boss, assigns his women to carry all the gold to the truck—and so does a rival Chinese Mafia leader, and even a couple of Federal agents who want to get their slice of the pie! 96 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. 

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**6692031 AL DENTE.** Widescreen. After he wins the lottery, Al Dente decides to become a chef. The problem is that Al is really horrid in the kitchen. Also stars Tony Anholt and Jennifer Coolidge. 94 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. 

**6684568 THE STATUE.** Widescreen. Code Red. 

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**6670369 SUPERBADM.** Widescreen. 5.95.

**5696875 THE RIOT CLUB.** Widescreen. MPI. $4.95.

**6664954 CULT FAVES: 10 Action Movie Pack. E One.** 

**S.O.L.D. OUT**

**5965489 CHOKE.** Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. S.O.L.D. OUT.

**7471043 A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO ENDINGS.** Widescreen. E One. 

**5.95**

**6697434 WIFE VERSUS SECRETARY.** Fullscreen. Of course Linda Stanhope trusts her husband, Van, who is a Butcher and is not a womanizer. But when Linda calls Van’s hotel room late at night during his business trip, guess who answers the phone? Myra Loy and Jimmy Stewart. In B&W. CC. 87 minutes. 

**$9.95**

**6929580 THE WAR BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN.** Widescreen. Peter (Jack Lemmon), a successful advertising executive, marries his girl for his entire life–until he meets Theresa (Barbara Harris). Peter and Theresa couldn’t be more wrong for one another, but Digital Love takes over and soon the pair finds themselves dangerously close to living happily ever after. Also stars Jason Robards. 

**$9.95**

**6583106 HELLO, MY NAME IS DORIS.** Widescreen. After a lifetime of being overlooked and ignored, Doris (Sally Field) finds her world turned upside down by a handsome new co-worker (Max Greenfield) and a self-help guru that inspires her to take a chance. CC. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures. 

**$5.95**

**6929459 IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU.** Widescreen. Charlie Lang (Nicolas Cage) is a neighborhood cop with a heart of gold and a money hungry wife (Rosie Perez). When she asks Charlie to buy a lottery ticket, he agrees, thus impulsively promises half a million to a waitress (Brigitte Fonda). When their numbers come up, she says he can live the real fun begins! CC. 101 minutes. 

**$5.95**

**4605993 MY WIFE AND THE HOBGOBLIN.** A funny thing happens to newwived Nick Arden on his way to the honeymoon suite. He meets his wife, Thalia, for the first time. He meets the wife who was lost at sea seven years ago and presumed dead! The dashling Cary Grant and the radiant Irene Dunne light up the scenery in this tear-jerker tale of marital mix-up. In B&W. 88 minutes. Warning. 

**$5.95**

**6781497 CHRISTMAS IN CONNECTICUT.** Barbara Stanwyck plays a magazine columnist who writes about homemaking skills—without actually having any herself. She’ll have to learn them fast, however, when her boss invites himself and a recently retired war hero to her home for Christmas. CC. 101 minutes. Warner Home Video.

**$14.95**

**2664070 CASH MCCALL.** Cash McCall (James Garner) is enjoying himself plenty of late. A successful plastics company is on the sales block, and that means the ambitious Cash is off on a boat trip pursuing those riches—along with that other valuable pursuit: amour. That’s where lovely Lori Austin (Natalie Wood) comes in. English SDH. 102 minutes. Turner Entertainment Co. 

**$9.95**

**593925 LOVER COME BACK.** Widescreen. Doris Day and Rock Hudson portray rival Madison Avenue advertising executives Jerry Webster and Carol Temple. After Teresa (Natalie Wood) who has let Carol, she seeks revenge, but ends up having her heart stolen—by Jerry! Also stars Tony Randall. CC. 107 minutes. Universal. 

**$14.95**

**6691650 JOSHDUB.** Widescreen. For Josh Doty (Joseph Gordon-Levitt, who also writes and directs), even the finest woman can’t compare to the bliss he finds watching porn on his computer. That is, until he meets the endearing Lara Sugarman (Scarlett Johansson), a gorgeous, old-fashioned girl who challenges him to put that old habit to rest. Rated R. English SDH. 

**$3.95**
Romance

6549179 AND SO IT GOES. Widescreen. When his estranged son leaves his granddaughter for a smooth-talking realtor Oren Little (Michael Douglas) recruits his sweet neighborhood (Deanne Keaton) to help out. In the process, Oren realizes it may not be too late to begin appreciating the special people in his life – to allow a few new ones in! Directed by Rob Reiner. English SDH. 93 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

6588011 4 FILM FAVORITES. Romantic Comedy. Fullscreen. Love and laughter fill these four star-studded comedies: The Bachelor, starring Chris O'Donnell and Renee Zellweger; Chinese Cat, starring Christian Bale and Lucy Liu; Enchanting, starring Marlon Brando, Johnny Depp and Faye Dunaway. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. New Line Home Entertainment. $6.95

6677134 ENGLAND IS MINE. Cleopatra International. Fullscreen. When the unscrupulous Phillip Charity (Cary Grant) is introduced to a beautiful and famous actress (Ingrid Bergman). The fact that he has actually been fired. But Kathy has secrets too, and when he has the key to a posh apartment, and tells her he’s received a promotion when he’s actually been fired. But Kathy has secrets too, including a seven-year-old daughter. Rated R. 92 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

687083X PARIS HOLIDAY. Widescreen. Bob Hope plays Robert Hunter, an actor traveling to Paris to purchase a screenplay, only to find himself mix up with counters. While Hunter has his eye on diplomat Ann McCaill (Martha Hyer), a sexy spy named Zara (Anita Ekberg) has her eye on the screenplay. 103 minutes. Paramount. $7.95

6909820 DIVAS: Triple Threat Triple Feature. Widescreen. When sleazy businessman Vincent bankrupts his company, divorcee Kate (Emma Thompson) and Richard (Pierce Brosnan) put aside their differences to get their money back. With the help of their neighbors, Jerry (Timothy Spall) and Penelope (Celina Imrie), they hatch a madcap plot to steal a $10 million platinum pipe prized for his fiancée. 94 minutes. E One. PRICE CUT to $2.95

6959140 EDTV. Widescreen. University. 112 minutes. Olive Films. $3.95

6959140 EDTV. Widescreen. University. 112 minutes. Olive Films. $3.95

6995220 4 CAMERON DIAZ FAVORITES. Widescreen. Century Fox. SOLD OUT

7006722 THE SESSIONS. Widescreen. 74 minutes. Olive Films. $4.95

7177134 WHIRLY GIRL. Widescreen. Screen Media Films. $2.95

7221408 CROSS MY HEART. Widescreen. It’s the third date for David (Martin Short), who’s so desperate to impress Kathy (Annette O’Toole) that he borrows his friend’s new car, gets the key, and tells her he’s received a promotion when he’s actually been fired. But Kathy has secrets too, including a seven-year-old daughter. Rated R. 91 minutes. Universal. $3.95

7637808 AS DREAMERS DO. Widescreen. Behind every great mouse, there’s an even greater imagination and eternal optimism. Walt begins to develop skills as an animator early in life. He overcomes a variety of hardships to become one of the greatest entertainers of the world. Walt Disney. 90 minutes. Vision Films. $2.95

7644066 VINCENT & THEO. Widescreen. Tim Roth is Vincent and Paul Rhys is Theo, the brothers Van Gogh in Robert Altman’s masterful biographical film. It delves inside the mind of the artist, who, while battling his inner demons, not to mention obscurity and debt, created some of the greatest works of art ever known. 138 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

7645178 HARLOW. Widescreen. This blistering big-screen adaptation of the bestselling book examines the scandalously controversial life of actress Jean Harlow, early Hollywood’s favorite platinum blond bombshell, from her early days to her meteoric rise in the 1930s to her catastrophic downfall. 125 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

Biographical Movies

6871905 BERLIN TUNNEL 21/A TIME OF DESTINY. Fullscreen. The tension of WWII’s aftermath lives on in two powerful films. Berlin Tunnel 21 takes place in 1961, when a band of West Berliners tunnel under the Berlin Wall to rescue family and friends. 144 minutes. In a Time of Destiny, tragedy and romance come between two close friends and near lovers. Directed by Christopher Hampton. 95 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

4337557 THE SECRET SERVICE/THE CHINESE CAT/JADE MASK. Sidney Toler stars as Charlie Chan in this trio of movies. tong Chan, the eccentric Chinese detective, constantly bedeviled by his in-house children, must find the Master Spy responsible for an investor’s death. The Chinese Cat finds Chan and Number Three (Bong Feng) being chased through a labyrinth of fun house tricks after coming to the aid of a damsel in distress (Joan Woodbury). And In The Jade Mask Chan, his pseudo-intellectual Number Four Son (Edwin Lulu) and panicky partner (Manart Moreland) find themselves at odds with an entire family while investigating a scientists’ murder. In 95 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $16.98 $2.95

LIMITED AVAILABILITY 685580 THE LEEUWARDEN. Widescreen. The story of Irena Sendler, a social worker who was part of the Polish underground in World War II and was arrested by the Nazis for saving 2,500 Jewish children by smuggling them out of the Warsaw Ghetto. Stars Anna Paquin, Goran Visnjic, and Marcia Gay Harden. 145 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

Haviland; and The Memory with William Hurt. Over 14 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox.

Honeymoon; Johnny Apollo; Day-Time Wife; The Luck of the Irish; Cafe Pictures.

Rated R. CC. 110 minutes. HBO.

Sonny (James Franco) and his mother, 5844681 minutes. E One.

Her to unprecedented power. English SDH. 105 minutes. Mongrel Media.

Sarah (Sarah Polley) overhears a scheme that could hurt the South Indian coastline, this intoxicating Merchant Ivory production stars Greta Scacchi, Vadim Jaffrey and James Wilby. Rated R. 102 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6809094 WHAT THE DEAF MAN HEARD. Fullscreen. Little Sammy Ayers' mother abandons him on a bus. He responds by pretending not to hear or to speak. Befriended by two people he is offered a place to stay. For the next twenty years Sammy continues to remain silent until he overhears a scheme that could harm the people he loves. Stars Matthew Modine, and Jessica Lange. Rated R. 98 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.93.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6909095 THE TREASURE OF THE SIERRA MADRE: Two-Disc Special Edition. John Huston won the Academy Award for writing and directing this powerful 1948 saga that pits gold and greed in the wilds of Mexico and stars his father (Walter Huston), and Humphrey Bogart. In B&W. 126 minutes. Includes a photo galleries, Humphrey Bogart film trailers, and Video. Pub. at $26.98.

C.S. LEWIS THROUGH THE SHADOWLANDS. This film is about the agonizing spiritual crisis of C.S. Lewis when his wife died from cancer. The love, grief, pain, and sorrow were so shattering to Lewis that his basic Christian beliefs, magnificently conveyed in his books, were now called into serious doubt. But he picked up the pieces and moved out of the shadowlands. 90 minutes. Gateway.


LIMITED QUANTITY 6856004 KILLING JESUS. Widescreen. Olephie is a grieving young artist, and young Matt a heartbroken artist. Both feel as though they have lost everything until they meet a woman in a fog-shrouded forest on the beach. But as their passion grows, the darkness of their pasts will threaten to destroy what could be their last chance for true love. CC. 101 minutes. New Line Home Enter.

6909043 LOVING LEAH. Fullscreen. A quirky love story revolving around the unexpected wedding and unconventional married life of a 26-year-old widow and her late first husband. Rated R. 88 minutes. Mongrel Media.

LIMITED QUANTITY 685767X THE MAN FROM ELYSIAN FIELDS. Widescreen. Andy Garcia, Mick Jagger, and star in the provocative tale of a struggling novelist who, unable to provide for his family, resorts to extreme measures—take up employment at an American ambassador in strife-torn Saigon, accused of being a Communist agent. Then, he joins Richard Boone in "The Night of the Following Day," about a gang of criminals who kidnap a wealthy teenage girl. Rated R. Over 3 hours. TGG. Pub. at $15.98.

6810306 TRUE BELIEVER. Widescreen. Jaded attorney Eddie Dodd (James Woods) finds his passion for justice rekindled when an idealistic young associate (Robert Downey, Jr.) urges him to re-open an eight-year-old murder case involving a young prisoner serving life in Sing Sing for a gang initiation killing. Rated R. 138 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $4.95

6862306 ALL EYEZ ON ME. Widescreen. Demetrius Shipp Jr. stars as the legendary Tupac Shakur in this powerful, true and untold story of the rapper, actor, poet, and activist—from his early days in New York City to his evolution into a cultural icon whose legacy continues to grow long after his untimely death at the age of 25. Also stars Kat Graham.Rated R. English SDH. 140 minutes. Lions Gate. Pub. at $19.98 $7.95

692025X THE YOUNG MESSIAH. Widescreen. A young man’s divinity begins to unfold in his early years, he turns to his parents for answers—but Mary and Joseph are afraid to reveal the truth. Follow the young Messiah on his own journey to the Promised Land back in 18th century Egypt to Nazareth to Jerusalem, where his true destiny will at last be revealed. English SDH. 111 minutes. E One. $5.95

6916405 ANONYMOUS. Widescreen. Set in Elizabethan England, this film speculates on the question, who was the author of the plays credited to William Shakespeare? It focuses on a time when cloak-and-dagger political intrigue, illicit romances in the Royal Court, and the schemes of aristocrats were exposed in the most unlikely of places: the London Stage. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

6989111 A PRIVATE MATTER. Widescreen. Sutherland (Sissy Spacek) is pregnant in a Fowler’s utopia, a society where reproduction is impossible and can only be achieved through an abortion. This takes can cause severe birth defects. She and her husband (Aidan Quinn) arrange for an abortion, but when the press finds out, the fate of their unborn child becomes the subject of national outrage. 92 minutes. English SDH. $11.95

654350 HURRY SUNDOWN. Widescreen. Otto Preminger directs the epic adaptation of K.B. Gilden’s novel. Henry Warren (Michael Caine) is a racist landowner who is buying up all available land in a Georgia farming community. His son, who is experimenting with sharecroppers, is killed by Otis (Rayford Johnson), one of the men he has driven away. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. DVDs. Adult only. $5.95

6751148 THE NOTE COLLECTION. Widescreen. Based on the novel by Angela Hunt, The Note tells the story of newspaper columnist Peyton MacGruder, who discovers a note written by a passenger of a tragic plane crash. Setting out to find the person the note was for, Peyton begins a quest that will lead him to discover the original and the sequel, all starring Genie Francis and Ted McGinley. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures. $7.95

6644615 COME BACK TO THE 5 & DIME JIMMY DEAN, JIMMY DEAN. Widescreen. One of the plays in this collection are reconvene at their teenage hangout, a Texas drugstore, 20 years after the death of their beloved idol. But much has changed over the years, and the reunion provides them the opportunity to explore those secrets and heal wounds born long ago. Directed by Robert Altman. Stars Sandy Dennis, Cher, Karen Black, and Kathy Bates. 110 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $34.95 $13.95

6642711 STRONGER. Widescreen. Jake Gyllenhaal is a working-class Bostonian who was at the 2013 marathon when the bomb blast occurred and he tragically lost both of his legs. The movie tells the inspiring true story of a family’s bond and defines a community’s pride as he overcomes adversity to become the living embodiment of “Boston Strong.” Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. Lions Gate. $7.95

6642715 THE MIGRANTS. Widescreen. Fullscreen. Their only crime: being born poor. Their only chance lay in their hearts. They rise every morning with the sun and work the fields all day. Cloris Leachman, Sissy Spacek and Ron Howard star in this story of a simple family, a family that worked hard, loved each other and hoped their hard work would produce a better life for them. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6938426 LOVE MEET HOPE. At his grandmother’s memorial, Morgan discovers a book containing fantasy tales his grandfather had written for her about different serendipitous circumstances in which they meet. Morgan willingly opens his heart and finds himself searching for has been right in front of him all along. Stars Amanda Markowitz, Bradley Fowler and Ed Asner. 93 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

6940123 A THOUSAND ACRES. Widescreen. King Lear set on a farm in Iowa. Sherry (Katharine Hepburn) and Michelle Pfeiffer join Jennifer Jason Leigh in this wide acclaimed motion picture about silence and betrayal—rivalry and revenge. Costars Colin Firth and Keith Carradine also star. 105 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6643981 TROPIC OF CANCER. Widescreen. Based on Henry Miller’s scandalous and widely banned autobiographical novel, this racy film transported the exotic locales of his memoir and bed-hops through the city while struggling to find his voice as a writer. Also stars Ellen Burstyn and James Callahan. Rated NC-17. 87 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

5714388 127 HOURS. Widescreen. The true story of the true story that shocked the world. When a falling boulder traps Aron Ralston (James Franco) in a remote Utah canyon, a thrill-seeker’s adventure becomes the harrowing challenge of a lifetime—one that will change him forever. English SDH. 94 minutes, 20th Century Fox. $5.95

6658345 THE BLUE HOUR: 2 Disc Set. Based on the provocative novel by Brangwyn’s Little Acre. Stars James Earl Jones. Rated R. English SDH. Bros. Enter. $9.95

6645483 JULIUS CAESAR. Widescreen. This 1951 presentation up on a new level Shakespeare’s timeless classic. Features brilliant performances by an all-star cast including Charlton Heston, Jason Robards, and John Gielgud. Julius Caesar stands as the most incisive political satire of all time. During his bimize villain will be another form of madness. Also stars James Earl Jones. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $8.95

6545097 GOD'S LITTLE ACRE. Widescreen. Robert Ryan delivers one of his finest performances as Ty Wy Louden, a farmer who has been brought to trial for teaching Darwinism. He spends years digging it up, littering the field with empty holes as his family and sharecroppers languish in poverty. Also stars Jack Palance and Dorothy Hart. In B&W. 118 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

6882497 INDIGNATION. Widescreen. After Marcus (Logan Lerman), a brilliant working-class Jewish student from New Jersey, arrives at a small, conservative college in Ohio, he is shocked to find his writing professor (Kevin Bacon) is that has been intimated with a beautiful classmate, Oliva (Sarah Gadon). Their mutual attraction sparks a torrid encounter with consequences neither imagined. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. Lions Gate. $7.95

6610867 THE 6 DEGREES COLLECTION. Widescreen. It’s six degrees of sizzling hot Bacon, Kevin Bacon that is, with this diverse collection of films from the actor. Includes A Big Picture; Flatliners; Hollow Man; Trapped; In the Cut; and Where the Truth Lies. Most Rated. Over 11 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/650
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693840X KINGDOM OF DUST: The Beheading of Adam Smith. In a basement, somewhere in war torn Baghdad, hostage Adam Smith, imprisoned by Ahmed, is waiting to die. With no time, no chance, and no hope, he must look into the abyss of his own personal hell. A tale of death and survival. Directed by Jean-Pierre Adams. Over 95 minutes. MVD Video. $4.95.

299378X THREE SISTERS. Widescreen. Nearly a thousand miles away from their beloved Moscow, Chekhov’s Three Sisters- Olga (Jeanne Moreau), Masha (Jeanne Lescot) and Irina (Louise Pernell) live in virtual exile. Intoxicated by yesterday’s triumphs and heedless of tomorrow’s disasters, they sift through their shattered dreams on the eve of social and political upheaval that will change Russia forever. Directed by Konstantin Stanislavski. Over 162 minutes. Kino Lorber. $29.95. ★

681107 NIGHTSHELLI G VASHE WIDE. Widescreen. The path to stardom for Jamie (Monica Gayle) is paved with sordid sexual encounters, hard time in juvenile detention complete with a dominating female warden, and the bed of a record producer. She’s destined to rise up the charts—but at what price? Rated R. 91 minutes. Scorpion. $14.95.

682360 TITANIC. Fullscreen. For years Titanic was withheld from release (largely because its scenes of panic might be demoralizing to wartime audiences), though some footage did appear, uncredited, in the 1958 British film A Night to Remember. Restored in 2004, this film takes its place among the most important disaster epics of the screen. The story of the doomed shipwreck is told from the perspective of its English subtitled cast. 88 minutes. Kino Lorber. $19.95. ★

66406X FINDING GRACELAND. Widescreen. An eccentric drifter (Harvei Keitel) claiming to be Elvis Presley tries to hitch a ride to Memphis with Byron Gruman (Johnathon Schaech). After a series of serendipitous events, including meeting Marilyn Monroe (Joan Plowright), they head for Graceland where Byron’s real journey might just be starting. 97 minutes. Mill Creek. $9.98. ★

577988 THE DAUGHTER OF DAWN. Widescreen. In the 1940s, an era of international cooperation, jingoism, fascistic landowner (Robert De Niro)–whose rivalry with his trenches-tomato cousin (Robert Deniro)–whose conflicts become an allegory of the political turmoil of Italy in the 1930s. Not Rated. Over 5 Olive Films. $29.95. ★

664425 1900: Three-Disc Collector’s Edition. Widescreen. Bernardo Bertolucci’s 1976 epic 1900 tells the story of two boys in a small Sicilian village, set against the backdrop of the decadence and decay of 20th-century Italy and an intimate portrait of two friends–the son of the socialist peasant farmer (Gerard Depardieu) and the son of the fascist landowner (Renato Salvatori)–with whom conflicts become an allegory of the political turmoil of Italy in the 1900s. Not Rated. Over 5 Olive Films. $29.95. ★

682841 BWOY. Widescreen. After the death of his younger brother O’Neal, a young Jamaican boy becomes entangled in a chaotic and passionate online love affair with Yenny, a young Jamaican man (newcomer Jimmy Brooks). With both Brad and his wife Marcia seeking solace in deserting their remote home for a matter of time, before tragic consequences unfold. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Breaking Glass. $11.95.

6643493 THE QUIET MAN. When he accidentally kills an opponent in the ring, Sean Thornton (John Wayne) flees to the Irish town of his youth, where he meets and falls in love with the fiery Mary Kate (Maureen O’Hara). When they are denied a traditional Irish wedding, Thornton must choose to fight for his love. John Ford’s Oscar-winning film gets a special Olive release packed with bonus features. 129 minutes. Signature edition. Olive Films. $17.95. ★

6880541 LEGEND OF THE MOUNTAIN. Widescreen. In this masterpiece from director Kung Hua, a traveling scholar is tasked with translating a Buddhist scripture, the text of which is back in China. Directed by Vincente Minnelli and John Ford. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Over three hours. Kino Lorber. At $19.95. ★

6643973 THE TRIP. Widescreen. With both his personal and professional life in crisis, TV commercial director Paul Groves (Peter Finch) finds himself on the verge of a nervous breakdown. When he travels to Italy to be with his estranged daughter, he finds the link between Mama and Papa’s silent world and the one true thing in life: that the whole family is there. Directed by Otto Preminger. 113 minutes. Olive Films. $24.95. ★

6795595 LOVE IS NEVER SILENT. Widescreen. Margaret Ryder, the heartbroken daughter of deaf parents, is the link between Mama’s and Papa’s silent world and the hearing world. Finally breaking free, she shares her new knowledge with her parents. Stars Mare Winningham, Phyllis Frelich and Ed Waterstreet. 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95. ★

4633148 EVENING. Widescreen. As Ann reflects on one beautiful and life-changing weekend with the one true love, leading her daughters come to their own understanding about the power of the past and the unbreakable bonds of family. Directed by costume designer and romantic comedy actress, Meryl Streep, Glenn Close, Claire Danes, Toni Collette, and Vanessa Redgrave. English SDH. 117 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

6826502 THE MIRACLE WORKER. Widescreen. The 1962 classic starring Anne Bancroft as Annie Sullivan, the teacher whose personal struggles provide her with the tools to be blind and deaf. Helen Keller (Patty Duke) connect with the outside world through sheer willpower and compassion. In B & W. 106 minutes. Olive Films. $14.95.

★Event to BOY on A Dolphins. Widescreen. On the Greek island of Hydra. Phaedra (Sophia Loren in her American film debut), a sponger diver, finds a gold statue of a boy riding a dolphin. Her sickly brother (Ugo Masetti) wants to collect the statue but Phaedra wants to hand it over to an anthropologist (Alan Ladd). 111 minutes. Kino Lorber. $19.95. ★

6884973 THE UNTOUCHABLE. Widescreen. Jeanne (Jane Fonda) and her friends live in a French village isolated from the world by the law. To escape her banal existence, Barbara begins an affair with the miscreant criminal, Jackson (Alan Bates), and together they enter into a life of crime. Rated R. 98 minutes. Kino Lorber. $19.95. ★

6836228 MARFA GIRL. Widescreen. Prickly Pretty Lady Clark tells the story of Adam, a directionless 16 year old living in the working class U.S.Mexico border town of Marfa, Texas, having sexual relationships with his teacher, a 20 year old drifter traveling neighbor, an aggressive local artist and a high school teacher, all while an unhinged border patrol agent watches over the neighborhood. Not Rated. 106 minutes. Breaking Glass. $24.95. ★

6599249 TRUE BELIEVER—ONLY YOU. Widescreen. The romantic comedy with James Woods in True Believer, a murder mystery lawyer about a client and his, as you see it, having critical civil rights cases in the 60s and 70s (Ratner). Directed by James Woods in True Believer, a romantic comedy about a woman who meets the man she’s destined to be with—just 3 days before she’s due to marry someone else. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

★681378X DAVID & LISA. Widescreen. Portrayed unfailingly by Janet Margolin and Keir Dullea, the painfully shy Lisa can communicate only through rhyme, and David can only talk when his words are prompted by his eccentric nurse (Kay Thompson). There, they’ll face life’s challenges—together. Directed by Otto Preminger. 113 minutes. Olive Films. $24.95. ★
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**687077 LA CHINOISE.** Fullscreen. Paris, 1960. Dissillusioned by their suburban lifestyles, a group of middle-class students form a small Maoist cell and plan to change the world by any means necessary. After studying the growth of communism in China, they think it's time for France to ignite their own revolution. Directed by Jean-Luc Godard. In French with English subtitles. 96 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6914497 THE TRIBES OF PALOS VERDES.** Widescreen. When teenager Medina (Hailey McElroy) moves into a picture perfect paradise of Palos Verdes, California, they seem headed for a happy new chapter in their lives. But when her parents’ marriage disintegrates Medina finds refuge in a new passion—surfing. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**692888 I, JANE DOE.** Fullscreen. While stationed in France during WWII, a married American pilot (John Carroll) commits bigamy marrying a local girl (Vera Ralston). When Ralston accidentally kills him, Hussey offers to defend her in court. In B&W. 85 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6902790 GROSS ANATOMY.** Widescreen. It takes hard work, discipline and commitment to get through med school. Matthew Modine stars as Joe Sloan, a brash and rebellious med student who takes a nonconforming approach to life but gets tested when he enrolls in Gross Anatomy, the toughest course in med school. 109 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**6902283 EDIE AND THE CRUISERS.** Widescreen. Eddie Wilson’s car took a dive off a Jersey bridge with the troubled rock idol at the wheel. His body was never found. Twenty years after the lead singer disappeared, the band’s songs are suddenly gaining interest in the band leads TV reporter Maggie Foley to pursue a tantalizing mystery—what if Eddie is still alive? Stars Tom Brann and and Emily Ann. 100 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6901169 CHARLIE ST CLOUD.** Fullscreen. Zac Efron stars as Charlie St. Cloud, a small town hero and an accomplished soldier who has it all. His bright future is cut short when tragedy strikes, taking away his loved ones. But in the end, he learns a glistening of hope. CC. 108 minutes. Warner. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**6841490 RIVER'S EDGE.** Widescreen. On the bank of a river lies the naked body of a brutally murdered young girl. At the nearby high school, Samson (Daniel Roebuck) brags to his girlfriend that he’s going to solve the murder. When they discover he’s telling the truth, they decide to protect him behind a loyal wall of secrecy. Rated R. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6800414 REBEL IN THE RYE.** Widescreen. Brings to life the experiences that shaped one of the most renowned, complex and controversial authors of our time, J.D. Salinger. Starring Nicholas Hoult and Kevin Spacey, it follows a young Salinger as he struggles to find his voice, pursues love, and joins WWII-experiences that will form his masterpiece, The Catcher in the Rye. English SDH. 109 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97 $12.95

**6804794 THE HALF-BREED.** Widescreen. Doomed from birth, Amar (Mark Mitchinson) is estranged from society because of mixed ethnicity—his Native American mother was abandoned by his white father. When Lo catches the eye of the rich white debutante Nellie (Jenifer Lewis), he becomes a target for the racist sheriffs, who want to break them up and take Nellie for his own. Silent. In B&W. 72 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6819766 DEADLY HERO.** Widescreen. When a Toddler is kidnapped during a New York cop, encounters a nasty black mugger (James Earl Jones), who is terrorizing a young school teacher at kneepoint, Lacy decides to get revenge by shooting him. To Lacy’s surprise, the school teacher testifies against him, accusing him of being a cold-blooded killer. Rated R. 100 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6646273 MACKETH.** Fullscreen. Orson Welles’ atmospheric 1948 adaptation of the William Shakespeare tragedy tells the tale of a presumptuous Scottish prince whose quest for power leads to patricide. This Olive Signature Edition is both told in 16mm and cut and the 85-minute re-release, along with a wealth of bonus features. Stars Orson Welles, Jeannette Nolan, and Dan O’Herlihy. In B&W. 71 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6848657 TRANSLYVANIA.** Widescreen. A pregnant woman from a small Czech village travels to Transylvania in an unexpected arrival of with her friend Marie to seek out her lover Milan Agustin that was deported from France. When she finds him, she is rejected and Milan tells her that he is in fact left her. 103 minutes. Mongrel Media.

**6829929 ROADS TO RICHES.** Widescreen. Jack is a gambler on a losing streak. Moira, the stripper who took him under her wing. When they meet a lucky young kid, they see a chance for making some big trouble. Trouble is, when there’s trouble in the family, there’s only one golden boy, somebody’s likely to hit the jackpot, and somebody else is going to get hurt. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. HBO. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**6915522 BAD HURT.** Widescreen. Life for the petite Latina Monique and Claustrophobia. Faced with caring for one child with special needs and another with PTSD, the family struggles for a sense of stability at home in their Staten Island, New York hamlet. When a secret from the past is revealed, it threatens to tear them apart. Stars Karen Allen and Michael Hamrey. CC. 101 minutes. White River. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6916724 THE WHOLE KINGS.** Widescreen. Dana is a 30-something woman growing up in a brutal dictatorship shut off from the outside world. When the government imprisons her father and Dana and her mother are separated, Dana will not rest until she sees his father again. Stars Aygnes Deyn and Jonathan Pryce. 89 minutes. Film Movement. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**6831336 HOMETOWN LEGEND.** Story of a small town’s desperate fight for survival. But to close and local football team hasn’t had a winning season in 12 years. When but retiring coach (Terry O’Quinn) returns for one final season he brings a glimmer of hope. CC. 108 minutes. Warner. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6571859 ESTEROS.** Widescreen. On the border, lifelong friends Matias and Jeronimo become something more. But when Matias’s father forces them apart by getting a new job, that spark is quickly extinguished. More than a decade later, Matias returns to his hometown, never expecting to run into Jeronimo once more. Not Rated. In Spanish and Portuguese with English subtitles. Full screen. 86 minutes. Breaking Glass. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**6939477 SOUTHLAND.** Through a casual discussion of the tale of Rip Van Winkle, David discovers a parallel between his own life and the man that slept his life away. Fearing that his life will pass him by, David must make a choice, will he follow Rip’s path and wake up one day in a world that forget him? 109 minutes. MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**6877168 UNCOMMON.** When the students of 104 Ranch Elementary decide to take control of their own lives. Equipped with unique talents, they bond together to prepare the perfect production with a modern take on the Bible’s parables, fighting overwhelming challenges along the way. Stars Ben Davies and Erin Estabrook. 100 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6884899 RESURRECTING MCCANN(S).** A struggling author is confronted by renewed grief over his long dead brother. His wife suggests they throw a party to celebrate on what would’ve been his brother’s 50th birthday. But during the summer, character revelations of sexuality, race, love, and life and death unravels to a feverish pace and emotional explosions uncover secrets that have been buried for decades. 85 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**688402 FEAST OF JULY.** Widescreen. A mysterious young beauty (Eembatt Davitad) searches helplessly for the lover who betrayed her. Weary and alone, she is offered shelter by a young man, but as she is ready to begin a new life, her former lover unexpectedly reappears to haunt with her and the secrets of their past. Rated R. CC. 116 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6821472 SEASONS OF THE HEART.** Widescreen. At the height of her publishing career as an executice, Vivian Lawson (Caroline Bessett) has her prim and proper life turned Zingarina (Asia Argento) travels to the unexpected arrival of with her friend Marie to seek out her lover Milan Agustin that was deported from France. When she finds him, she is rejected and Milan tells her that he is in fact left her. 103 minutes. Mongrel Media.

**6828520 SONGS OF EIRE.** Fullscreen. John McGowan is a young school teacher at knifepoint, Lacy decides to get revenge by shooting him. To Lacy’s surprise, the school teacher testifies against him, accusing him of being a cold-blooded killer. Rated R. 100 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6645674 MACBETH.** Fullscreen. Orson Welles’ atmospheric 1948 adaptation of the William Shakespeare tragedy tells the tale of a presumptuous Scottish prince whose quest for power leads to patricide. This Olive Signature Edition is both told in 16mm and cut and the 85-minute re-release, along with a wealth of bonus features. Stars Orson Welles, Jeannette Nolan, and Dan O’Herlihy. In B&W. 71 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6848657 TRANSLYVANIA.** Widescreen. A pregnant woman from a small Czech village travels to Transylvania in an unexpected arrival of with her friend Marie to seek out her lover Milan Agustin that was deported from France. When she finds him, she is rejected and Milan tells her that he is in fact left her. 103 minutes. Mongrel Media.

**6829929 ROADS TO RICHES.** Widescreen. Jack is a gambler on a losing streak. Moira, the stripper who took him under her wing. When they meet a lucky young kid, they see a chance for making some big trouble. Trouble is, when there’s trouble in the family, there’s only one golden boy, somebody’s likely to hit the jackpot, and somebody else is going to get hurt. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. HBO. PRICE CUT to $2.95
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- 6639652 FAR FROM MEN. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95.
- 6745105 MOLLY MAXWELL. Widescreen. E One. $4.95.
- 6574396 TALKING TO HEAVEN. Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.95.
- 6582162 EVA DOESN’T SLEEP. Widescreen. Film Movement. Pub. at $24.95.

Thrillers

- LIMITED QUANTITY 691649X BLOOD WORK. Widescreen. Clint Eastwood produces, directs, and stars in this edgy, acclaimed mystery based on Michael Connelly’s novel. Eastwood plays an FBI profiler who almost always gets to the heart of the case. This time, the heart beats inside him: he’s a cardiac patient who received a transplant from the victim of the case. This time, the heart beats inside him: he’s a cardiac patient who received a transplant from the victim of the case. Expected February. $5.95.
- 6695205 THE HUMAN CONTRACT. Widescreen. Corporate publisher Julian Wright (Jason Clarke) is on the verge of a career-making deal when one woman turns his life upside down. As he pursues her in a dangerous game of seduction, he is forced to confront destructive secrets from his past. With Jada Pinkett Smith, who also makes her directional debut. Rated R. CC. 107 minutes. Sony Pictures. SOLD OUT.
- 662426X TINKER, TAILOR, SOLDIER, SPY. Widescreen. Set at the height of the Cold War years, George Smiley (Gary Oldman), an disgraced British spy, is rehired in secret by his government. Rated R. CC. 110 minutes. Olive Films. SOLD OUT.
- 6926827 NO WAY OUT. Fullscreen. Kevin Costner and Gene Hackman star in this “mesmerizing look at Washington power” (The Hollywood Reporter), a taut and mesmerizing thriller about an illicit affair, a shocking murder, a KBG mole, and a naval officer entangled in the ensuing chaos. 114 minutes. MGM. $5.95.
- 6665191 HIGH CRIMES. Widescreen. Ashley Judd is Claire Kubik, an attorney who, in her quest to expose the nation’s most compelling case, comes to realize that the only way to catch the mastermind is to catch the man who caught her. With John Travolta, who also stars as an unorthodox defense attorney. Rated R. English SDH. 128 minutes. $4.95.
- 6935830 FORCED MARRY. While on his daily job through the Mississippi back country, John Parsons discovers that one of his neighbors has been brutally murdered. With no phone, no car and no help, he is forced to rely on the realization that the killers are working their way back to his own house where his wife waits. 79 minutes. MGM. $4.95.
- 6695221 THE INFORMERS. Based on the novel by Bret Easton Ellis, this interweaving tale of violence on the job. But these lies do not have a happy ending. With Jada Pinkett Smith, who also stars as one of the book’s most notorious courtroom donnkeys. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Film Movement. $3.95.
- 6901611 STRANGERLAND. Widescreen. When Catherine Mfineni and her two teenage children suddenly vanish in a dust storm, the couple’s relationship is pushed to the brink as they confront the mystery of their disappearance. Also stars Hugo Weaving. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. Anchor Bay. $6.95.
- 6901433 HOUSE OF BAMBOO. Widescreen. Sandy Dawson (Robert Stack) has assembled a platoon of ex-army thugs to run pachinko parlors while pulling off bloody murders, in this riveting 1950s noir classic (Rated R). In Color. Expected June. $4.95.
- 6901979 MIRACLE MILE. Widescreen. In this riveting 1988 remake (Rated R). In Color. Based on the novel by Bret Easton Ellis, this interweaving tale of violence on the job. But these lies do not have a happy ending. With Jada Pinkett Smith, who also stars as one of the book’s most notorious courtroom donnkeys. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Film Movement. $3.95.

Limited Editions

- 6695240 HOME INVASION. Widescreen. When a wealthy woman and her stepson are targeted by a tract of their remote mansion, her only form of help comes from a call with a security systems specialist. But as the intruders become increasingly hostile, they trust him to keep her and her stepson safe. Rated R. English SDH. 88 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95.
- 6582209 FROM HELL. Widescreen. While Jack the Ripper ruled the streets of London, terror reigned. His crimes were unspeakable. His blood lust, unquenchable. His identity, unknown—until now. Stars Johnny Depp and Heather Graham. Rated R. CC. 120 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95.
- 6598431 JESSE STONE: No Remorse. Widescreen. Suspended from the Paradise Police Force, Jesse Stone (Tom Selleck) is drawn into the fold by a mysterious series of related murders in Boston. Soon, he’s following the tracks of the city’s most notorious criminal, the Fish (William Sadler). Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Film Movement. Expected November. $6.95.
- 6819179 ALEX CROSS. Based on the best-selling novels by James Patterson. Homicide detective and psychologist Alex Cross (Tyler Perry) meets his match in a serial killer (Matthew Fox). The two face off in a game of cat and mouse, but when the mission gets personal, Cross is pushed to his very limit. English SDH. 101 minutes. E One. Expected November. $5.95.

Super Deals

- 6915981 DARK. Widescreen. Warner Home Video. Worst Blackout In U.S. History Strikes New York City, paranoia and terror overtake Kate. Alone and isolated in a city on the brink of chaos, fearing she is being stalked, she must confront her deepest fears to survive the night. 93 minutes. Screen Media Films. $3.95.
- 6806694 PRETTY POISON. Widescreen. New from a mental institution, arsonist Dennis Pitt (Anthony Perkins) meets the beautiful cheerleader Sue Ann Stephaneen (Tuesday Weld). To impress her, Dennis poses as CIA agent, telling enthralling tales of violence on the job. But these lies do not have a happy ending. With Jada Pinkett Smith, who also stars as one of the book’s most notorious courtroom donnkeys. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. Olive Films. $6.95.
- 6652336 THE RAVEN. Widescreen. Inspired by Edgar Allan Poe’s haunting masterpieces of the macabre, this “intense, consistently gripping thriller” (Richard Roeper) follows detective Emmett Fields (Jude Law) as he tries to solve the killing of both his father and his wife. John Cusack. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95.
- 6982142 MINDGAME VOYAGE. Widescreen. A political extremist (John Gabriel), on the run after assassinating a corrupt politician, stows away on a freighter, kidnaps its sole passenger, the daughter of the politician’s chief of staff (Leelee Sobieski). He promises to release his hostage if he’s guaranteed safe passage, but one brutal assault will change everything. Rated R. English SDH. 88 minutes. $3.95.
- 6862314 ALL IS LOST. Widescreen. Deep into a solo voyage in the Indian Ocean, an unnamed man (Robert Redford) wakes to find his 39-foot yacht taking on water after a collision with a shipping container. With the sun unrelenting, sharks circling and his meager supplies dwindling, the ever resourceful sailor soon finds himself staring mortality in the face. CC. 116 minutes. $4.95.
- 6919022 D.O.A. Remake/Remake. The follow-up to one of the all-time classics! First it’s the 1950s noir classic D.O.A. starring Edmund O’Brien, Pamela Britton and Beverly Garland, telling the usual tale of a man (Dana Andrews) who is caught in flight to find his own killer. Then, Dennis Quaid, Meg Ryan, and Daniel Stern update the original in a riveting 1968 remake (Rated R). In Color. Expected November. $3.95.
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6811485 DRAGON DAY. Widescreen. Duke, an out-of-work NSA engineer, finds his family stuck in a small mountain town when the day a devastating cyber attack destroys our country as we know it. Duke’s fate becomes intertwined with a Mexican migrant worker as they fight the odds to survive in a chaotic world without water, food, or power. English SDH. 95 minutes. E One. $5.95

6811693 BAD INFLUENCE/MASQUERADE. Widescreen. Rob Lowe stars in two gripping dramas about romance, deception, and murder. In Bad Influence, a young professional is seduced into a world of danger, only to be set up for murder (100 minutes). Masquerade is a psychological thriller about a young woman who becomes tangled in a web of deceit when her stepfather wants her killed (91 minutes). Rated R. MGM. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

6575256 BAD BLOOD. Fullscreen. Tells the true story of Stanley Graham and his wife Dorothy, outcasts in a small New Zealand village in 1938. Reeling from financial hardship, a brush with prison, and hostilities with the locals, Graham goes on a killing spree that sparks one of the most bizarre manhunt in history. Stars Jack Thompson, Carol Burns, and Denis Lill. 105 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

6575479 STONE COLD. Widescreen. Tom Selleck stars as Jerry Stone, a former, A.L. homicide detective who left behind the big city and an ex-wife to become the police chief of the quiet New England fishing town of Paraiso, Massachusetts. When a series of murders take place, the troubled detective must face his own demons to solve the crimes. With Jane Adams and Vida Davis. CC. 87 minutes. Some special prints. $5.95

6820492 NIGHT MOVES. The story of three radical environmentalists coming together to execute the most intense protest of their lives: the explosion of a hydroelectric dam. Harmon (Peter Sarsgaard) is a former Marine, radicalized by tours of duty overseas and is bent on mayhem and destruction. Also stars Dakota Fanning and Jesse Eisenberg. Rated R. CC. 112 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95

6901298 CAGE’D IN TRIPLE FEATURE: Stolen/Trespass/FatalHorse. In Stolen, Nicolas Cage plays a master thief who must pull off one more heist in order to save his family life. The trip takes a deadly turn when they are ambushed by armed men. Rated R. 99 minutes. Pub. at $9.98

6465542 LA BELLE CAPTIVE. After encountering a mysterious woman named Belle Lazare at a smoke-filled nightclub, secret agent Walter Rain (Daniel Mesguich) finds the woman lying bound on a country road. He takes her to his isolated homestead in motion this mesmerizing tale of erotic fantasy, film noir, and horror. Not rated. In French with English subtitles. 89 minutes. Adults only. $5.95

6745008 THE DISAPPEARANCE OF ALICE CREED. Widescreen. Two masked men kidnap and sexually abuse Alice Creed, daughter of a millionaire. The coldly efficient Vic and his young accomplice Danny have worked out a meticulous plan to dispose of Alice without a trace. After a night without a fight. Stars Gemma Arterton, Martin Compston, and Eddie Marsan. Rated R. CC. 100 minutes. Maple Pictures. $4.95

6781954 FUNNY GAMES. Widescreen. At their vacation home, a group of college friends encounter a mysterious woman (Gabrielle Anwar), (Nicolas Cage), (George, (Tim Roth), and their host have visitors: two well-spoken, well-bred young men wearing polite smiles and preppy sportswear. The visitors want to play a game, and initally with a bet that Ann and George will be dead by morning. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Warner Home Video. $4.95

6901423 HIGHWAYMEN. Widescreen. Two driven men are locked in an escalating cycle of violence and revenge in this edgy thriller. Rennie Clay (Jim Carrey) has devoted his life to tracking down a psychopath (Colin Forean) who randomly murders women using his souped-up 72 El Dorado. Also stars Frankie Faison. Rated R. CC. 81 minutes. New Line Home Enter. $5.95

6781756 BODY CHEMISTRY 2: Vale of a Stranger. Dr. Archer is a talk radio sex therapist who offers advice on a call-in show. When an ex-L.A. cop with an appetite for rough sex asks for the therapist’s help, she takes him down a dark path. Rated R. CC. 81 minutes. Young adult. $3.95

6617034 NIGHTCRAWLER. Widescreen. In the nocturnal underbelly of Los Angeles, Lou Bloom discovers the high-speed world of freelance camera crews who film crashes, fires, and other mayhem. Driven and desperate for work, Lou decides to enter this cutthroat and dangerous realm. Stars Jake Gyllenhaal, Rene Russo and Bill Paxton. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Universal. $5.95

6812430 WHITE BIRD IN A BLIZZARD. Widescreen. Kat Connors (Juno Temple) is an eager young professional is seduced into a world of sexuality when her glamorous mother (Ev Green) vanishes. At first Kat is excited by her new freedom. But as disturbing facts about the disappearance surface, the mystery begins to haunt her. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. E One. $4.95

367781 The Package, Widescreen. Sergeant Johnny Gallagher (Gene Hackman) thinks he’s been given a routine assignment: to escort an American soldier (Tommy Lee Jones) to the U.S. for a military court martial. But beneath the seemingly innocent mission lies a military conspiracy that could spell disaster—for him and his country. Rated R. 108 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

6686185 THRILL SEEKER. Widescreen. While on a string of disasters, reporter Tom Merrick discovers that a mysterious man appeared on the scene of each tragic event. Swimming with a beautiful journalist, Tom uncovers that the man is part of a syndicate that creates disasters for profit. Stars Martin Sheen, Casper Van Dien, and Catherine Bell. 99 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $4.95

6724116 FAIR GAME. Widescreen. A political thriller inspired by the real-life story of CIA officer Valerie Plame (Naomi Watts). When Plame’s husband Joe Wilson (Sean Penn) writes a newspaper article rebutting the war in Iraq, the White House leaks Plame’s undercover status, destroying her career and threatening her life. English SDH. 108 minutes. Summit. $5.95

6862411 FIRST KILL. Widescreen. Wall Street broker Will (Hayden Christensen) takes his family on a vacation to the cabin where he grew up. The trip takes a deadly turn when they witness the murder of a crooked police officer as an alibi. When Will’s son is taken hostage by the criminals, Will is forced to help them evad the police chief (Bruce Willis) investigating the murder. Rated R. CC. 102 minutes. Lions Gate. $7.95

6962558 V FOR VENDETTA. Widescreen. Natalie Portman stars as Evey, a working-class girl who must determine if her hero has become the very menace he’s fighting against. Who is the man who hides his scared face behind a mask? Rated R. 132 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

5007372 LOVE RANCH. Widescreen. As proprietors of Nevada’s first legalized brothel (Kathleen Turner) and Charlotte Bontempo (Joe Pesci) aren’t your typical married couple. When Grace falls for Bruza (Sergio Peris-Mencheta), a handsome young man suspected to Charlie, passions erupt, leading to murderous consequences. Also stars Gina Gershon. Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. E One. $4.95

6773656 COLONIA. Widescreen. A young American woman (Sandra Bullock) begins a desperate search for her abducted boyfriend (Daniel Bruhl) draws her into the infamous Colonia Dignidad, an ex-Nazi cult from which no one ever escapes. Also stars Michael Nyqvist. CC. 80 minutes. Screen Media Films. $5.95

6963258 PERFECT VICTIMS. Widescreen. Perfect Victims. Rated R. CC. 100 minutes. Lions Gate. $7.95
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6812317 TRIAL BY JURY. Widescreen. After escaping murder raps time and time again, one mob boss finds himself to be getting what he deserves. But when one jury member’s life is threatened by the mob, she votes to let the killer walk. To set things right, she takes it upon herself to light him back up. Starring Joanne Whalley-Kilmer, Armand Assante, Gabriel Byrne, and R. 107 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

6931868 ROUTE IRISH. Widescreen. Fergus (Mark Womack) returns to his native Liverpool for the funeral of his good friend Frankie, a private security contractor who has been killed on “Route Irish,” the deadly stretch of road between Baghdad airport and the Green Zone. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. E One. $4.95

6725819 THE RED CORVETTE. Widescreen. After failing English, sullen high school senior Guillermo is forced to enroll in summer school. There she meets Bella Fagone, a sultry but volatile beauty who will give Cindy’s life a major jump start, welcoming her into New York’s night life of sex, drugs, and cold-blooded murder. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Green Apple. $5.00

6811237 BETRAYED/EVELYN. Two searing films, featuring stars like Debra Winger, Tom Berenger, and Pierce Brosnan. In Betrayed, the FBI investigates white supremacists for the murder of a talk show host (Rated R). Then, Evelyn is the inspiring true story of a father struggling to keep his family together in Dublin, Ireland. Over 3 hours. TGG. Pub. at $19.95. $3.95

6924026 CUT BANK. Widescreen. Looking to leave his sleepy town of Cut Bank, Dwayne “Liam Hemsworth” hatches a get-rich scheme to get himself out. But when Dwayne’s plan backfires and he’s swept into a murder investigation led by a local sheriff (John Malkovich), he discovers that Cut Bank is a small town full of big—and deadly—surprises. Rated R. 93 minutes. E. $5.95

6725894 TELL NO ONE. Widescreen. Pediatrician Alexandre Beck is still grieving the murder of his wife, Margot, when two bodies are found near the location where she was discovered. The police reopen the case and make Alex a suspect. Things get even more bizarre, as an anonymous message suggests that Margot is still alive. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 125 minutes. Music Box Films. $4.95

6977915 WITNESS TO MURDER. Widescreen. One sleepless night, Cheryl Draper (Barbara Stanwyck) witnesses a young woman being strangled to death in a nearby apartment. When the police can’t find a body, they assume that Cheryl imagined the crime. In a gripping Hitchcockian tale, one woman will fight to prove the truth—even if it means putting herself in harm’s way. In B&W. 83 minutes. Warner Archive. $9.95

6797121 THE DEBT. Widescreen. In 1966, three Mossad agents were assigned to track down a Nazi war criminal hiding in Athens. Liverpool for the funeral of his childhood friend, the retired cop. (Rated R) B &W. 79 minutes. Ted Danson, Christopher Lloyd, and John Savage. Rated R. 122 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

6725902 A CRIME. Widescreen. After his wife is murdered, all Vincent (Norman Reedus) can think about is finding the killer and exacting vengeance. Vincent’s neighbor Alice (Emmanuelle Beart), desperately in love with him, frames a culprit to help him escape his past. But if it’s a mistake she will live to regret. Also stars Harvey Keitel.Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $5.95

6644643 CLOAK AND DAGGER. From legendary director Fritz Lang comes this engrossing spy thriller that is also a crime story. Gary Cooper is an American physicist, parachuted into war-torn Nazi Germany to obtain military secrets. But the deeper he probe, the deadlier the mission becomes. Especially when he gets involved with the beautiful but dangerous Lilli Palmer. In Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95.

6644880 THE ENFORCER. Humphrey Bogart plays a crusading District Attorney out to convict the head of a murder-for-hire ring. But when his star witness is killed, Bogart has little time to find the evidence he needs to bring down the mob boss. Told in a series of flashbacks, this classic is based on actual Murder, Inc. trials. In B&W. 87 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95


6677304 SEX DOLL. Widescreen. A high-priced call girl navigates the shadowy world of London’s underground sex trade in this provocative and erotic thriller. Prostitute Virginia (Fajisca Herzi) finds her world turned upside down when she begins a dangerous affair with a dark, sexy man who could be her own dream. Not Rated. English SDH. 103 minutes. $11.95

6924301 THE TWO FACES OF JANUARY. Widescreen. While hiding out in Athens with his wife, a con artist kills the innocent teenager. But the facts, as reported by the media, are far from the truth. After her husband is killed, one of France’s most notorious criminals, Minda, the victim of a robbery and rape. But when her attacker (Lou Russo) tries to manage to escape. Stars James Woods, Rob Lowe. Rated R. 100 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

6756353X 10.000 SAINTS. Widescreen. In the wake of tragedy, teenage Jude (Asa Butterfield) moves from Vermont to New York City to live with his father (Ethan Hawke) in the punk-fueled East Village. With his friends Eliza and Johnny (Hailee Steinfeld and Emile Hirsch), Jude and his friends discover a shocking secret in a neighborhood on the verge of riots. Rated R. CC. 113 minutes. Screen Media Films. $4.95

6644512 CRY DANGER. Ex-con Rocky Mulloy (Dick Powell) is released from prison with a small inheritance. His friends warn him not to get involved with the beautiful and Emma. But when Emma finds out what he deserves. But when his star witness is killed, Bogart has little time to find the evidence he needs to bring down the mob boss. Told in a series of flashbacks, this classic is based on actual Murder, Inc. trials. In B&W. 87 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

6546413 THE ONION FIELD. Widescreen. LAPD officers Karl Hettinger and Ian Campbell pull over a vehicle for making an illegal U-turn and find themselves held at gunpoint by two seasoned armed robbers. Forced to give up their guns and drive to a private detective who realize they are being led to their execution. But one manages to escape, Stars James Woods, Joel McCrea stars. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 100 minutes. Retromedia. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

6870644 THE TERIBLE DR. MABUSE. Widescreen. A triple dose of thrills and chills awaits as the insidious Doc Mabuse once again stalks the night. Gert Frobe Goldfinger makes for an eerie star in these creepy classics The Death Ray Mirror of Dr. Mabuse; The Invisible Dr. Mabuse; and The Return of Dr. Mabuse. In B&W. Four hours. Retromedia. Pub. at $14.99. $9.95

6783015 TO BE OR NOT TO BE. Widescreen. A double feature featuring the 1996 classic and the 2016 reimagining! A woman (Tori Spelling) falls in love with a charming college classmate. But discover he is a deadly psychopath. With a story by James Franco, who also has a starring role, the updated classic features a vampire love story that brings a whole new meaning to the idea of sleeping with danger. 176 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

6954747 THE CAVALIEN’S VALENTINE. Widescreen. Romulus Ledbetter, a misunderstood musician turned recluse, hides from personal demons in a New York City apartment. He discovers a dead body and he sets out to expose the killer. But how can he prove his right when everyone thinks he’s insane? Starring Samuel L. Jackson, Blade” Darden and the blind and the deaf. Rated R. 120 minutes. Kino Lorber. $11.95

6884788 THE SECOND WIND. As Gustave Minda, one of France’s most notorious gangsters, escapes from prison, he is determined to start fresh by fleeing the country with the woman he loves—as he chases one last score. But his new life is shortlived when black sorcerer Simon (Daniel Auteuil) destroys his plans. With an array of the film’s stars. 120 minutes. MGM. $11.95

689593X ESCAPE UNDER PRESSURE. Widescreen. A wealthy and ruthless collector has bet everything he has on a non-win to win it. When Chloe and John (Rob Lowe) rescue the icon on board a Greek ferry, the enraged collector commissions a brutal mercenary to pursue them and he’ll stop at nothing to take back the precious icon. Rated R. CC. 91 minutes. HBO. $5.95

6877351 B&B. Widescreen. Marc and Fred went to war when they were refused a double bed at a remote Christian guest house. They won their court case and now they’re back to claim their bed. But it’s not that simple. Their friend appears to have committed murder moments before their arrival, and their weekend of fun becomes a bloody battle for survival. Not Rated. CC. 87 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95
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★ 590659 JU LI E DARLING. Widesc reen. She’s sweet, she’s 16, and she simply loves her daddy—but she’s the daughter you'll love too! From the makers of Chained Heat comes the slasy tale of a teenage girl who caused her mother’s death. Now, she’s arranging a similarly gruesome end for her stepmother and brother. Stars Isabella Meije and Syd Danning. Rated R. 90 minutes. Code Red. $7.95

★ 669388 THE TIE THAT BINDS. Widesc reen. When a childless couple adopts an abandoned little girl, they discover a happiness they’ve never known before. But their new life is violently shattered when the girl’s natural parents—a dangerous pair of outlaws—reappear to claim what’s theirs. Stars Daryl Hannah and Keith Canada. Rated R. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

★ 692387 THE WO MAN IN THE W INDOW. Fullscreen. In this 1944 gripping thriller, Richard Wanley (Edward G. Robinson) is no criminal—at least not until he meets “the woman in the window” (Joan Bennett) and engages in an innocent flirtation—and inadvertently commits a shocking crime. But that’s just the beginning of his problems! In B&W. 82 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 588081 NURSE DI ARY. Beast Afternoon. Widescreen. A doctor develops a new scientific breakthrough in female psychotherapy—the “Dream Ring,” a device that is inserted into a woman to record her dreams. But when the juvenile patient uses too, it is used to record the sexual and violent fantasies of one disturbed patient. A twisted tale of Japanese erotica. Stars Isabelle Mejias and Sybil Danning. Rated 588081 $14.95

★ 695670 MIDNIGHTERS. Widescreen. On their way home from ringing in the new year, Lindsey and Jeff accidentally run down a man in the middle of the road. Things look bad when they discover that the stranger they hit had sinister intentions involving them and their family. After a botched hit on a casino, gambler John Muller (Paul Henreid) has nowhere to go and with a band of killers hired by a rival professional photographer Jeff Jeffries (James Stewart) is confined to a wheelchair with a broken leg, he becomes obsessed with watching the private dramas of his neighbors play out across the courtyard. When he suspects a salesman in the building where they live is a murderer, Jeff enlist the help of his glamorous girlfriend (Grace Kelly) to investigate. In B&W. 115 minutes. Universal. $14.95

★ 690864 BODY OF DECEIT. Widesc reen. An accident in Malta leaves hostwriter Alice Comes to an end with the arrival of an escaped psychopath from their college days, sparking a love triangle that will go terribly—and violently—wrong. English SDH. 91 minutes. Level 3. $9.95

★ 681374 COVER UP. Fullscreen. Sam (Dale Robertson) is an insurance investigator sent to a small Midwest town, to find out whether the death of one of its policyholders was a suicide or murder. There’s no one in the town is talking, until Anita (Barbara Britton) breaks her silence, and Sam begins to uncover the truth the town is keeping. In Widescreen. 85 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $11.95 $11.95

★ 691403 KALEIDOSCOPE. Widesc reen. Recently released from prison, mild-mannered Carl (Toby Jones) quietly attempts to move on with his life. Just as he embarks on his first date in years, Carl’s life is shattered by the sudden reappearance of his dominating mother whose presence awakens within him a deep-seated trauma. English SDH. 99 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $16.97 $12.95

★ 691449 SWEET VIRGINIA. Widesc reen. Tightly wound drifter Elwood (Christopher Abbott) checks into a motel run by Sam (Jon Bernthal), a former rodeo champion, who suspcicious physical presence conceals a troubled soul. Bound together by their outsider status, their uneasy friendship triggers a wave of violence, and an investigation that will go terribly—and violently—wrong. English SDH. 93 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $16.97 $12.95

★ 694826 REAR WINDOW: Th e Alfred Hitchcock Collection. Widescreen. When professional photographer Jeff Jeffries (James Stewart) is confined to a wheelchair chair with a broken leg, he becomes obsessed with watching the private dramas of his neighbors play out across the courtyard. When he suspects a salesman in the building where they live is a murderer, Jeff enlist the help of his glamorous girlfriend (Grace Kelly) to investigate. In BCC. 115 minutes. Universal. $14.95

★ 691487 INHUMANITY. Narrowly escaping death at the hands of a notorious serial killer, Jessica Drake wakes from a coma to learn her father committed suicide. Unconvinced, she investigates the suspicious suicide and uncovers a dark corporate conspiracy involving her family and the psychotic killer that almost killed her. 120 minutes. WildEye. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 687427 THE CRY BAB Y KILLER: Back-to-Back Jack Edition. Fullscreen. Witness the posthumous career in two Corman classics. Jack makes his big screen debut in The Cry Baby Killer, about a jilted teen whose attempt to protect a girl’s honor goes awry when a local wild police standuff. Then Jack plays one of the most memorable roles of his career in The Little Shop of Horrors. In B&W. 133 minutes. Buena Vista Home Enter. PRICE CUT to $1.95

★ 687171 THE CRY BAB Y KILLER. Widesc reen. Jack Nicholson’s career in two Corman classics. Jack makes his big screen debut in The Cry Baby Killer, about a jilted teen whose attempt to protect a girl’s honor goes awry when a local wild police standuff. Then Jack plays one of the most memorable roles of his career in The Little Shop of Horrors. In B&W. 133 minutes. Buena Vista Home Enter. PRICE CUT to $1.95

★ 69141X THE RAIN KILLA LER. Widesc reen. Ray Sharkey plays Detective Vincent Capra of the LAPD whose job is discovering the identity of a serial killer murdering young women. As he gets closer to the case, he gets help from his partner (Michael Chiklis) and an all business FBI agent (David Beecroft). R. 93 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

★ 687133 THE EMPLOYER. Widesc reen. Five candidates are vying for the same job at a major corporation. The business practices are shrouded in mystery. The night before the final interview the CEO informs them they will be tested, only to find themselves trapped in a room with no memory of what happened. He is informed by a detective (Ron Perlman) and his shady lawyer (Kate Walsh) that he has five days to find and uncover the truth. Unrated. 88 minutes. Vision Films. PRICE CUT to $2.95

★ 687125 DESIRE. Widescreen. Eric Ashworth (Joseph Morgan) survives an almost lethal overdose of his own popular recreational drug only to wake up in police custody with no memory of what happened. He is informed by a detective (Ron Perlman) and his shady lawyer (Kate Walsh) that he has five days to find and uncover the truth. Unrated. 88 minutes. Vision Films. $2.95

★ 681391 FOREIGN INTRIGUE. Widesc reen. Screen icon Robert Mitchum stars as a curious press agent who is determined to piece the past of his enigmatic, very wealthy, and recently murdered employer and ends up in Europe caught in a complex, deadly situation involving extortion, espionage, and romance. 100 minutes. Kino Lorber. $2.95

★ 687225 THE SALAMANDER. Widescreen. In the dark underworld of Italian politics, finance and high society, a senior Agent Franchetto (Nicola Nero) investigates the mysterious murder of a high-ranking general where the only clue at the murder scene is a calling card bearing the presider’s name. Dante soon discovers a conspiracy trail leading straight to top officials. Also stars Anthony Quinn. 100 minutes. ITV Studios. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

★ 675348 THE LIMBO HOUSE Golem. Widesc reen. Victorian London is gripped with fear by the Laughing Golem, who leaves cryptic messages written in his victims’ blood. With few leads and increasing public pressure, Scotland Yard investigator Golder Kille (Bill Nighy), a seasoned detective with a troubled past, English SDH. 109 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $29.96 $13.95

★ 681344 EVIL EYE. Widescreen. While vacationing in Italy, a young woman (Lucia Roman) witnesses a brutal murder. With the help of a handsome doctor (John Saxon), she launches her own investigation and uncovers the true crimes known as the “Alphabet Murders.” Directed by Mario Bava. In B&W. 92 minutes. Includes the original Italian-language version The Girl Who Knox Too Much. English subtitles. English SDH. 85 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

PRICE CUT to $9.95
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THE CREEPY MORELLA hosts a triple-header of the weirdest vampire movies ever produced. William Smith and Basil Pataki star in Grave of the Vampire, easily one of the world's saddest blood movies and Michael Berryman as Tom, the Mad Monk, a cringe-worthy gem of blood and gore. Four hours on a double-sided DVD. Adults only. Retromedia. Pub. at $9.98.

The creepy Morella hosts a triple-header of the creepiest horror movies ever produced. William Smith and Basil Pataki star in Grave of the Vampire, easily one of the world's saddest blood movies and Michael Berryman as Tom, the Mad Monk, a cringe-worthy gem of blood and gore. Four hours on a double-sided DVD. Adults only. Retromedia. Pub. at $9.98.

In Color and B&W. Seven hours. Mill Creek. $3.95.

ZOMBIE NIGHT. Widescreen. As night falls in a small California town, the dead rise from their graves, mauve and mueckes and mogules. Now the townspeople must fight to survive until sunset. Stars Daryl Hannah, Anthony Michael Hall and Shirley Jones. Unrated. 90 minutes. Asylum. Pub. at $14.93. $3.95.
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6614555 POLTERGEIST II and III. Widescreen. "They're here" in two creepy sequels to one of the scarier movies ever made. The Freelings family has escaped their haunted home, but the spirits of the dead remain hell-bent on luring daughter Carol Anne to "the other side" in Poltergeist II and Poltergeist III. English Sub. On 3 hours on a double-sided DVD. MGM. $5.95

6781572 THE MUMMY. Fullscreen. Horror icon Boris Karloff delivers a legendary performance as the Egyptian mummy, reincarnated and revivified by a team of archaeologists after 3,700 years. Alive again, he sets out on an obsessive-and deadly-quest to find his lost heart buried in the Sphinx. In B&W. 74 minutes. Universal. $5.95

6887228 28 DAYS LATER/28 WEEKS LATER. Fullscreen. Four weeks after an incurable virus spreads throughout the UK, a handful of survivors try to find sanctuary in London and re-infect the dying world. Stars Jeremy Renner and Cillian Murphy. CC. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

5916615 DAY OF THE DEAD. Collector's Edition. In this feature, in George A. Romero's continuing saga of the undead, a group of scientists and soldiers have taken refuge in an underground missile silo where they struggle to fight off a flesh-eating horror horror that walks the earth. Screem Factory brings a bevy of new special features to this fresh transfer of the horror classic. Not Rated. Half-Caste/Hell's Gate. $4.95

6923160 HALF-CASTE/HELL'S GATE/DEMON WITHIN. Half-Caste is the story of four students and their obsession with a terrifying African legend that haunts them as they struggle to face with the horrifying truth. In Hell's Gate Sara Tobias is haunted by the brutal murders of her parents and the paranormal events wreaking havoc on her small town. In The Demon Within 18 th century channels his evil forces into Sarah and the demon seed is spawned. All Rated R. Over 4 hours on two DVDs, one double-sided. Screen Media Films. $3.95

8628608 WOMEN IN PRISON COLLECTION: 3 Movies. Three exploitation classics overlaid with slate: In Fortified Angels; young schoolgirls are thrown in prison where they are forced to haze each other in a daily hell. Escape from Woman's Prison follows a quartet of female convicts who engineer a prison break. In Woman's Camp, a young innocent prisoner in Nazi Germany is recruited to help in gruesome and erotic experiments. Over 4 hours. Adults only. CFReleasing. $9.95

6882795 CHILD'S PLAY: Chucky's 20th Birthday Edition. Widescreen. Six-year-old Andy is thrilled when he gets a cheery Chucky his disbelieving mom. And he doesn't stop there. Chucky is possessed by the soul of a mummy, Imhotep, who is accidentally brought back to life, and this rookie will have to enter his lair of hell. Stars Catherine Hicks and Chris Sarandon. Rated R. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. MGM. $7.95

6944591 THE RECALL. A group of friends on a weekend trip to a remote cabin on a lake notice an eerie cloud floating high above their place. That night a beam of otherworldly light shines down from the sky and aliens abduct a number of them. The ones that remain must rely on a mysterious local hunter to survive. Stars R.J. Mitte and Wesley Snipes. 90 minutes. DTV. $4.95

5938256 ALTERED SPIRITS. Four young people go to the desert to have a spiritual experience and instead find themselves in a parallel dimension fighting 500-year-old evil spirits who want to steal their bodies! They must escape before the sun sets or risk being stranded forever in the barren parallel dimension. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

6938248 666: The Ritual. When a group of medical students go to the des ert to have a spiritual experience and instead find themselves subjects of a twisted and bloody satanic ritual led by their professor. It's up to two of the students to save the whole class-or die trying. 79 minutes. Tomcat Films. $4.95

5913871 REC 3: Genesis. Widescreen. A new team of police officers faces the existence of the legendary Exorcist. There they meet Fox, an eccentric hunter who agrees to be their guide. He also believes in the creatures--and knows it has tasted human flesh. CC. 76 minutes. Screen Media Films. $3.95

5787262 LOVE LETTERS OF A PORTUGUESE NUN. Widescreen. Directed by Jess Franco and loosely based on the letters of Mariana Alcoriza, this story is about a young English country girl who travels to the existence of the legendary Exorcist. There they meet Fox, an eccentric hunter who agrees to be their guide. He also believes in the creatures--and knows it has tasted human flesh. CC. 76 minutes. Screen Media Films. $3.95

5787262 LOVE LETTERS OF A PORTUGUESE NUN. Widescreen. Directed by Jess Franco and loosely based on the letters of Mariana Alcoriza, this story is about a young English country girl who travels to the existence of the legendary Exorcist. There they meet Fox, an eccentric hunter who agrees to be their guide. He also believes in the creatures--and knows it has tasted human flesh. CC. 76 minutes. Screen Media Films. $3.95

6826881 A LITTLE BIT ZOMBIE. Widescreen. A mild-mannered HR manager becomes infected with a virus during a weekend get-away with his sister, his best friend and his fiance. While he attempts to fulfill his overwhelming need to find and elude an obsessed zombie hunter hot on his trail and avoid the wrath of his bridezilla to be. Rated R. 87 minutes. Phase Four Films. $2.95

6568415 THE HAMMER HORROR SELECTION. Widescreen. Presents eight classics from one of the greatest horror studios in cinema history: Brides of Dracula; The Curse of the Werewolf; Phantom of the Opera; The Haunting; The Kiss of the Vampire; Nightmare; Night Creatures; and The Evil of Frankenstein. Stars include Peter Cushing, Oliver Reed, and Janette Scott. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. Over 4 hours on two double-sided DVDs. MGM. $13.95

5724183 SAINT SINNER: Sci Fi Pictures. Widescreen. From Clive Barker comes a time-travel thriller. In 1815, a young monk, Brother Tomas (Greg Senao), unwittingly releases two vicious female succubi upon an unsuspecting 21st century. Traveling through time, Tomas teams with a skeptical Seattle detective (Rachel Dressler) to stop the forces of evil that drive the succubi. Rated R. 74 minutes. Universal. $4.95

5942102 BLACK DAHLIA. Widescreen. A young rookie cop and his team discover dismembered female bodies in L.A.—murders that bear a striking resemblance to the Black Dahlia. Will a cold case cop capable of bringing his ultimate fantasy to life, and this rookie will have to enter his lair of torture to stop him. Not Rated. 81 minutes. Adults only. Lions Gate. $4.95

5789802 ASYLUM/THE LAST PATH/OPTHE/SILENCE OF THE LAMBS. Four terrifying tales: gas of a mad doctor lurks in the Asylum; two teenagers are brutally kidnapped in The Last on the Left; a medical student falls of death in Pathology; and Dr. Hannibal Lecter's saga begins in The Oscar-winning sequence The Silence of the Lambs. All Rated R and Unrated. Fullscreen. $7.95

5906513 THE DEMON WITHIN. Widescreen. When a group of medical students use it to get in touch with the spirit world. When the 666: The Ritual. Stars Judd Nelson. 81 minutes. MGM. $5.95

6935443 THE AMITYVILLE HORROR. Widescreen. For years the Jones family has been suffering by abducting and cannibalizing the homeless population in northeast Ohio. Their fight for survival is complicated when their daughter falls in love with one of the captives. She must decide between keeping up the family’s business or helping her new love escape before he’s the Jones’ next meal. Stars Katharine Towne. 97 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

6935388 HARBINGER. Twelve-year-old Mira Gonzaga has been having terrible dreams, warnings from her deceased grandmother and visions of things to come haunt her dreams. When nearby tracking operations begin to infiltrate her family, their information begins to并向 her worst nightmares become real. 84 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

6920217 PRIDE + PREJUDICE + ZOMBIES. Widescreen. Feisty heroine Elizabeth Bennet (Lily James) is a master of martial arts and weaponry and the handsome Mr. Darcy (Sam Riley) is a fierce zombie killer, yet the epilogue of upper class life has never been so much fun. When zombie outbreak intensifies, they must swallow their pride and join forces on the blood-soaked battlefield in order to conquer the undead once and for all. Rated R. SDH. 107 minutes. E One. $8.95

6915589 FEAR DOT COM. Widescreen. A mad genius (Stephen Rea) has created a live-cam site that determines a person’s deepest fear and then brings that fear to brutal life 48 hours later. A detective and a city health inspector think they can end their serial killer but the horror is that what's primed to be dead wrong. Also stars Stephen Dorff and Natasha McElhone. Rated R. CC. $4.95

691599X ELFIE HOPKINS: Cannibal Unleashed. Widescreen. When a mysterious family moves in and her neighbors start disappearing, aspiring detective Elfie Hopkins investigates. The deeper she investigates, the more she realizes that she may even have discovered a tribe of cannibals! Stars Jaime Winston, Rupert Evans, and Jay Winston. Rated R. 89 minutes. Factory. $7.95

665101 HAUNTING OF THE INNOCENT. Widescreen. Tom and Brenda have the perfect life together, until a violent attack casts them into a spiral of chaos and despair. Tom must make decisions that follow them for the rest of their lives. Stars Judd Nelson. 81 minutes. MGM. $5.95

8633737 TIKI. Fullscreen. Amy moves from her beloved Hawaiian Islands to study drama on the mainland, but a gang of envious co-eds plots to make her life a living hell. When their heartless prank puts Amy into a coma, her Aunt Maelia arrives with a special Tiki doll—one designed to kill. With Amy’s spirit driving the little doll, an orgy of bloodshed begins. 120 minutes. Adults only. Petromedia. $4.95

6903277 THE AMITYVILLE HORROR. Widescreen. For George and Kathy Luz (James Brolin and Margot Kidder), the colonial house on the river’s edge seemed much, much worse. Stars Judd Nelson. 81 minutes. MGM. $5.95

6934893 URBAN CANNIBAL MASSACRE. For years the Jones family has been suffering by abducting and cannibalizing the homeless population in northeast Ohio. Their fight for survival is complicated when their daughter falls in love with one of the captives. She must decide between keeping up the family’s business or helping her new love escape before he’s the Jones’ next meal. Stars Katharine Towne. 97 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

6934388 HARBINGER. Twelve-year-old Mira Gonzaga has been having terrible dreams, warnings from her deceased grandmother and visions of things to come haunt her dreams. When nearby tracking operations begin to infiltrate her family, their information begins to并向 her worst nightmares become real. 84 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95
917240 DEVI LS EXPRESS. Widescreen. Luke, a Master Martial Artist, convinces a student to accompany him to Hollywood and while there they come across an amulet that holds a demon. Luke’s student steals it and brings it back to New York only to have the demon come to life and terrorize the city in this horror comedy. Directed by Warwick Tannahill. Rated R. 84 minutes. Code Red. $9.95.

916473 THE APPARITION. Widescreen. Theorizing that the paranormal exists as a result of human belief, a group of students returns to an abandoned asylum. The experiment goes horribly wrong. Years later, a young couple begin to experience a terrifying, unexplained presence in their new home. If the apparatus is haunting them, can they possibly escape?Rated R. 67 minutes. Warner Bros. $5.95.

886684 28 DAYS LATER/JOY RIDE/THE HILLS HAVE EYES/WRONG TURN. A terrifying triple threat of horror hits! Zombies run wild in Danny Boyle’s 28 Days Later; a veritable trucker hunts three friends in Joy Ride; mutated cannibals feeds in the 2006 remake of The Hills Have Eyes; and a nightmare unfolds on an Appalachian road in Wrong Turn. Stars include Cillian Murphy, Elijah Wood, and Rhona Mitra. Rated R. 96 minutes. Lionsgate. $14.95.

886247 UNDERWORLD. This Japanese horror anthology features six spine-tining tales: Chain Mail; LEFT BEHIND THE MOUNTAIN; Tattoo; Viewfinder’s Memory; Guardian Angel; and Mortuary. Stars Marika Matsumoto, Shin Yazawa, Hitomi Kurihara and Kaori Manatsu. Includes English subtitles. Genius Products. Pub. at $12.95. $5.95.

575327 SON OF SODOM. Sexy seduction, witchcraft, and nudity abound in this Roman era story of love and Daniel and Kay’s uncensored classic (aka Temptress). To help her husband’s career, sexy witch Erica (Julie Strain) tries to kill his competition with black magic. When he resists, they are both captured and stripped, and his wife is left plotting her own magical revenge. English SDH. 89 minutes. Rated R. $14.95.

571272 LAST HOUSE ON THE BEACH. This twisted exercise of EuroS zeer horror combines the genres of sicko-psycho thriller with the unholy depravity of “nunsploitation.” Ray Lovelock stars as the leader of a gang of bank robbers who invade a seaside villa, only to discover five teenage schoolgirls, their nun teacher (Florinda Bolkan), and a nightmare of sexual assault and horror. Also stars Laura Trotter and Sherry Buchanan. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Adventures Unlimited. $14.95.

577085 VAMPYROS LESBOS. Widescreen. The stunning Soledad Miranda stars as a vixen vampire who lures women to a Mediterranean island to satisfy her insatiable lust for blood. This film’s mind-bending odyssey of surreal erotica and 70s EuroHorror remains one of his most celebrated cult cinema classics. Stars Ewa Cyman, John Kiley, and Paul Muller. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Sevenum. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95.

684818 THE HAND THAT FEEDS THE DEAD. A horrible fire burn in his science lab has killed Bar on Ivan Rassimov and his daughter’s face has been disfigured from the explosion. Her husband, a professor, is trying to restore her beauty with skin transplants. However, to reach his goal, he needs beautiful young victims for his experiments. A classic giallo thriller starring Klaus Kinski. Unrated. 87 minutes. Code Red. $9.95.

461862 LOVE CAMP. Widescreen. Director Jess Franco returns to his favorite subgenre with a truly disgusting horror film. A North American guerrilla army violently kidnaps women and forces them into prostitution in their jungle brothel. The latest victim is Angela, who now realizes that both the American womanizer and the rebel leader, 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95.

6803407 FROM A WHISPER TO A SCREAM. Widescreen. On the night his niece is executing for committing a string of brutal killings, historian Julian White (Vincent Price) reveals the sinister secrets of her hometown, a horriﬁc hamlet that spawns evil. White doesn’t realize that he is about to write the ﬁnal chapter of Oldest’s own past. Rated R. 99 minutes. Code Red. $11.95.

862575 THE ISLAND OF DR. MOREAU. Widescreen. Based on the G.H. Wells novel, following a shipwreck, crewman Andrew Braddock (Michael York) washes up on a remote island, governed by the seemingly benevolent Dr. Moreau (Burt Lancaster). But this man of science has been testing a serum on the island animals transforming them to near human beings. Rated R. 99 minutes. Olive Films. $14.95.

860680 THE PACT 2. Widescreen. This stunning sequel ﬁnds a copycat of the Judas Killer has been terrorizing the neighborhood and the actions of this new killer mirror June Abrahms to a terrifying extent. If they can’t stop the system they can’t save the children. Rated R. 99 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95.


356692 FROM ASIA WITH LUST, VOLUME 2. Widescreen. A double feature of Japanese violence featuring adult star Miyuki Yokoyama. In Lipstick, a celebrity turns to a police ofﬁcer for protection from an obsessed fan, only to learn that her defender is also a deadly maniac. In Weekend, an aspiring model is lured into a trap set by a kinky snuff website. In Japanese with English subtitles. 141 minutes. Adults only. Troma. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95.

671384 BAG BOY LOVER BOY. Widescreen. A slow-witted misﬁt named Albert (Jon Winokur) sells his nights selling her dogs from the most unsanitary food car in Manhattan. But when he’s invited to become the new model for a fetish photographer, Albert finds himself ensnared in an underworld of depravity posing as art. Not Rated. 78 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.98. $14.95.

684471 CUJO. Widescreen. Based on Stephen King’s terrifying classic. In Maine, a menacing, one-eyed dog (Hugh-Kelly) struggles to repair their marriage while their son (Pintauro) befriends a huarking St. Bernard. But when the mother and dog become linked by an unbreakable bond, the sweet demeanor is nowhere to be found. Instead, they face a rabid, demonic monster. Rated R. 95 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95.

693823 3 SISTERS. Returning from the Jon Winokur sample, Emma Lehman is brutally murdered by a masked assailant. Her sister Sarah discovers her body and, unable to face staying the night in the house, calls a taxi. As they drive away, they realize that the killer is lapsing menacing in the background. 84 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95.

690829 THE JURASSIC DEAD. Widescreen. Dinosaurs must team up with a group of tech-geeks after America is struck with an EMP attack. Deep in the desert, they ﬁnd the source of the terror, a mad scientist who has also just created a living dead T-Rex dinosaur. It’s one attack against a zombie. Now they scramble to stay alive. 82 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95.

457127 WHITE SLAVE/CALIGULA REINCARNATED AS HITLER. Revisit the shameless exploitation cinema in two unharmful cult favorites. First, young beauty Katherine Miles is kidnapped in the Amazon and made into a White Slave, subject to torture, humiliation, and castration. Then, experience the horrors of Caligula Reincarnated as Hitler (aka Last Orgy of the Third Reich), a relentlessly violent shocker of Italian Nazisploitation from the 1970s. Three hours. Adults only. ShockYa. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95.

1825186 NAZI BASTERDS & BOMBSHELLS. Packed to the brim with women, devious doctors, furtious fuhrers, and more than enough depravity, this orgy of sadism collects ﬁve of the most shocking and sizzling movies the Nazi Exploitation genre has to offer: Nazihot: Decadence; Decapitation; The SS Special Section; SS Hellcamp; Female Brutalization. NOT FOR THE SQUEAMISH. Five DVDs. Full Moon. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95.

672540 HANGMAN’S CURSE. Widescreen & Widescreen. At Rogers High School, something terrible has been unleashed. As the body count rises, a deadly power, Nate and Sarah Springfi eld (David Keith and Mel Harris), along with their two teenage children, race to protect the student body from the demons who torment them. 106 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $3.95.

687308 HITLER’S LAST TRAIN. During WWII, one SS ofﬁcer had a peculiar duty, a deadly power, Nate and Sarah Springfi eld (David Keith and Mel Harris), along with their two teenage children, race to protect the student body from the demons who torment them. 106 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $3.95.

6811442 DEAD WINTER/AUDREY ROSE. Mary Steenburgen stars in Dead of Winter, about a woman who is summoned to an isolated estate for a screen test, only to be caught up in a strange deceptions. In Audrey Rose, a couple’s peaceful life is shattered when an evil force beyond the grave threatens to destroy the only thing the evey have ever loved. Rated R. Over 5 hours. TGG. $3.95.
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Themes and observations:

1. Horror
   - "I REMEMBER YOU." (6914373)
   - "THE OUIJA EXPERIMENT." (6797253)
   - "THE OUIJA." (6888967)
   - "TWIN TOLDO TALES." (6858499)
   - "The Ouija." (6898667)
   - "BROKEN DOWN LANE." (6792839)
   - "INTRUSION." (6752074)
   - "BREAKDOWN LANE." (6813033)
   - "NOCTURNAL NIGHTMARE." (6943966)
   - "The Ouija." (6898667)
   - "INTRUSION." (6752074)
   - "BREAKDOWN LANE." (6813033)

2. Action
   - "I REMEMBER YOU." (6914373)
   - "THE OUIJA EXPERIMENT." (6797253)
   - "The Ouija." (6898667)
   - "TWIN TOLDO TALES." (6858499)
   - "The Ouija." (6898667)
   - "BROKEN DOWN LANE." (6892839)
   - "INTRUSION." (6752074)
   - "BREAKDOWN LANE." (6813033)
   - "NOCTURNAL NIGHTMARE." (6943966)
   - "The Ouija." (6898667)
   - "INTRUSION." (6752074)
   - "BREAKDOWN LANE." (6813033)

3. Comedy
   - "The Ouija." (6898667)
   - "INTRUSION." (6752074)
   - "BREAKDOWN LANE." (6813033)

4. Romance
   - "The Ouija." (6898667)
   - "The Ouija." (6898667)

5. Drama
   - "The Ouija." (6898667)

6. Documentary
   - "The Ouija." (6898667)

7. Thriller
   - "The Ouija." (6898667)

8. Action
   - "The Ouija." (6898667)

9. Crime
   - "The Ouija." (6898667)

10. Horror
    - "The Ouija." (6898667)

11. Science Fiction
    - "The Ouija." (6898667)

12. Drama
    - "The Ouija." (6898667)

13. Fantasy
    - "The Ouija." (6898667)

14. Thriller
    - "The Ouija." (6898667)

15. Horror
    - "The Ouija." (6898667)

16. Action
    - "The Ouija." (6898667)

17. Romance
    - "The Ouija." (6898667)

18. Drama
    - "The Ouija." (6898667)

19. Comedy
    - "The Ouija." (6898667)

20. Documentary
    - "The Ouija." (6898667)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sci-Fi</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STAR TREK III &amp; IV.</strong> Widesc. In Star Trek III: The Search</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for Spock the crew returns to Earth and Kirk (William</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shatner) leaves Spock may have another chance at life if</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the crew can survive Klingen interference. Star Trek IV:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Voyage Home Kirk and his crew bend time and space to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>save the Earth and find the meaning of friendship. Also</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stars Leonard Nimoy. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEBUG.</strong> Widesc. Six computer hackers are sent to work</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on a derelict space freighter as a test of their work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ethic, will they prove to do they know, the ship's</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>artificial intelligence program would kill to be human.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL:</strong> 2-Disc Special Edition.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A spaceship lands in Washington D.C. and the alien</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emissary (Michael Rennie) it brings refuses to reveal his</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mission, leading millions of people to wait in fear. One</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>woman (Patricia Neal) and her son behind him in the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ship's territory he believes all that stands between the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>human race and total destruction. This is the original</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sci-fi film. CC. In B&amp;W. 92 minutes. Ketchup Entertainment.</td>
<td>$1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDEPENDENCE WARS: Insurgence.</strong> Beyond the dark side</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the moon, an ancient, hostile alien race returns to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the return of a ruthless alien species to the ill-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prepared planet Earth. A group of military scientists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work to find a way to combat the alien threat, as hope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for the human race seems to be crumbling around them. 83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minutes. MVD. Visual.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE LAST STARSHIP.</strong> Widesc. In a distant post-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apocalyptic world, war is raging once more. The last of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>humanity as a whole is reduced to an army of zombies,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and brutalized by ancient machines of war. Hope lies in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Republic of Zebco, said to return aboard the last</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>starship. To find them, the only way out is to fight. 112</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minutes. Screen Media.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DINOCROC.</strong> Roger Corman Sci-Fi Collection. Widesc. The</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fury of a prehistoric carnivore meets the ferocity of the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>largest crocodile known to man in this Roger Corman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>produced creature feature. When a ravens beak is opened,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cages, residents of the once peaceful Grant's Lake must</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rely on an Australian reptile hunter, his daughter, and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a local sheriff to save them. Ziff-Davis Books.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SERENITY.</strong> Fullsc. When the renegade crew of Serenity</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agrees to hide a fugitive on their ship, they find</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>themselves in an action-packed battle between the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relentless military might of a total war, a fight that</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>will destroy anything—anyone—to get the girl back and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the bloodthirsty creatures who roam the uncharted areas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of space. Stars include Nathan Fillion, Jewel Staite,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer Glau. Reins. 113 minutes. Universal.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FEMALIEN.</strong> An alien civilization has evolved into</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beings of pure light energy, unbonded by the limitations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the mortal body. But they have lost something along</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the way—the ability to experience physical pleasure. They</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>send a representative to Earth to record human</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sensory experiences for their planet’s archives. Stars</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Lovel and Ming-Na Wen. 455 minutes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CRYSTAL SKULLS.</strong> Widesc. In the year 2020, a rapidly</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>growing black hole heads straight for the sun plunges the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth into darkness. Archaelogists discover the secret</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Earth’s tragic fate hidden beneath ancient Mayan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ruins: 12 ancient skulls that can stop the destruction.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Rated. CC. 87 minutes. E One.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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90 minutes. Asylum.

Stars Nick Carter, Jeff Timmons and Joey Fatone. Unrated. CC.


6852297 GARM WARS: The Last Druid. Widescreen. Visionary director Manoou Oshi presents a live action/animation hybrid about a world on the brink of total collapse. The planet Arnn, inhabited by the Garm, is engaged in perpetual warfare among three tribes. CC. 92 minutes. ARC Entertainment.

6905236 FROM INSIDE. Based on the epic graphic novel by John Bergin, From Inside is the story of Caroline, a woman who finds herself on a damaged train transcribing its way across a post-apocalyptic landscape. War, famine and a mysterious plague threaten the passengers. Stars Day search for a new home. Unrated. 71 minutes. Lakeshore Records. $4.95

6884378 DARK STAR: Hyperdrive Edition. Widescreen. In the far reaches of space, a crew of astronauts begin to rethink their mission, only to find themselves going horribly wrong. This “Hyperdrive Edition” offers both the original version and the extended theatrical release, with an extra scene that takes place after the movie ends. Directed by John Carpenter. Stars Brian Narelle and Drel Nordstrom (Taylor Holmes) has created Tobor, an advanced robot that moves with the speed of sound. His grandson, the boy has an unexpected ally: Tobor! The robot presents a live action/animation hybrid about a world on the brink of total collapse. The plan...
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Family

6670156 MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET. Widescreen. Six-year-old Susan doubts the existence of Santa Claus. But when a department store Santa changes her mind, Susan finds herself with the most precious gift of all—something to believe in. This 1947 remake stars Richard Attenborough, Elizabeth Perkins, Dylan McDermott, and Mara Wilson. CC. 113 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

6820441 JOSEPH & MARY. Widescreen. A biblical drama that follows Elijah, a devout Rabbi, during a time of unrest when King Herod the Great’s slaughter of innocents claims the lives of two boys who Elijah had seemed to protect. After meeting Jesus and Mary, Elijah’s revenge is put into question. CC. 83 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95


SOLD OUT

6581889 BABIES IN TOYLAND/WINNIE THE POOH: Shirley Temple Holiday Classics. Everyone’s favorite little girl charters the entire family in these two yuletide treasures. Babies in Toyland follows the adventures of a young boy and girl as they discover the wonders of a magical land of toys. Then some of the most cherished Winnie the Pooh stories are brought to life. 110 minutes. Legend Films. $3.95

5779671 I WAS BROWNED. Widescreen. Jesse is a homeless ex-con with a hardened heart. After a stunning spiritual encounter, he arrives on the doorstep of Wayne, his brother and a man of strong faith, who himself is dealing with the lingering pain of the past. Can they repair their relationship with God? CC. 120 minutes. CMD. Pub. at $14.98 $2.95

* DOGPOUND SHUFFLE. David Soul and Ron Moody star in this bright, whimsical film about an over-vaulted top dog who form a wonderful friendship when they try to rescue their dancing dog from the pound. 90 minutes. Scorpion. $7.95

5924146 CLASSIC FAIRYTALE COLLECTION: Movie 4 Pack. Fantasy and family come together in four enchanting and star-studded fairytale programs. Includes live-action adaptations of Alice in Wonderland; Pinocchio; Snow White; and Jack and the Beanstalk. Stars include Robbie Coltrane, Whoopi Goldberg, Van Haggard, Christopher Lloyd, Vera Farmiga, Vanessa Redgrave, Jon Voight, and others. Nearly 10 hours on two DVDs. Cinedigm. $5.95

65915X BIG FISH. Widescreen. Revisit the magic of Tim Burton’s classic with this special edition, just like the original DVD with the 24-page “Fairy Tale for a Grown Up” hardbound book, showcasing the artistry of the film. After years of his father’s fantasies, Edward (Milo Ventimiglia) at his death bed to learn the truth. Stars Billy Crudup, Ewan McGregor, Albert Finney, and 125 minutes. Sony Pictures. $7.95

6834139 SANTA CLAUS: THE Movie. Widescreen. After a woman’s toybox discovers a magical kingdom of elves at the North Pole, he suddenly finds himself becoming the new Santa Claus. But when his most rebellious elf (Polar Hobo) leaves the North Pole for the big streets of New York, he becomes mixed up with a dastardly toy tycoon (John Lithgow) and wreaks holiday havoc. CC. 109 minutes. Lions Gate. Pub. at $14.98

66651X HAVE A LITTLE FAITH. Fullscreen. When Mitch is asked by a Rabbi to write his eulogy, Mitch’s perspective on what matters most in life is forever altered. Journeying through different cultural and economic environments, he discovers a common thread: the idea of a safe, hopeful path to larger adventure and self-discovery. English SDH. 101 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

661011 MRS. WASHINGTON GOES TO SHITTIE: Family Friendly Edition. Widescreen. More than two decades after dropping out of school, Alice Washington (Cybill Shepherd) reboots from a divorce by enrolling in a pre-med class and doing battle with a dream of becoming a teacher. But too much housing shortage places her with a much younger roommate, rebellious piano student Zoe (Julia Lester). Can & CC. 83 minutes. Veritas Entertainment.$3.95

5820486 LAST OUNCE OF COURAGE. Widescreen. A family is struck by tragedy when a young man is lost in combat overseas, leaving behind a wife and young son. Years later, the soldiers father serves as mayor of a small town where powerful Washington interests seek to stamp out religious expression, and he embarks on a personal mission to restore it. CC. 99 minutes. Wide screen. $4.95

277125X WALKING WITH DINOSAURS: The Movie. Widescreen. The gigantic voice talents of John Leguizamo and Justin Long lead you on a thrilling and visually stunning adventure! Join Jim and Della Young struggle to get each other the perfect gift. But after a series of misunderstandings, good friends remind them of the most precious present of all, their love for each other. 96 minutes. Vivendi. CC. 84 minutes. English SDH. 87 minutes. E One. $7

5724264 GIFT OF THE MAGI. Widescreen. The holiday classic gets a modern update! With the holidays just around the corner, financially challenged realities as Jim and Della Young struggle to get each other the perfect gift. But after a series of misunderstandings, good friends remind them of the most precious present of all, their love for each other. 96 minutes. Vivendi. CC. 84 minutes. English SDH. 87 minutes. E One. $7

5939852 PARENTHOOD/THE GREAT OUTDOORS/HARRY AND THE HENDERSONS. Widescreen. It’s three more laughs in this trio of family comedies. Steve Martin and Rick Moranis become entangled in the terrors of Parenthood, Dan Aykroyd and John Candy are on a road trip of adventure and a herd of dinosaurs; and John Lithgow welcomes a hulking (and lovable) beast into his family in Harry and the Hendersons. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. $7.95

5779693 NEVER ALONE. Despite a pact of lifelong friendship, Jen and Lena have drifted apart over the years. Then, when Lena is diagnosed with cancer and given two months to live, she makes one final wish to travel to a tiny little childhood neighborhood. A moving examination of the power of friendship and God’s grace. 119 minutes. CMD. Pub. at $12.99 $2.95

597106 TERROR UNEXPLAINED OR MITZVA. Paul Deen is a 12-year-old Christian who dreams of becoming a missionary to the world. Abraham Maslow is a 12-year-old Jewish boy instructed on how to become a missionary by his religious zealot missionaries. The boys become unlikely friends, each drifting away from their doting fathers and facing difficult decisions of faith. English SDH. 126 minutes. CMD. Pub. at $12.99 $2.95

5980941 NIM’S ISLAND. Widescreen. Nim Rusoe (Abigail Breslin) lives on an island with her scientist father Jack (Gerard Butler) and her exotic animal friends. But when one of those friends, a beloved giant lizard called “Evil,” leaves the island, Nim must journey to the main land to bring her friend back. Nim reaches out to the adventuring author (Jodie Foster) of her favorite books for help. CC. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

5965845 A SHINE OF RAINBOWS. Widescreen. An orphaned boy named Tornas is adopted by Mr. Donnell (Connie Nielsen) to live on a beautiful Irish isle. But when Maire’s reluctant husband Alec (Aidan Quinn) refuses to accept Tornas as his own son, the young boy’s heart is broken. Wayne Szalinski, a scientific giant who gets into huge trouble when he decides to use his infamous shrink machine one more time. The boys parents’ turn to shrink—and it’s the kids’ turn to shrink. Save the day! 75 minutes. Disney. $5.95

6549519 MR. MAGORIUM’S WONDER EMPIRUM. Widescreen. Mr. Magorium (Dustin Hoffman) owns a toy store where everything literally comes to life. But when the boss decides to retire, the shop’s wonders suddenly disappear. Now, a manager (Natalie Portman), an accountant (Jason Bateman), and a loyal customer (Zach Mills) must save the emporium by finding the magic in their everyday lives. English SDH. 102 minutes. Sony. $5.95

5968402 MILLION DOLLAR ARM. Widescreen. In a last-ditch effort to save his career, agent J.B. Bernstein (John Hamm) dreams up a wild game plan to find Major League Baseball’s next great pitcher from a pool of cricket players in India. He soon discovers a young man who can throw a fastball but knows nothing about the game–or America. True based on a true story. English SDH. 124 minutes. Disney. $5.95

5919976 YOGI BEAR. Widescreen. Everyone’s favorite pica-nic basket-stealing bear brings his meal-mocking ways to the movies in this live-action/CG-animated adventure starring Dan Aykroyd as the voice of Jellybean, a troublemaker. Yogi Bear and Justin Timberlake as the voice of Yogi’s faithful pal Boo Boo. English SDH. 80 minutes. Warner Home Video. $3.95

5980852 THE LITTLE RASCALS/LEAVE IT TO BEAVER. Widescreen. This double bill features some of the most endearing comedy teams get together to make their mark. Steve Martin and Bill Murray try to throw off the 24-page “Fairytale for a Grown Up” hardcover book, showcasing the artistry of the film. After years of his father’s fantasies, Edward (Milo Ventimiglia) at his death bed to learn the truth. Stars Billy Crudup, Ewan McGregor, Albert Finney, and 125 minutes. Sony Pictures. $7.95

5991091 AFTER THE WIZARD. Widescreen. A heartfelt, often humorous, and always entertaining story about a 12 year old girl who believes she is Dorothy from the novel The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. Stars Jordan Van Vranken, Orien Richman, and Jermel Nakia. CC. 80 minutes. Breaking Glass. $3.99

5965683 MOLLY MOON AND THE INCREDIBLE POWER OF HYPNOTISM. Widescreen. When young orphan Molly Moon finds the book Hypnotism: An Ancient Art, she uses its teachings to hypnotize her way into her dreams. Little does she know, someone else is after ticket to fame. His plan: kidnap her dog and blackmail her into robbing a bank using her hypnotic powers! 97 minutes. Archie Comics. $5.95

5990919 LEAVE IT TO BEAVER. Widescreen. At age 12 Hercules (Richard Sandrak) has big dreams. So, despite objections from his father Zeus (Hulk Hogan), young Hercules descends to Earth disguised as a "real" boy living in present-day sunny California. Here he comes face to face with culture clashing adventures. Also starring Elliott Gould. 96 minutes. Gaumont. $3.99
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**Musicals**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 6901081 FLOWER DRUM SONG.** Widescreen. Nominated for five Academy Awards, including Best Picture, this romantic comedy tells the story of a young American girl who travels to the United States as part of an arranged marriage and discovers a new and modern world. Stars Nancy Kwan and James Shigeta. English SDH. 132 minutes. Universal. $7.95

**690159X THE SOUND OF MUSIC LIVE!** Widescreen. In this live musical event belied Rodgers & Hammerstein musical comes to the screen once again in this production that took television audiences by storm in 2013. Grammy-winning and winner Cameron Looking stars in the iconic role of Maria, a ambitious young governess who falls in love with the strict Captain Von Trapp and his seven children. 132 minutes. Warner Home Video. $7.95

**6911760 GYPSY.** Widescreen. Bette Midler stars as the world’s most relentless stage mother, who lovingly but unrelentingly drives her two daughters and their small rag-tag vaudeville troupe across America in search of success. But the memoirs of Gypsy Rose Lee to life, this takes on Stephen Sondheim’s classic is a landmark among filmed musicals. 142 minutes. Music by Jule Styne. Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim. English SDH. $19.98

**6793827 THE PIRATE.** A treasure trove of fun awaits when a Caribbean beauty (Yvonne De Carlo) with a first-rate crew and a pirate master Yale vanguard act (Gene Kelly) who poses as the scoundrel. Vincente Minnelli directs this joyous romp, set to Cole Porter tunes. English SDH. 101 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**6805244 ROMEO & JULIET/MOULIN ROUGE!mong.** Two Bar Luhmann films packed with lavish visuals, sweeping romance, and stylish soundtracks. Leonardo DiCaprio and Claire Danes play star-crossed lovers in Shakespeare’s tragedy, Romeo & Juliet. Then, Moulin Rouge! is a breathtaking musical spectacle that reinterprets the famous story of Paris’ most famous Nightclub Nicole Kidman. CC. Four hours on 2 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**6695337 PARIS 36.** Widescreen. Set against the turmoil of 1930s France, this period musical tells the story of stage manager Pigot, whose theater with this sensational performance film in the UK during the Live Areouna. The incredible cast includes Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd Webber’s rock classic returns. With its colorful sets and with this sensational performance film in the UK during the Live Areouna. The incredible cast includes Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd Webber’s rock classic returns. With its colorful sets and English SDH. 20th Century Fox. $19.98

**6749075 GOLDFIGGERS IN PARIS.** Widescreen. The Gold Diggers are headed for Paris, bringing their feathers, frills, New York awk-kaw-kaw-ball b Kata. A French diplomat has impressed 43rd Street’s Club Ball for the American Academy Ballt, and the chorus cutest are to go down a free trip to the City of Love. With a new team of misfit dancers Rickey Sluffy and Rosamary Lane. In B&W four hours on 4 DVDs. $17.95

**6549136 THE ALICE FAYE COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. Her girl-next-door looks, combined with a sultry voice, made Alice Faye one of Hollywood’s biggest stars in the golden age. After her retirement, she shines in these four musicals featuring fellow icons like Henry Fonda, Don Ameche, and Carmen Miranda. Includes Lilian Russell; On the Avenue; That Night in Rio; and The Gang’s All Here. In Color and B&W. Over 200 minutes. Warner Home Video. $44.98

**6956636 THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA.** Widescreen. Mysterious mishaps bedevil an opera house opera, but when tragedy strikes during an opening night performance, it becomes clear that these “accidents” are the deliberate work of a deranged madman–The Phantom–who happens to have one weakness–the play’s leading lady. English SDH. 85 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**6654405 SMASHING TIME.** Swinging London becomes limping London when Rita Tushingham and Lynn Redgrave make the scene. Drama and romance will never be the same after Rita and Lynn embark on a mod adventure to fulfill their dreams of exultation and success. Also stars Desmond Davis and Richard O’Callaghan. English SDH. 99 minutes. King Features. $19.95

**6992072 MAMMA MIA! THE MOVIE/JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR/ FLOWER DRUM SONG.** Widescreen. A trio of musicals are brought to the big screen. Includes the ABBA musical Mamma Mia! the Movie (2008), with Meryl Streep and Pierce Brosnan; Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Jesus Christ Superstar (1973); and the Rogers and Hammerstein classic Flower Drum Song (1961) with Nancy Kwan. English SDH. Nearly 6 hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $9.95

**6817172 SUBURBIA.** When family problems and a sense of worthlessness overcome Evan, he finds escape with the orphans of a thrown away society. These runaways hold on to each other like family, living in abandoned houses away from the society which despise them. Suburbia is a punk rock movie, depicting with unbridled realism the lives, loves, and mistrusts of a disordered school. Rated R. 95 minutes. New Concord.

**3568603 THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW.** 20th Century Fox. $9.99

**592699 THE BETTY GRABLE COLLECTION, VOL. 1.** Fullscreen. 20th Century Fox. $11.95


**6753814 SOUTH PACIFIC.** Fullscreen. In Color and B&W. 20th Century Fox. $44.98

**65868X2 WEST SIDE STORY.** Fullscreen. In Color and B&W. 20th Century Fox. $14.95

**6720587 JAPEFUL NOISE.** Widescreen. The Gold Diggers are headed for Paris, bringing their feathers, frills, New York awk-kaw-kaw-ball Kata. A French diplomat has impressed 43rd Street’s Club Ball for the American Academy Ballt, and the chorus cutest are to go down a free trip to the City of Love. With a new team of misfit dancers Rickey Sluffy and Rosamary Lane. In B&W four hours on 4 DVDs. $17.95

**6549144 THE ALICE FAYE COLLECTION, VOLUME 2.** 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**More Movies**

**6918956 AWESOMELY CHEESY MOVIES: 100 Movies.** This collection of 100 guilty pleasures from the ‘70s and ‘80s includes Against a Crooked Sky (1975), Croft of the Living Dead (1973), James Dean (1976), Portrait of a Showgirl (1982), A Time to Die (1982), and much more. Stars include Demi Moore, Meryl Streep, Pierce Brosnan; Andrew Lloyd Webber, Shatner, Peter O’Toole, Anthony Hopkins, Judi Dench, Gary Oldman, and many others. Over 144 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Adults only. Mill Creek. Pub. at $44.95. $19.99.

**6959908 G-MEN FROM HELL.** Two tough federal agents, Mike Mattress (Tate Donovan) and Dean Crept (William Forsythe), are murdered and sent to Hell. They escape and come back to Earth as detectives, hoping to do good deeds to earn their way to Heaven. 98 minutes. FrameWork Entertainment.

**6736999 GEORGE CLOONEY: THE COMPLETE COLLECTION.** George Clooney shows his versatility in this divergent collection. In The Thin Red Line, he joins John Cusack, Adrien Brody, and Sean Penn in the chaotic Pacific during WWII (Rated R). In One Fine Day, he weds Michelle Pfeiffer. In Solaris, he confronts a power beyond imagination at a lonely space station. Over 3 hours on 6 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

**6884784 SILENT WATERS.** Ayehsa is a young woman with a secret past living with her son Saleem in a small town in Pakistan, close to the Indian border. When Islamic nationalism invades their tranquil lives,包括 Demi Moore, Meryl Streep, Pierce Brosnan; Andrew Lloyd Webber, Shatner, Peter O’Toole, Anthony Hopkins, Judi Dench, Gary Oldman, and many others. Over 144 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Adults only. Mill Creek. Pub. at $44.95. $19.99.

**6916503 BOFFO! Tinseltown’s Bombs & Blockbusters.** Widescreen. With clips from dozens of films and exclusive interviews with numerous award-winning actors and directors, this collection takes a close look at the Hollywood film factory offers insights into the hit-and-miss process that is moviemaking. Includes interviews with Peter Bogdanovich, Steve Spielberg, Sydney Pollack, Danny DeVito.

**6787472 UTOPIANS.** Widescreen. Hins, a dreamy boy who indulges in literature and philosophy, is overwhelmed by his teacher, Antonio, who draggs his and his friends into uncharted events. The film stars Barrie Inwood, Ryan Swan, a beautiful intellectual, will only add to their entanglement of experimental lust. Not Rated. In Cantonese with English subtitles. 88 minutes. Adults only. Breaking Glass. $11.95

---
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6901727 DAFFY DUCK’S QUACKSUCKERS. Daffy Duck opens up the ghostbusting Goofy Pals’ U.S. Agency and the Bug Bunny, Porky Pig, Tweety and Sylvester join in this exercise in hilarity, with principal voices provided by the always marvellous, as part of their visit here—and so is the fun. English SDH. 79 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

6785352 DC COMICS SUPER HEROES, VOL. 1: The Filmation Adventures, DC Comics favorites Green Lantern, Wonder Woman and Green Lantern star in these action-packed animated adventures, pitting our heroes against alien invaders and fantastical creatures. A giant planet comes out of the sea and destroys Earth. Nine classic episodes. English SDH. 63 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

6785360 DC COMICS SUPER HEROES, VOL. 2: The Filmation Adventures. DC Comics favorites Wonder Woman, Aquaman and Superman, along with the rest of the Justice League, star in these action-packed animated adventures, pitting our heroes against aliens and fantastical creatures, all intent on taking over planet Earth. Nine classic episodes. English SDH. 63 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

6744370 WARNER BROS. HOME ENTERTAINMENT ACADEMY-AWARD-ANOMINATED: Cinema Favorites. This 13-cartoon set represents the best of the best from animation history, featuring the creations of trend-setters like John Ford, Chuck Jones. Enjoy the remastered, restored classics like Popeye the Sailor meets Sinbad the Sailor; Superman; A Wild Have; Wally the Holy Master; Rhapsody in Rivets; and more. English SDH. 110 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

6925908 WOLVERINE, VOLUME 1. Widescreen. This series pays homage to Frank Miller’s legendary Wolverine graphic novel of the 1980s. The series begins when Mariko’s life is forced back to Japan by her crime-lord father. Logan vows to get her back at any cost and is soon plunged into a chaotic world of corruption and violence. Includes the first half of Season One. English SDH. 142 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

6925906 WOLVERINE, VOLUME 2. Widescreen. Finding himself immersed in his ally Yukio’s dark past, Wolverine must battle his way through the vicious gangs that rule the island nation of Madripoor. If he’s to have any hope of stopping Mariko from marrying the cruel Kurohagi, he’ll have to make it past Hell Road. Includes the second half of Season Two. English SDH. 132 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

6759734 HAPPY HOLIDAYS, GARFIELD! Fullscreen. A two-fun-filled holiday special! Garfield, the nation’s favorite feline, falls in love and marries a very special cat, SkipRope.

594161X THE BEST OF TENNESSEE TUXEDO AND HIS TALES. Tennessee Tuxedo, voiced by Don Adams, educated and entertained as part of The Underdog Show. Tennessee, a wise-cracking penguin, and his dim-witted pal, Chumley, are always scheming against zoundeer Stanley Livingston, with the help of their alter-ego, “Underdog....Professor Theodore J. Whoopee. 15 episodes are here to enjoy. 135 minutes. Classic Media. Pub. at $12.98 $4.95

6901603 SPIDER-MAN: Animated Collection. Widescreen. Collects first season episodes 1-8 (The Spider-Man series) and the second season episodes 1-8 (The Spectacular Spider-Man) in this collection that includes episodes 1-9 of Season One and includes episodes 1-9 of Season One and finds our hero tackling more super villains, both old and new. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95

6852033 REVOLTING RHYMES. Widescreen. Based on the book written by Roald Dahl, this story mixes the classic fairy tales of Little Red Riding Hood; Snow White; The Three Little Pigs; Jack and the Beanstalk, and Cinderella and then serves them with a mischievous twist. 60 minutes. Magic Light. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

6573223 45 KOKY CARTOONS. Enjoy a super selection of full-length cartoon antics. Includes five classic stories, others telling all-new tales: A Coach for Cinderella; Somewhere in Dreamland; Wild Swans; Queen of Hearts; King Middles. $11.95

6925413 BLADE, VOLUME 1. Widescreen. Eric Brooks, known as Blade, seeks revenge on Deacon Frost, the vampire who killed his mother while she was still pregnant with Eric. With all the powers of a vampire and none of their weaknesses, Blade’s quest leads him throughout Southeast Asia in search of Frost in the first half of Season One. English SDH. 141 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

6598389 GOOF TROOP, VOLUME 2. Fullscreen. Join Disney’s lovable superstar for hours of madcap misadventures with this collection of classic Goofy titles. If he’s going to run for mayor, he’s willing to pay! English SDH. 141 minutes. Disney. $6.95

6598389 GOOF TROOP, VOLUME 2. Fullscreen. Join Goofy, Max, Pete and PJ. for fun and adventure with this set of 27 classic episodes. Laughter and excitement abound as Goofy’s Frankengoose castle, runs for town mayor and gets in the line to face wrestling champ Bulg Brogan. English SDH. Over 11 hours on three DVDs. Disney. $11.95

660224X TOM AND JERRY: The Gene Deitch Collection. Collected in one remastered set are all the Tom and Jerry theatrical shorts by animation pioneer Gene Deitch. join their chiseled mammal. mouse star in Switchin’ Kitten, Down and Outing; It’s Greek to Me; Snuf, High Steaks; Mouse into Space; Calypso Cat; and more. English SDH. 95 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.98

6820557 TRANSFORMERS PRIME: Season Two. Widescreen. Collects all 26 Season Two episodes. Unicorn is defeated, but what was thought to be the end of the Autobots’ darkest hour is only the beginning! The centuries-old war rages on, pitting OPTIMUS PRIME (Peter Cullen) and his team alongside their most trusted human allies. English SDH. 101 minutes. Shout! Factory. $7.95

6757758 THE LEGO MOVIE. Widescreen. Everything is awesome in the first-ever full-length theatrical LEGO movie! It follows Emmet (Chris Pratt), an ordinarly perfect guy, who is mistakenly identifed as an extraordinary person and the key to saving the world against an evil tyrant (Will Ferrell). English SDH. 101 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $12.98

6897494 ELVIS. Widescreen. Tells the true story of Elvis Reggia’s (Andrea Horta) ascension from humble origins in a impoverished village in the country to the gladiators of his de plorable showbiz. Desperate to earn every cent. Also, enjoy the fun created by two bear cubs and a mischievous twist. 60 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

6871852 A*P*E. Widescreen. Directed by Paul Leder. 87 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

6871860 MANIC!...A KILLER. Widescreen. A Native American (Paul Koslo) travels around a resort town, murdering cops and rich people with a high-powered crossbow, while demanding money to stop the killings. The richest man in town hires a mercenary (Oliver Reed) and a tracker to stop the man madness. 87 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $14.95

6872220 ROY COLT & WINCHESTER JACK. Widescreen. Brett Halsey and Charles Northwood star as two brawling buddies in search of a cache of gold. Against the way, they compete for the affection of a Native American woman but join forces when confronted by a common enemy—a maniacal Reverend turned gangleader. Directed by Mario Bava. In Italian with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

6810284 THE SWINGIN’ SEVENTIES: 50 Movies. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98. $14.95

2704056 POSTER BOY. Widescreen. Directed by Paul Leder. 87 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $19.98. 7.95


LIMITED QUANTITY 6936970 BUGS BUNNY AND FRIENDS. Cool, collected, carrot-chomping Bugs Bunny outsmarts all adversaries. He’s inordinately brainy and zany, an Academy Award winner for ‘Knifty Knight Bugs’ and known the world over for his signature line “What’s up, Doc?” Includes 112 episodes. $14.95

6936997 DAFFY DUCK AND FRIENDS. A black, maladjusted mallard, Daffy Duck is a master of indignant outrage and a self-doubting egomaniac. His own worst enemy and the inevitable victim of his own aggressive behavior. Daffy exists to win. Includes 14 cartoon episodes. 95 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

6852645 GUMBY’S CHRISTMAS CAPERS/SANTA AND THE THREE BEARS. Widescreen. A festive Christmas double feature! In Gumbys Christmas Capsers, join Gumby and his pony pal Pokey as they bring in the holidays with a special holiday story. Also, enjoy the fun created by two bear cubs who learn all about Christmas from their Park Ranger in Santa and the Three Bears. 91 minutes. Legend Films. Pub. at $9.95. $11.95

6852641 MORE MOVIES. Widescreen. More movies! See more titles at erhbc.com/650.
6607080 ETERNALS: Marvel Knights. Neil Gaiman joins artist John Romita Jr. for an extraordinary motion comic program. Medical student Mark Curry’s world is turned upside-down when he meets like Harris, a man who believes that he is part of a centuries-old race of super-powered beings sent to Earth to preserve and safeguard the planet. 88 minutes.

6617321 EXOSQUAD: Season 1. Fullscreen. Blast off into intergalactic action-adventure with all 13 Season One episodes of this animated hit! Under attack by rogue Pirate clans and an artificial humanoid race, the Exosquad mustмагазин to save their Homeworlds from evil. Nearly 5 hours on two DVDs, English SDH. Universal. $4.95.

6632686 A MUPPETS CHRISTMAS: Letha Scafe and Kevin Clash narrate. When Gonzo forgets to mail three letters to Santa, he convinces Kermit and the gang to help him deliver the notes to the North Pole. This heartwarming and hilarious holiday story features big name guest appearances including Whoopi Goldberg, Uma Thurman, Nathan Lane and more! English SDH. 56 minutes. Disney. $7.95.

6671675 DONKEY KONG COUNTR Y: Kong Fu. Fullscreen. It’s the Annual Donkey Kong Challenge, and for the first time ever, Donkey Kong is actually being challenged for his title as Future Ruler of Kong Bongo. Now, Donkey Kong is more surprised than an out of shape DK, who must face off with the legendary Martial Arts Fighter, Kung Fu! 90 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95.

7071796 THE SIMPSONS: The Eleventh Season. Fullscreen. The iconic middle-American family. Hilarious episodes include “Saddlesores Galactica,” “Kill the Alligator and Run,” “Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner,” “Prince of Honor X,” and “Grift of the Magi.” CC. 22 episodes, Over 8 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. PRICE CUT to $5.95.

7079774 THE LEGO BATMAN MOVIE. Fullscreen. The stars of the LEGO blocky universe come to life in this action-packed adventure of the iconic middle-American family. The LEGO Batman and Robin adventures are part of an 8-hour animated special. The LEGO Batman must face off against the evil Shredder in “Earth to Prance!” 92 minutes. Warner Bros. Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $7.95.


6588417 FAMILY GUY, VOLUME NINE. 20th Century Fox. $9.95.


6579334 TENKAI KNIGHTS: Rise of the Knights, Widescreen. J2KOM Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $2.95.


5929215 BETTY BOOP, VOLUME 2. Legend Films. $3.95.

6695351 MARVEL ULTIMATE AVENGERS MOVIE COLLECTION: 3-Movie Set. Widescreen. Lions Gate. $14.98.

2696649 SUPERGIRL: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $34.98. SOLD OUT.


5694152 AN AMERICAN TAIL: The Treasure of Manhattan Island. Fullscreen. Universal. $9.95. PRICE CUT to $1.95.


5649306 FAMILY GUY, VOLUME FOUR. Fullscreen. 20th Century Fox. SOLD OUT.

5649322 FAMILY GUY, VOLUME EIGHT. 20th Century Fox. SOLD OUT.

6797261 PIRATE’S PASSAGE. Widescreen, E One. $2.95.

6549152 AMERICAN DAD! VOLUME 2. Fullscreen. 20th Century Fox. SOLD OUT.

5649160 AMERICAN DAD! VOLUME 5. Fullscreen. 20th Century Fox. $7.95. PRICE CUT to $3.95.

5688301 AMERICAN DAD! VOLUME 6. 20th Century Fox. SOLD OUT.

568831X AMERICAN DAD! VOLUME 7. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $5.95.

5662174 FAMILY GUY, VOLUME TWO. Fullscreen. 20th Century Fox. $9.95. PRICE CUT to $3.95.


5908081 THE CLEVELAND SHOW: The Complete Season Two. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. SOLD OUT.

6651844 A VERY UNLUCKY LEPRECHAUN. Fullscreen. Nine-year-old Molly and her father (Tim Matheson) move to a house they’ve inherited in Ireland nicknamed “Mistflower Manor.” It’s cursed and soon the father falls victim to the bad luck. But when Molly discovers a leprechaun living on the grounds, she hopes he can help her save the day! 92 minutes. Buena Vista Home Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $7.95.

5701783 TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: Season One. The heroes in a half shell embark on their first adventures with Season One of the animated hit. Watch the origin of Leonardo, Michelangelo, Raphael, and Donatello and join them as they take on villains like the evil Shredder in Spider Tracks, Enter the Shredder, A Thing About Rats; Out of Dimension X; and Shredded and Splintered. Includes four never-seen bonus episodes! CC. Ages 5 & up. 93 minutes. Artemis. $11.95.

3651681 CARE BEARS: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Out of Care-A-Lot, a magical land in the clouds, comes everyone’s favorite furry friends. The Care Bears! Across all 22 classic episodes, they travel all over the world to help children through the power of caring. All 22 episodes Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

6821277 BIBLEMAN: The Six Lies of the Fibbler/Silencing the Gossip Queen. The Six Lies of the Fibbler. Bibleman takes on the Fibbler, known for spreading lies and wreaking havoc. Now, he’s targeting church kids and Bibleman must restore order. Silencing the Gossip Queen finds Bibleman unveiling a weapon he wishes he would have the moxie and courage to use. The Gossip Queen once and for all. Two episodes plus bonus features. BNP Publishing Group. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95.

3651770 JELLY NINA WISH FOR WINGS THAT WORK. Take your family to Bloom County with a whimsical cartoon treat that’s as funny for grown-ups as it is for kids! From Pulitzer-Prize-winning artist Bill Melendez comes a jaunty, marmalad compilers with Opus the earthbound penguin and his brain-fried feline cohort. Bill. English SDH. 24 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $9.99. SOLD OUT.
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**DVDs for Children**

**LIMITED QUANTITY** 6899196 PEE-WEE’S PLAYHOUSE: Seasons 1 & 2. All 23 wild and crazy episodes from the only television series for children that PEE-WEES Playhouse have been meticulously remastered from the original film elements for this fun-filled collection. Swim along with PEE-WEER and his pals—Jambi the Genie, Cowboy Curtis, Goofy, Cherry, and many others—all over again. CC. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Of. $14.97

559942 KERMIT’S SWAMP YEARS. Fullscreen & Widescreen. An all-new Jim Henson adventure! Young Kermit lives his swamp, but wonders what lies beyond. When his buddy Goggles is frightened by a pet store owner, Kermit and Croaker race to the rescue, discovering that the world is bigger, stranger, more dangerous, and more wonderful than they had imagined. Will they find Goggles before the croaker takes—just real archaeologists staring down the face of danger in the name of discovery. 94 minutes. New Video. $4.95

6872123 TOP GEAR 16. Widescreen. Clarkson, Richard Hammond, and James May embark on a monster three-part U.S. road trip. Later, Jeremy subjects the Skoda Yeti to a thorough road test; James takes a rare visit to the factory and meets the people responsible for building Atom V8, and more. Nearly 7 hours on three DVDs. $9.95

645096 THE REAL TOMB HUNTERS. History Channel follows some of the most charismatic and colorful of today’s treasure hunters around the globe, as they detail the dangers they face, from booby-trapped tombs to looter-infested jungles to angry villagers. There’s no such thing as a quiet dig. Sometimes there are backwoods back-alley deals, and other times in high-level research centers, but there’s one thing they all have in common—sellers have been meticulously researched from the original film elements for this fun-filled collection. Swim along with PEE-WEER and his pals—Jambi the Genie, Cowboy Curtis, Goofy, Cherry, and many others—all over again. CC. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Of. $14.97

**SOLD OUT**

**SOLD OUT**

**SOLD OUT**

**Religion and Spirituality**

6929680 GREATEST HEROES OF THE BIBLE: The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. Over 12 hours of entertainment for the whole family, this special collection includes the Bible’s most loved stories: The Ten Commandments; Samuel & David; Death & Goliath; The Story of Noah; The Story of Moses; Joshua & Jericho; The Story of Esther; and more. Four DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

6809677 BIBLICAL END TIMES/BIBLICAL PROPHECIES. Mill Creek. Of. $9.97

6809685 BIBLICAL WOMEN/BIBLICAL ADAM & EVE. Mill Creek. Of. $9.97

6871940 THE BIBLE: The Story of Moses. TIME LIFE. $3.95

6871941 THE BIBLE: The Story of Jesus. TIME LIFE. $3.95

680971 THE BIBLE: Genesis. The Ten Commandments. Samson & Delilah; Death & Goliath; The Story of Noah; The Story of Moses; Joshua & Jericho; The Story of Esther; and more. Four DVDs. Paramount. $5.95


385703 10 ACTS OF GOD: Miracles and Signs of Hope. In 1991, LIFE magazine became one of the first mainstream news sources in the U.S. to acknowledge the thousands of mysterious, miraculous phenomena that can’t be explained in the world. Hosted by Bryant Gumble, this inspiring program compiles the evidence, uncovering new possibilities for our relationship with the world. $5.95

5744098 BIBLE MYSTERIES. Widescreen. Historical documents and dramatic re-enactments return viewers to the dusty world of first-century Judea and the ancient times of Jesus, Mary, and the Apostles in this exploration of Christianity’s three riveting programs tell the stories of Mary Magdalene, Peter, and the Crucifixion. English SDH, 147 minutes. BBC. $3.95

6871932 THE BIBLE: The Passion. Fullscreen. Heston captures all the passion, power, drama, and beauty of the Bible with this inspiring production, exploring the greatest stories ever told. Shot on location in the Holy Land. Part Four presents the tragic and triumphant coda to the New Testament: the Passion, Crucifixion, and Resurrection of Jesus Christ. $4.95

5950872 THE EVIDENCE FOR HEAVEN. Four engaging documentaries investigate biblical stories that offer compelling evidence for Heaven’s existence, including The Evidence for Heaven: The Gospel of John; Proof: Miraculous Messages; and End Times: How Close Are We? Over 3 hours. Mill Creek. Of. $9.95

5950879 THE PERFECT SACRIFICE: The Case for Christ’s Resurrection. Exhausting the evidence, one interview at a time, Belmont University professors and authors Peter Enns, Andrew Patrick, and John Polkinghorne trace the evidence, one interview at a time. Over 3 hours. Mill Creek. Of. $9.95

5871232 MINDFULNESS: Be Happy Now. Widescreen. This insightful documentary shows you how to embrace the Zen Buddhist practice of mindfulness into your life. Features inspiring testimonies from pink Floyd drummer Nick Mason; the Gita, Sharon Stone, Cesar Milan, and many others. 84 minutes. Kino Lorber. Of. $24.95

5861557 PRAYER FLAGS OF MOUNTAIN: A Visual Meditation. In the Tibetan Buddhist tradition, prayer flags convey messages of peace and well being. Watching and listening to this “visual meditation” will restore more and uplift your Himalayan spirit. 68 minutes, TMW Media Group. Of. $17.95

5801950 GRANDPA READ’S QUIET TIME TALES, COLLECTION 1, VOLUME 1. Quiet Time. PRICE CUT to $3.95


**SOLD OUT**

**SOLD OUT**

**SOLD OUT**

**See more titles at erhbc.com/650**
**Sports**

6725813 WOODY HAYES' OHIO STATE BUCKEYES, A&E. Pub. at $24.95. $4.95
6725452 RAW THE BEGINNING: The Best of Seasons 1 & 2. $5.95
6757596 FIFA FEVER: Celebrating 100 Years of FIFA Soccer. Widescreen. Mascakin Media. $4.95.
5915791 DEFENSIVE TECHNIQUES VOLUMES TWO. Widescreen. Stoney-Wol. $2.95.
6830998 THE MOST POWERFUL FAMILIES IN WRESTLING. AAU. $4.95.
5936616 STRAIGHT TO THE TOP: The Money in the Bank Ladder Match Anthology. WWE. $5.95.

**More Documentaries**

691652X CATHOUSE. HBO's America Undercover takes you inside Nevada's hottest tourist attraction and behind the bedroom doors of Moonlite Bunny Ranch, where hidden cameras show it's not just sex—it's a profession! Get a revealing view of a real-life brothel where your sexiest fantasies can come true...for the right price. Rated for Mature Audiences. CC. 60 minutes. $5.95.
5701422 HATFIELDS & MCCOYS: An American Feud. It's an epic standoff that has become a staple of American folklore, but what really happened behind the Hailfords and the McCoys? In this definitive documentary program, historians and descendants separate fact from fiction to present both sides of the notorious conflict. This rich tapestry of romance, fatal encounters, and unforgettable drama in between. 50 minutes. Lions Gate. $4.95.

LIMITED EDITION 691146 GHOST ENCOUNTERS. The truth is stranger than fiction with unexplained paranormal documentaries. Travel across our Haunted North America; head to Burlington County Prison for a chilling Ghost Hunt; venture down a portal to Hell in Paramount Ploices; investigate a poltergeist attack in Haunted House; explore haunted shipwrecks in Ghosts at Sea and more. Nearly 10 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. $3.95.
6840532 MOONSHINE AND THE DIXIE MAFIA. Widescreen. Includes Dixie and all its distinct and distinctively colorful history. This three-part documentary series deliviers the true stories of the crime, corruption, and hard liquor production that influenced the customs and culture of the Deep South. Over three hours. Mill Creek. $14.98.
692400X COLONY: The Endangered World of Widescreen. An eye-opening account of a little-known yet essential subculture in America, that brings to life the fascinating world of bees—and the frightening possibility of their disappearance. 65 minutes. EOne. $3.95.
687326X NOAM CHOMSKY: Rebel Without a Pause. In a post 9/11 world, Noam Chomsky speaks openly about the U.S. war on terrorism, media manipulation, and the urgent activism to intimate groups and crowded venues. Chomsky analyzes the roots of anti-American sentiment, defines terrorism in the new millennium and examines the after effects of 9/11 in youth and forthright terms. 75 minutes. Docurama. $5.95.
6919387 MONUMENT MEN: The Road to Rushmore. Widescreen. Witness the rich and tumultuous history behind our nation's Shrine of Democracy in this stunning documentary series. Chip into the history of the men whose sculptures and monuments of the world. These sculptures tell the history of the seven-part chronicle containing detailed biographies and virtual tours of Rushmore and the nearby Crazy Horse Memorial. In Color and B&W. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.
6811728 INSIDE JOE. Widescreen. Pulls back the curtain to reveal the shocking truth behind 2008’s global financial meltdown. Through extensive research and interviews with major financial insiders, politicians and journalists, this documentary traces the rise of a rogue financier, the corrosive relationships corrupting politics, regulation, and academia today. English Sony Pictures. Pub. at $9.98. $5.95.
6635333 THE ADVENTURES OF ERROL FLYNN. THE 1975 MOVIE. Some have never before been seen in this three film collection. I lliminating the crafted stories, filmmaker Arthur Dong's intensely compassionate and wonderful film captures the rise and fall of Flynn's career. This film can take childhood to the heights of Hollywood celebrity. Features film clips, home movies, interviews, and commentary by regulars like John Huston. The story he sets out to tell. This poignant and personal way what it is like to be the outsider. Rated R. CC. 120 minutes. Lions Gate. $4.95.
5984636 INTO THE ABYSS. Nine years after the murder of three people in Texas, director Werner Herzog takes us inside the minds and hearts of the convicted killer (one of whom was executed soon afterward). The victims families, the prison's chaplain and a former executioner, help trace the legacy of this horrific crime. English SDH. 107 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95.
6916546 DEATH IN GAZA. The tale of a twosided world where the greatest glory is to die a martyr, and of the filmmaker who becomes part of the story he sets out to tell. This poignant and powerful document follows the Greek Cypriot writer, firsthand look at the culture of hate that permeates the West Bank and Gaza, which helps perpetuate the persistent violence. Rated R. CC. 99 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95.
680257X MADONNA: Truth or Dare. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Madonna opens up to critics and fans alike in this tantalizing documentary that chronicles her unforgettable Blonde Ambition tour. Madonna is revealed entirly unguarded to the family of dancers, sex goddess to her millions of fans, businesswoman, singer and dancer. Rated R. CC. 120 minutes. Lions Gate. $5.95.
6688528 BEYOND THE EDGE. Widescreen. For the first time ever, Sir Edmund Hillary's story is brought to life using both original color footage and photographs and dramatized recreations of the stunning ascent. Both of the underdog story and a gripping, cinematic experience, this is a tale of human endurance, tenacity and courage in the face of seemingly impossible odds. 90 minutes. $5.95.
6820565 UNDER THE BOARDWALK: The Monopoly Story. Presents the captivating stories about the game and those who play it, culminating with the high-stakes Monopoly world championship. From helping WWII POWs escape to cropping up in movies and television, the rich history is revealed. Narrated by Zachary Levi. 88 minutes. Docurama. $5.95.
6834097 THE BROTHERS WARNER. Widescreen. A revealing film portrait of a filmmaking family. It's a story told from the inside (via rare family archives) by those who lived it (among them such stars as Dennis Hopper, Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter and more) and from the outside by film historians. In Color and B&W. English SDH. 94 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.98. $3.95.
652611X JACQUES COUSTEAU'S VOYAGE TO THE EDGE OF THE WORLD. On 9/11, Jacques Cousteau and his crew sail from South America to Antarctica. They explore islands, reefs, icebergs, fossils, active volcanic craters, and witness the edge of the world. This documentary takes Flynn's talent and integrity is given the spotlight in this three-film collection. Illuminating the many sides and faces of the gay rights movement are the amazing documentaries Coming Out Under Fire; Family Fundamentals; and Licensed to Kill. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. Docurama. $3.95.
6851714 ALFRED HITCHCOCK: Master of Suspense. This wonderful and revealing film about famed horror and suspense director Alfred Hitchcock features behind the scenes footage including Psycho, Rear Window, Vertigo, and others. Contains trailers, interviews, news segments, and more. In Color and B&W. 141 minutes. Legend Films. Pub. at $14.95.
5931839 THE LAST CONTINENT. Widescreen. The chilling voyage around the breathtaking landscapes filled with fascinating wildlife, Jean LeMire and his crew of explorers, scientists and filmmakers set out on the mission of a lifetime: sailing Antarctica on a 430-day journey of discovery. 105 minutes. Seville. Pub. at $19.99. $4.95.
6884489 THIEVES BY LAW. Widescreen. They've appeared as menacing villains in dozens of crime films and most crime thrillers, now meet the real godfathers of the Russian Mafia. Shocking tales of murder, torture and extortion are revealed by three mobsters turned on their own kin by gangs expose every last detail of the most feared crime syndicate in the world. In Russian and Hebrew with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95.
6916678 REEL PARADISE. Widescreen. Unveils the extraordinary story of one American family’s unique adventure running a cinema in one of the most isolated villages on the planet. John Pierson, his wife, Janet and their two kids immerse themselves in the world of film. John Pierson discloses his personal ways that it is like to be the outsider. Rated R. Wellspring Media. $3.95.
681493X DALI'S GREATEST SECRET. Widescreen. The story of Salvador Dali and Vision of Hell, a painting that had a profound effect at the time it was created. But what of the painting, the master found himself being pulled back to his religious roots. Yet he hid his new found devotion for many fear of losing his intellectual and anti-church reputation. Unrated. 88 minutes. Shami Media. Pub. at $10.95. $8.95.
**DO YOU BELIEVE IN MIRACLES? The Story of the 1980 U.S. Hockey Team.** Fullscreen. Revisits Lake Placid two decades after the Miracle on Ice, when a group of college hockey players took on the mighty and experienced Russian team, vanquishing them and sending them to the gold medal game. Includes interviews with players from both teams, Herb Brooks, Michaels, CC. 60 minutes. HBO. $4.95

**6833179 WE WERE THERE.** Widescreen. While the events of the early 1940s shape and guide this film, it is the men and women recalling the events who take center stage. Here they share their stories of duty, service, and responsibility. In Color and BW. 103 minutes. Vision. $3.95

**681490 WHY ARE WE FAT?** Widescreen. How did we go from obesity rates of nine percent to 30 percent in less than a generation? This documentary explains the reasons for our rapid weight gain and looks at what we can do about it. Chef Simon Gault, a diabetic, talks to experts from around the world regarding the science behind obesity and the looming health crisis. 129 minutes. $17.95

**6867282 WILD HORSE, WILD RIDE.** Through the Extreme Mustang Makeover Challenge. 100 people across the country attempt to tame a wild Mustang in 100 days. Following this dangerous and harrowing feat is a competition and adoption event that determines whether these once unruly horses will find homes. The story of this event is shared in this warm-hearted documentary. 106 minutes. Screen Media Films. $11.95

**2752778 NEW WORLD ORDER: The Conspiracy to Rule Your Mind.** Explores the worldwide conspiracy orchestrated by an extremely powerful and influential group of genetically related individuals which include many of the world's richest people, leaders of governments, and corporate elite whose goal is to create One World Government. 180 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**6713986 THE BIBLE: Behind the Scenes of the Hollywood Studio.** An all-access pass to the making of Charlton Heston's biblical classic. Exclusive interviews with Heston and his film crew join never seen before footage from the '60s Land of the Bible set of this feature-length portrait. TIME LIFE. $3.95

**5878308 THE KILLING OF AMERICA.** Fullscreen. In 1961, filmmakers Sheldon Renan and Leonard Schrader created a graphic and provocative examination of America's history with—and penchant for—senseless violence, mass shootings and cold-blooded murder. The film's potent images shocked the late 1950s audience. In Color and BW. 119 minutes. Flyers Films. $7.95

**6521332 AMERICA'S TREASURES.** A spectacular look at the history and evolution of the United States of America across America to learn about the national monuments and parks that pay tribute to our great country. This 12-part series features over 100 historic locations. You'll go coast to coast from Glacier Bay National Park in Alaska to the Canaveral National Seashore in Florida. Over 113 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**5629447 A TROUBLED IDENTITY: The (R)Evolution of Tony Parker.** Explores Tony Parker's journey from being an adult film legend to her current work as a metaphysical counselor. Social psychologist David W. Wiltz explores how Tony and her evolution of her sexuality to her newly evolved identity. Joining the discussion are the late friend of Parker. Unrated. 61 minutes. Smithsonian. $19.98

**6798807 THE REAL JESUS OF NAZARETH.** Widescreen. Director Robert Powell, star of the TV mini-series Jesus of Nazareth, is on a journey across the Holy Land to discover the story of the role he played in the life of Jesus Christ. Powell visits Lebanon, Syria, and Egypt for answers. English SDH. Three hours. Smithsonian. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**6811959 AMERICAN PATRIOTS AND MEMORIAL COLLECTION.** Contains three award winning documentary programs covering real life heroes. Unsung Heroes is the inspiring first hand accounts of women in uniform who served during WWII. The other, One Nation, tells the true story of our nation’s black heroes and patriots. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**6558674 BUFFALO NATION: The Children Are Crying.** This is the true story of the Lakota Sioux and other indigenous nations, forced to live on the “Reservation,” as well as the abducting acts of the U.S. hockey team, the Black Hawks. The Brooklyn Americans, wearing star spangled uniforms, were bitched with a bootlegger’s dough and were the NHL’s lovable losers while the 20s roared. Narrated by Larry King. 72 minutes. Factory Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.99

**6938699 FLESH & BLOOD: The Hammer Heritage of Horror.** Fullscreen. Originally broadcast as a two part series on the BBC, this is an excellent documentary about the Hammer film studio and its inimitable combo of sex and (mostly implied) gore that shocked the late 1950s audience. In Color and BW. Over two hours. Shout Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6915844 ONLY THE DEAD KNOW THE BROOKLYN AMERICANS.** Widescreen. Pre-dating the New York Rangers and opening Madison Square Garden as a locale, the Brooklyn Americans, wearing star spangled uniforms, were bitched with a bootlegger’s dough and were the NHL’s lovable losers while the 20s roared. Narrated by Larry King. 72 minutes. Factory Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.99

**6938699 FLESH & BLOOD: The Hammer Heritage of Horror.** Fullscreen. Originally broadcast as a two part series on the BBC, this is an excellent documentary about the Hammer film studio and its inimitable combo of sex and (mostly implied) gore that shocked the late 1950s audience. In Color and BW. Over two hours. Shout Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
More Documentaries

★ 6839728 THE GREAT MUSEUM. Widescreen. This observational documentary reveals the inner workings of Vienna’s Kunsthistorisches Museum, one of the most important art institutions in the world. As the camera follows the spacious rooms hosting some of the world’s greatest art works. Johannes Heinzen reveals a dynamic institution remaining faithful to its core mission. In German with English subtitles. 94 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

★ 6571060 BATTLE CASTLE. A decade-long six-documentary collection, bringing to life mighty medieval fortifications and the sieges they resisted. Join host Dan Snow as he explores the military engineering behind strongholds from Malbork to Malbork, as well as the explosive battles that tested their might. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

8808749 IVORY TOWER. Widescreen. Explores the current education crisis from the halls of Harvard, Columbia, to community colleges, to online learning, providing a surprising look at the university landscape. The once great American institution is a feeling place. 57 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 4540054 CHILDREN OF DRACULA. Takes a weird bizarre look at people who claim to be real vampires. Learn their daily routines, what they eat, where they sleep and how they feast on real human blood to quench a dark and perverse craving in their souls. 80 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

★ 6839768 THE BRIDGE. Widescreen. The story of the gates of hell and the war shot for every day of 2004, from dawn until dusk, capturing most of the 24 suicides that year on the Golden Gate Bridge, and many unrealized attempts and helping to save several lives. The Bridge provides a visual and visceral journey into one of life’s grassest taboos. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

682691 SHERRA. Widescreen. The compelling stories of the Sherpa, the Nepalese guides who risk their lives to provide for their families, have gone untold— until now. This documentary chronicles a fading culture and the tragic avalanche that spurred the Sherpas to make a stand for human rights and respect. 96 minutes. Lions Gate. $7.95

★ 5724591 FRANK ZAPPA 1969-1973: Frank Jazz, Movie Madness and Another Mothers. Fullscreen. In August 1969, Frank Zappa disband the original Mothers of Invention, hand-picking new talent from a variety of musical genres for a second incarnation of the band. These sophomore Mothers are the subject of this intriguing documentary, a short-lived but no less fascinating phase in the Zappa legend. 157 minutes. Sony. Intelectual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 6807771 GHOSTS OF THE WEST: The End of the Bonanza Trail. Fullscreen. This best documentary award winner relates stories of towns in a discovery to boom to bust arc, before revealing their ultimate fates and legacies. Today, the old hotels and saloons stand in mute testimony to a fabled past, and their tales continue to fascinate and intrigue film and B&W. 57 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 6881246 THE LEGACY COLLECTION: Great Changemakers in America. Changemakers are described as being relentless, non-partisan, and driven by their pursuit of solving issues to improve the world. No word better describes the three most influential men who fought for human rights in the 20th century, the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. This collection chronicles their monumental legacy. Nearly 23 hours on eight DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

★ 4541959 A NEWSREEL HISTORY OF THE THIRD REICH 1-8. Compiled with assistance from the Library of Congress, the original newsreels unreleased by Russian troops in 1945, these propaganda films allow unique insight into how the period leading up to and including the Third Reich and the German people. Includes the massive re-armament of the German army. The Battle of Dunkirk, the shelling of Dover, and more. In B&W. Over 7 hours on five DVDs. Artsmagic. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

★ 6848869 OCD AND ME. Widescreen. Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) is listed by the World Health Organization as one of the ten most debilitating illnesses in the world. In an attempt to get an understanding of OCD, the filmmakers speak to sufferers and experts giving insight into what the disease is like and how it can be managed. 53 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 6738575 THE FINAL RESOLUTION. Offers an in-depth examination of the United States’s 100 most impoverished poor neighborhoods. When profiling life in the “bottom 10 percent,” the filmmakers follow two families: one of the most impoverished in 960, American drug-dealing culture as the rise of LSD. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 6908877 MOTHERLAND. Taking us into the heart of the planet’s busiest metropolis. Examining the world of the poorest and most populous countries: the Philippines. At first, the people are strangers. As the film moves on, it’s absorbingly intimate, rendering the woman at the center of the story increasingly familiar. Tagalog with English subtitles. 96 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 6907758 THE GOOD POSTMAN. Postman Ivan has a new political vision. He is determined to make life for his dying Bulgarian village in order to bring it life by welcoming refugees. His opponents are only interested in closing their eyes to the refugees and reintroducing communism. This remarkable film follows a number of people who have decided to receive a coeval implant, capturing their journey from silence to sound. For over two decades, the cochlear implant has profoundly changed the lives of over 1,000 Irish patients. 52 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 6799191 ACT & PUNISHMENT: The First Year of Pussy Riot. The fascinating story of the Russian all-girl punk rock band Pussy Riot, who stood up to the Russian government’s human rights oppression and paid the price by being incarcerated in 2012. But rather than allowing the incident only amplified them, turning the band into a global symbol of feminist political activism. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 6964293 LINDY LOU: Juror Number 2. Widescreen. An illuminating look at the Amistad system from the perspective of a juror on a trial that resulted in a death penalty sentence. The feelings of guilt this juror has lived with since the execution of the other 28 defendants continues. This documentary has impacted their lives. English SDH. 67 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $19.93

★ 6951430 A DESERT BETWEEN US AND THEM. This cinematic documentary explores what makes the War of 1812 a “modern war.” It steps back in time to re-examine the American war from the perspective of the people of Southwestern Ontario, who spent several years living in a war zone. 152 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $29.95 $19.93

★ 6900487 THE EXPANDED HOLOCAUST TESTAMENTS. Put together from Russian and American footage, this collection represents the fullest collection of the horrors of the Final Solution ever made available. It features the liberation of Majdanek, Dachau & Sachsenhausen, Ravensbruck & Buchenwald, and Theresienstadt. Not Rated. In B&W. Over four hours on five DVDs. Artsmagic. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Travel

★ 581907 ROUTE 66: The Ultimate Road Trip. Widescreen. Take a trip across the country and discover this rollicking journey along America’s Main Street. At more than 2,400 miles, Route 66 is a critical piece of America’s story, one that unfolds mile by mile in this engaging program. Featuring everything like a Route 66 map, six postcards illustrated by Jerry McClanahan, and a 24-page booklet, this program is a must for any avid traveler of America’s countryside. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $32.95

5700200 THE GREAT PARKS OF ALASKA: America’s National Parks. Fullscreen. Take a spectacular panoramic journey through our largest and least populous state, Alaska, home to more than 50% of America’s national parkland. This program treats us to the unspoiled wilderness and wildlife, Mount McKinley’s snow-capped summit, Eskimo culture and much more in this enthralling program. 59 minutes. GoodTimes

$3.95


$9.95


$19.99

2677466 GREAT CITIES OF EUROPE: Hidden Treasures – Europe to the Max. Take a grand tour of the Old World with Rudy Maxa, host of the award-winning series Smart Travels. Includes four episodes exploring some of Europe’s greatest destinations: Madrid, Barcelona and Costa Brava, Four Great Cities of Europe; and Four Great Cities of Britain. Over 8 hours. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.98

$9.95


$17.95

★ 6738621 GRAND TOURS OF THE SCOTTISH ISLANDS: Season One. Historian Paul Murton sets out to visit some of the many islands that make up Scotland, spotting rare birds, meeting knitters behind the beautiful patterns that made Fair Isle famous, taking a round trip to the mystery island of Lochrin, visiting Kinloch Castle, and much more. Six Season One episodes. 174 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

$17.95

★ 6738869 WALKING THROUGH HISTORY: Series 2. Tony Robinson embarks on spectacular walks through some of Britain’s most historic landscapes in search of the richest stories from Britain’s past. In each of these four episodes, he follows a route that lets him explore on foot both the defining historical events and spectacular landscape of a stunning region. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $29.95

$17.95

★ 6907728 INSIDE LUXURY TRAVEL WITH VARUN SHARMA. Widescreen. Sharma takes the audience with him as he explores luxury resorts around the world, taking in the local sights along the way and sitting in the resort kitchens to get a glimpse of what their guests like to eat. Includes 14 episodes. CC. Over ten hours on 4 DVDs. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $29.95

$17.95

★ 6737748 WALKING THROUGH HISTORY: Series 1. Tony Robinson embarks on spectacular walks through some of Britain’s most historic landscapes in search of the richest stories from Britain’s past. In each of these six episodes, he follows a route that lets him explore on foot both the defining historical events and spectacular landscapes of a stunning region. Over 4 hours, Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

$17.95

★ 6885714 MARTIN CLUNES: Islands of Australia. Widescreen. Beloved actor Martin Clunes takes us on a quest to discover 16 of the most intriguing Australian islands in this wondrous three-part travelogue before the history, the peoples, the flora and the fauna of Norfolk Island, the Tiwi Islands, Maria Island, and more. English SDH. 144 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99

$19.95

6744792 BEAUTIFUL PLANET: France & Italy/Spain & Portugal, Mille Classeurs. 5808367 NORTHWEST TO THE MAX: Seattle/San Francisco/Vancouver & Victoria, BC. Questar. Pub. at $14.99

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT


$4.95


SOLD OUT

6708141 READER’S DIGEST AMAZING UNDERGROUND SECRETS. Questar. Pub. at $29.99

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

★ 6738710 OXFORD STREET REVEALED: Series 1. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $29.95

SOLD OUT

6570044 VISIONS OF FRANCE: Provence. Widescreen. LLW.

SOLD OUT

Railroads

LIMITED QUANTITY 6900316 THE LOTSCHBERG RAILWAY. This film shows you, from various perspectives: the breathtaking landscape of the Bernese Oberland Lakes; the wild valleys of the Frutigen region; the Alp's ramp in the charming Valais. You’ll also see the railroad stations and stops, branch lines, technical installations and of course, the BLS rolling stock. 61 minutes. Arcom. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

★ 6907830 BRITISH RAIL JOURNEYS: Blaenau Ffestinog. The Ffestinog Railway’s journey to the glorious Welsh coastline at Porthmadog, protected by the imposing castles of Harlech and Criccieth, is a memorable journey through the Snowdonia National Park. Embark on an epic and majestic journey over 13 miles long in this engrossing railway program. 60 minutes.

$9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 6908535 THE NORTHERN LIGHTS EXPRESS. The William Tell Express links two of Switzerland’s most attractive regions: Ticino and Central Switzerland. From Lucerne to Locarno to Lugano, this program takes us along on a breathtaking journey along this famously beautiful line. 58 minutes. Artismag. Pub. at $9.95

SOLD OUT

6903835 RAILWAYS OF THE SEINE. From the point at which the mighty River Seine rises, to Le Havre, where it spills into the English Channel 482 miles away, this historic waterway is a magnet for railways of all kinds. Travel its expansive through the wonders of Paris and beyond, on trains both modern and classic in this 60-minute program. Artismag. Pub. at $7.95

$5.95

6908433 STEAM AROUND THE WORLD: The Western European Archives. Railroad enthusiast Harry P. Dodge captures historic locomotives on 16mm as he tells the incredible story of western European railways in the 1960s and 1970s. Travel to see how the trains and steam locomotives still operating today, explore the extensive network of city trains in Brussels; see the electric and diesel used for heavy industry in Luxembourg and more. 68 minutes. Artismag.

$9.95

6908144 MALLAIS: 18. Fifty years before this filming of this program, a streamlined locomotive of the London north Eastern Railway shot to everlasting fame by breaking the world speed record for steam locomotives. This program revisits the historic train as it travels down both the East Coast Main Line and the Settle and Carlisle Line in the year 1988. 60 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.

$14.99

6908330 RAILWAYS OF HOLLAND. Beginning in the west corner and taking in the main centers of population and most of the railway routes in between, this survey of Holland’s railways features fully covered locomotives in Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Zwolle, and Utrecht, and takes in a variety of unique scenic treasures along the way. 60 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.

$14.99

6907849 BRITISH RAIL JOURNEYS: Northwales. From the Roman city of Chester to the craggy bay of Aberystwyth, this program takes you on one of Great Britian’s most spectacular scenic journeys. Traveling by InterCity, Sprinter and the great little steam trains in Wales, this is an amazing and unforgettable journey. 53 minutes. Artismag.

$5.95

★ 6705612 150 YEARS OF GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY ADVENTURE. England’s last great frontier on the Alaska Railroad in this unforgettable two-part journey. Venture from Anchorage to Seward, taking in the Kenai Fjords National Park and the breathtaking landscapes of the Kachemak Bay and the rambunctious town of Homer. Then, take a trek from Anchorage to Fairbanks, featuring the rugged beauty of Denali National Park, and much more. 108 minutes.

$14.99

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Rental 689042X STEAM AROUND THE WORLD: The Latin American Archives. American railroad enthusiast Harry P. Dodge lovingly captures historic steam locomotives on 16mm as he tells the unique and incredible story of Latin America’s railways in the 1960s and 1970s: Brazil’s Leopoldina Railway, British locomotives in Argentina, the Andes and Bolivia Railway, and many more unique destinations are featured. 68 minutes. Artmagic. $3.95

6909991 GOLDEN AGE OF STEAM: Four Beautiful Seasons of Steam Railroading. Four seasons of steam railroading, comprising an entire year of rail videos produced for rail fans and hobbyists. Features: Four journeys through New Mexico, Michigan, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Maryland and much more.

Over four hours on 4 DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99

Adult Entertainment

LIMITED QUANTITY 6901662 ABIGAIL LESLIE IS BACK IN TOWN, Widescreen.

When seductress Abigail Leslie returns to her old fishing village hometown, it sends a sexual tidal wave throughout the small community. Abigail is known for her voracious appetite for all things carnal, and her homecoming has re-sparked the passions that smolder beneath the surface. Directed by the personal lives of people in the adult movie business, their hopes and their dreams. However the demands of the job can take a toll. Rated R. 114 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

6899277 BLONDES ON PARADE. It’s true that blondes really do have more fun, and this video is the proof! Stars Samantha Ryan, Lindsey, Angie Savage, Rae, and Sophia. Unrated. Adults only. Peach. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6899153 THE SEDUCTION OF CINDY. Widescreen. A frustrated husband attempts to breathe passion back into his marriage and help his wife Cindy (Seka) overcome her infertility. 80 minutes. Tara. Tara and Tara sisters Seka and Veronica Hart as high fashion models in the steamy world of New York’s fashion scene. 78 minutes. Both not rated.

6633218 DUNGEONS OF ECSTASY. Tighten up your shackles and throw away the key as you enter a seductive world of forbidden and hidden pleasures. Three erotic movies bring your fantasies to life, all set within towering medieval castles and dark, dangerous dungeons. Casts: Dungeon Dames; Pleasure Trip. 117 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

6768474 NASTY NURSES/LET’S TALK SEX. Widescreen. Two 1985 gems from porn’s theatrical heyday. In Nasty Nurses, a hospital fencing closure becomes a den of depravity for doctors, nurses, and sex-starved patients. Then, Let’s Talk Sex introduces us to the hottest sex chat line around, featuring Bridgeport’s Becky Savage, Kitten Natalyov and more! Not Rated. 160 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $17.95

6923917 MS. MAGNIFICENT. Fullscreen. Ms. Magnificent (Desiree Cousteau) does the things well—of them is fly! When her intergalactic arch nemesis, Kreega Borgia (Jesse St. James) begins kidnapping people for use in her diabolic plans for world domination, Ms. Magnificent attempts to save the day and use her super sexual powers to defeat Kreega. Not Rated. 60 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Full in $24.98

6666624 T&A TIME TRAVELERS: Director’s Cut. Fullscreen. Strap in for the ultimate pleasure trip with three steamy adult films of time-travel and sexual adventure with Really Big Toys! In Time Lovers; Daria tries to save her lover Leon in Time Lovers; and travelers get frisky with history’s most famous personalities in Space Lust. Not Rated. 117 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

6899293 CHOPPER CHICKS. Discover the stretch of hot asphalt where nature’s finest creations and man’s ultimate machines meet. Stars Sandee Westgate, Eliza Jayne and Kayla Paige. Unrated. Adults only. Peach. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6701345 COVER TO COVER. “girlie loop” with hours of hard-to-find footage, culled from archives around the world. Disc One will bring your jaw to the floor with over three hours. Disc Two offers another heaping helping, only this time in B&W. Not Rated. In B&W Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. $24.95

6734773 ABDUCTION OF AN AMERICAN PLAYGIRL/WINTER HEAT. Wide screen. Two erotic thrillers. In ABDUCTION OF AN AMERICAN PLAYGIRL, two men kidnap a woman and subject her to their carnal desires. But much to their surprise, her lustful urges are far from hibernating. In WINTER HEAT, a group of ex-cons terrorize a trio of young female hostages in a snowbound cabin. Not Rated. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $14.95

6708547 CLASSICNUDES USA. History of the ‘all American’ ‘girlie loop’ with hours of find footage, culled from archives around the world. Disc One will bring your jaw to the floor with over hours. Disc Two offers another heaping helping, only this time in B&W. Not Rated. In B&W Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. $24.95

6878615 PASSION’S OBSESSION. Follow the “sexploits” of a beautiful group of models and their best films and most powerful shots and covers! Starts with Cassidym Samantha Ryan, Jelena Jensen, Riley Shy, and Anita Dark. Adults only. Peach. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

2738376 MIGHTY GORGA/ONE MILLION AC/DC. To save his almost bankrupt circus, Mark Remington journeys to Africa where he and a Sexy White Huntress encounter the Mighty Gorga, a foxy looking-crazy giant gorilla. Plus, the last days when Gorga’s crocodile turns into a nightmare of sexual depravity. As she stumbles from one encounter to the next, Betty is ensnared in the lustful grip of this huge, dangerous dungeon. Includes DUNGEONS OF ECSTASY.

3799772 STOPOVER IN MEXICO. Widescreen. New York’s fashion scene. 78 minutes. Both not Rated.

6890424 THE SEDUCTION OF LUCY/TARA TARATARA. Tara. Tara sister sisters Seka and Veronica Hart as high fashion models in the steamy world of New York’s fashion scene. 78 minutes. Both not rated.

6799763 SEX IN THE COMICS. Wide screen.

6884407 9 TO 5: IN PORN. Filmed over a period of more than a year, ten different stories unfold, delivering insight into the people in the adult business and their hopes and dreams. However the demands of the job can take a toll. Rated R. 114 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

6907128 FLYING SCOTSMAN: The Official Collection.

5782545 STEAMRAILROADS. Topic Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99

6608760 PLEASURE MAZE/LOVERS LANE. Widescreen. Two erotic films from 1986. Adult entertainment meets sci-fi in PLEASURE MAZE, following anamolistic prostitutes known as “Nighthawks.” Then, a group of female friends reminisce about their sexual adventures on Lover’s Lane. Features Amber Lynn, Nina Hartley, Tracey Adams and others. 149 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

6611512 STRANGE LOVE. Widescreen. The sexiest stars in the industry ride that edge side of love. Stars Pandora Dreams, Lisa Lee, Ay Lee Roth, and Brooke. Cable Version. Adults only. Limit. Films. $4.95

2738376 MIGHTY GORGA/ONE MILLION AC/DC. To save his almost bankrupt circus, Mark Remington journeys to Africa where he and a Sexy White Huntress encounter the Mighty Gorga, a foxy looking-crazy giant gorilla. Plus, the last days when Gorga’s crocodile turns into a nightmare of sexual depravity. As she stumbles from one encounter to the next, Betty is ensnared in the lustful grip of this huge, dangerous dungeon. Includes DUNGEONS OF ECSTASY.

3799772 STOPOVER IN MEXICO. Widescreen. New York’s fashion scene. 78 minutes. Both not Rated.

6890424 THE SEDUCTION OF LUCY/TARA TARATARA. Tara. Tara sister sisters Seka and Veronica Hart as high fashion models in the steamy world of New York’s fashion scene. 78 minutes. Both not rated.

6799763 SEX IN THE COMICS. Wide screen.

6884407 9 TO 5: IN PORN. Filmed over a period of more than a year, ten different stories unfold, delivering insight into the people in the adult business and their hopes and dreams. However the demands of the job can take a toll. Rated R. 114 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

6907128 FLYING SCOTSMAN: The Official Collection.

5782545 STEAMRAILROADS. Topic Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99

6608760 PLEASURE MAZE/LOVERS LANE. Widescreen. Two erotic films from 1986. Adult entertainment meets sci-fi in PLEASURE MAZE, following anamolistic prostitutes known as “Nighthawks.” Then, a group of female friends reminisce about their sexual adventures on Lover’s Lane. Features Amber Lynn, Nina Hartley, Tracey Adams and others. 149 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

6611512 STRANGE LOVE. Widescreen. The sexiest stars in the industry ride that edge side of love. Stars Pandora Dreams, Lisa Lee, Ay Lee Roth, and Brooke. Cable Version. Adults only. Limit. Films. $4.95

2738376 MIGHTY GORGA/ONE MILLION AC/DC. To save his almost bankrupt circus, Mark Remington journeys to Africa where he and a Sexy White Huntress encounter the Mighty Gorga, a foxy looking-crazy giant gorilla. Plus, the last days when Gorga’s crocodile turns into a nightmare of sexual depravity. As she stumbles from one encounter to the next, Betty is ensnared in the lustful grip of this huge, dangerous dungeon. Includes DUNGEONS OF ECSTASY.
Adult Entertainment

7615388 HARDBODY BOOT CAMP. Seven beautiful recruits compete... who will be the last girl standing at the end of a rigorous training regimen headed by the gorgeous--and tough--Coach Olga (Jamie Lynn)? Also stars Cindy Pucci, Brooke Fitzgerald, Melissa, Sydnee James, Holly Foxox, Mollie Green, and Franke. 90 minutes. Adults only. Peach. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

6646247 AFTERNOON DELIGHTS/SLAVE OF PLEASURE. Widescreen. A double-feature of '70s and '80s erotica by director Shaun Sloan and starring Vanessa Del Rio, Veronica Hart, Samantha Fox, and others. Porn rock becomes an evening of nasty storytelling in Afternoon Delights. Then, a deliriously twisted scene for a woman forced to become a Slave of Pleasure. 167 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

5762864 MARSHA THE EROTIC HOUSEWIFE FOR SINGLE SINGLERS ONLY. Her Old TASTES Collects three bizarre swinger tales of late-'60s and early-'70s erotica. Meet Marsha the Erotic Housewife, out to stick it to her cheating husband by taking up some escapades of her own, step into an apartment complex designed For Single Singlers Only, and get erotic! Her Old Tastes can truly get. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $13.95

6870636 SWINGING IN THE 70'S. Widescreen. The sexual revolution lives again with this grindhouse triple-feature! Love'em wives, experimental husbands, and friends with benefits indulge in the pleasures of the flesh in Your Wife or Mine?: Harvey Swings; and Keep Them Happy. Not Rated. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Adults only. Secret Key. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

5786274 BLACK VENUS. Fullscreen. Former Miss Bahamas Joaqueline Jones stars as Venus, a stunning seductress that no man or woman can possibly resist. But when Venus becomes the muse and lover of an impoverished young sculptor, she succumbs to a staggering odyssey of savage rape, sadistic lust and carnal degradation. 95 minutes. Adults only. Private Screening Collect. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

6870571 NAUGHTY NYPHMS. Fullscreen. When sexy nurse Elizabeth (Sybil Danning) refuses to put out, she loses her job at the hospital. She returns home to her pharmacist father and two sex-crazed sisters, who have grown bored of Elizabeth's chastity. So, they concoct a vagina-type drug that will have every man in town lustying after her! Not Rated. 123 minutes. Secret Key. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

567437X EXOTIC ADVENTURES OF CANDY/CANDY GOES TO HOLLYWOOD! Widescreen. Two 1970's tales following one girl's sexual evolution. In Erotic Adventures of Candy, the virginial Candy's sexual curiosity leads her from one steamy encounter to the next. In Candy Goes To Hollywood, where the search for fame and fortune devolves into camayl débauchery. 174 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 $17.95

6863423 PRETTY PEACHES. Widescreen. After crashing her jeep in the forest, Peaches wakes up with complete amnesia. Sold back to her family for a hefty ransom, Peaches is introduced to a crazy doctor with very unusual methods--including a sex cracy R-rated comedy stars Desiree Cousteau, Juliet Anderson, and Joey Silvera. 92 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $17.95 $11.99

4989566 HOOTERS DESERT. Widescreen. Two over 300 international restaurants employing over 12,000 waitresses, 82 of the world's best Hooters Girls were selected to compete in what can only be described as the Olympics of Beauty. The Fifth Annual Miss Hooters International Swimsuit Contest, 55 minutes. Adults only. Image Entertainment. $5.95

6816062 THE YOUNG LIKE IT HOT/SWEEP SWEET FOXES. Widescreen. The beautiful and talented Hyapatia Lee stars in an erotic double feature from 1985. In The Young Like It Hot, the girls of a small town help line use their talent for steamy conversation. In Sweet Sweep Sweet Foxes, a college freshman spends the summer on a journey of sexual discovery. 176 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

5912768 SATANIC SLUTS: The Black Order Comes. Fullscreen. Widescreen. Meet the world's most sexual,atical, confrontational, creative and challenging women that have ever chosen to walk down the left-handed path. Six delightfully devilish confrontational, creative and challenging women that have ever walked Down the left-handed path. Six delightfully devilish... 91 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

5557878 SUMMER HEAT. Phillip has been sent to spend the summer with his relatives at their estate. Plenty of outdoor activities await, but everything else takes a backseat when Phillip discovers the keyhole to his attractive aunt's bedroom. His lust becomes too much to handle. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

5661064 TEENAGE PEEANUT BUTTER FREAK. Widescreen. From the streets of Manhattan to the forbidden barnyard desires, forced sex with man-beasts and some of the cheesiest special effects in motion picture history, this insane '80s space saga was already renowned for its depravity. With this recently unearthed XXX-rated version, the EuroSleaze masterpiece sinks deeper into depravity. Stars Sipra Lane and Marina Lotar. 92 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

4967564 THE BEAST IN SPACE: XXX Version. Widescreen. Packined with intergalactic aliens, cardboard aliens, forbidden barnyard desires, forced sex with man-beasts and some of the cheesiest special effects in motion picture history, this insane '80s space saga was already renowned for its depravity. With this recently unearthed XXX-rated version, the EuroSleaze masterpiece sinks deeper into depravity. Stars Sipra Lane and Marina Lotar. 92 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

6618366 SESSIONS OF LOVE THERAPY/101 ACTS OF LOVE. Fullscreen. In Sessions of Love Therapy, a sexual psychologist has created an educational film featuring four young and attractive couples with sexual problems. But when the members of the therapy group start to make love in bed, things get steamy. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

6663525 THE SINFUL PLEASURES OF REVEREND STAR/KINKY TRICKS/CHINA LUST. Fullscreen. Three adult films from '70s erotica director Charles Noel. A sex-crazed sister provokes the streets of San Francisco in The Sinful Pleasures of Reverend Star, a young hooker helps her rent with some kinky tricks; and the erotic passions of a strange couple intrigue the sex workers with China Lust. Over 3 hours. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $17.95

6685142 CONFESSIONS OF A TEENAGE PEANUT BUTTER FREAK. Fullscreen. After being sexually traumatized by his attractive aunt's bedroom. His lust becomes too much to handle. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

6564271 MY MASTER MY LOVE/TEENAGE MASSASUE/MORE. Fullscreen. From 1977 to 1982, this raunchy trio is being featured featuring a number of adult stars. A dominatrix competes with her brother for love in My Master My Love; a bored high school cheerleader, her Texas Southern belle friend and a call girl in Teenage Massasue; and a detective uses his wife as undercover sexual bait to trap a hit man in More. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

4619240 SAVAGE SATISFACIONS. Fullscreen. Three steamy vignettes. Stars Katja Bienert. 88 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

2768046 SCHOOLGIRL ADVENTURES VOLUME #4. Fullscreen. Thirteen. "Schoolgirl report, Volume 4." Subtitled "What Parents Don't Think Is Possible." The first in a series of erotic exploration films from Germany. After an 18-year-old student seduces someone during a school outing, the case goes before the "Parent's Association." One of the members, Free Spirit, is given the task of finding "examples" of this behavior he has encountered in his practice. Original uncut German version, with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

2736089 SCHOOLGIRL ADVENTURES VOLUME #1. Fullscreen. Subtitled "What Parents Don't Think Is Possible." The first in a series of erotic exploration films from Germany. After an 18-year-old student seduces someone during a school outing, the case goes before the "Parent's Association." One of the members, Free Spirit, is given the task of finding "examples" of this behavior he has encountered in his practice. Original uncut German version, with English subtitles. 84 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

2674173 SCHOOLGIRL REPORT, VOLUME #5. Fullscreen. In this final entry in the German sexploitation "Schoolgirl Report" series, we find a high school theatre troupe rehearsing the balcony scene from Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet. During their discussions about the story, the director and his students contemplate both love and sex in five steamy vignettes. Stars Katja Bienert. 88 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

6899374 PEACH GIRL DIARIES 2. Widescreen. Two 1970's tales following one girl's sexual evolution. In Erotic Adventures of Candy, the virginial Candy's sexual curiosity leads her from one steamy encounter to the next. In Candy Goes To Hollywood, where the search for fame and fortune devolves into camayl débauchery. 174 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 $17.95

6860205 HOOTERS ISLAND PARADISE. Widescreen. From the streets of Manhattan to the beaches of the Bahamas, witness 62 of the top Hooters Girls during their stage show rehearsals, calendar photo shoots, beach games and much more. Stars as they compete for the title of Miss Hooters International in the 4th annual contest. 53 minutes. Adults only. Image Entertainment. $6.95

6780628 SLEEPING BEAUTIES. Widescreen. In Erotic Fairyland, sleeping beauties are transformed to 1000 years. Sleeping beauties (Sarah Hunter) marvels at the wonders of the new century. She falls in love with the famous architect who is resting her castle, as centuries of pent-up sexual desire teats a boiling point. Not Rated. 81 minutes. Adults only. RetroMedia. Pub. at $14.99 $8.95

SOLD OUT
Adult Entertainment

**56584** THREE RIPENING CHERRIES/SENSUAL FIRE. Widescreen. A double feature of adult classics from 1979. Three Ripening Cherries follows a trio of suburban virgins who take their sex education into their own hands. And in Sensual Fire, a man tries to make his lustful daughter-in-law his own personal virgin by sleeping with a litany of Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $17.95

**5659596** ALL NIGHT LONG/TAPESTRY OF PASSION. Widescreen. Groove to sexy 70s-erotic with this salacious double-dip. In All Night Long, John Holmes and Rick Latue are locked in a lusty competition to see who can bed the most women over a single evening. In Tapestry of Passion, Private detective Johnny Wadd hunts a beautiful Black Widow killer. 160 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $22.98

**8783446** THE BITTER ADVENTURES OF TEN THOUSAND KEEPTERS. Fullscreen. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $17.95

**3382672** EXTRA WEIRD SAMPLER. Widescreen. Presents a sampler of the weirdest DVD collection on Earth, over 100 of the most amazing movies ever made. These samples contain monsters, nudity, gorillas, violence and wrestling! Something Weird Video. $29.95

**9570383** SENSUALITIES. Fullscreen. This is a documentary from 1978. Sensualitics is a groundbreaking sex education film that takes a look at human sexuality through a series of experiments and lead-ins. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $19.95

**9576184** DEADLY PICKUP. Fullscreen. Breezy isn’t your ordinary hitchhiker. She’s sexy, fun—and a cold-blooded killer. As she preys on highway pickups, she moves from town to town. In the end, she’s the boss of the house of a young couple who have no idea what kind of sexual wolf they’ve just let in the door. Stars Carter Cruise and Sarah Hunter. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $12.95

**9571906** GIRLS TALK CONFIDENTIAL. Fullscreen. All the sizzling hot secrets that young beauties share with each other behind closed doors in this trilogy of erotic confessions. Steamy secrets and fantasies unfold in three chapters: Hotline; Confessions; and Cyber Sexy. Not Rated. 111 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**5981474** X-GIRLS ISLAND ADVENTURE-HAWAII: Xtreme Extreme. Fullscreen. Join the impossibly sexy X-Girls as they meet up with world champion athletes, jump from planes, ride the waves, scream down mountains, and attack Hawaii as never before. These world-class beauties will keep your full attention whether they are in the ocean or in the bedroom. Not rated. Over 80 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $21.95

**6583377** DRACULA SUCKS. Widescreen. Dracula wannabes are everywhere, hamming it up with mysterious bites in their necks. Visiting director Von Helsing (Reggie Nalder) believes it to be the work of vampires. When Count Dracula (Paul Blau) shows up, the pharmacist’s daughter must keep her eye on the beautiful Mina (Annette Haven), this X-rated 70s classic really shows its teeth. 95 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $22.98

**6587536** LITTLE SHOWOFFS. Fullscreen. From the surreal, to the highly personal, Little Showoffs explores the range of erotic desire through six vignettes framed by and starring the incredible culture and sexual rituals are performed every day. 158 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $17.95

**5756790** BOTH WAYS. Fullscreen. Donald Wyman (Gerard Grant) would seem to have the American dream: a beautiful wife (Andrea True), a loving son, a great job, and a house in the suburbs. But he also has a secret. He’s taken a male lover who now threatens to destroy not only his peaceful life, but his entire life. Rated X. 84 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 $17.95

**5786266** THE ABCS OF LOVE AND SEX. Ostensibly presented as a serious study of the human sexual drive, this documentary relic from 1978 is in fact an erotically charged trip through an alphabet of deviant sexual pleasure, including mile-high clubs, female masturbation, dilettante sex, and other forms of sexuality that would be deemed some creepy stop-motion animation. 85 minutes. Adults only. Intervision. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**54507383** SISTERS. Fullscreen. From exploitation icon Jess Franco and Swiss producer Erwin C. Dietrich comes a trio of actresses playing the sisters of Countess Edna Von Stein, a predator woman who prowls the streets in search of sexual partners to share with her insatiable sister Mitty (Karine Gamble). 84 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**5971268** BOILING DESIRES/LOVE CHAMPIONS. Widescreen. A steamy double feature of 80s erotica by director Carlos Tolinalia. Inexperienced Leslie gets an education in carnal fulfillment in Boiling Desires. Then, Love Champions welcomes you into a see-through show where couples can live out their fantasies. With Candle Evans, Bunny Blou, Ron Jeremy, Crystal Breeze and others. Not Rated. 165 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

**5769272** DEEP THROAT PART II/PANDORA AND THE MAGIC BOX. Fullscreen. A sensory experience; the lusty Deep Throat II and the ribald spoofs A Touch of Genie (1974) and The Switch (1974) included as SD bonus features. Five hours on 2 DVDs. Adults only. Something Weird Video. Pub. at $29.95

**5785154** BODY GIRLS/LET’S GET PHYSICAL. Widescreen. Hyapatia stars in two Bob Chinn erotic classics from the early 80s. She plays a female health club in town, where physical activity takes on multiple meanings. Then she leads Let’s Get Physical as a ballerina turned dance instructor who seeks erotic fulfillment with Linda. 158 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $22.98

**2762668** LONG JEANNE SILVER. From Alex DePenny comes one of the most radical erotic films of the 1970s—part documentary, part vignette film—following the erotic encounters of beautiful amputee Jeanne Silver, as she invites her lovers to experience her unique sexual gift. 65 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $17.98 $13.95

**6875636** LITTLE SHOWOFFS. Fullscreen. From the surreal, to the highly personal, Little Showoffs explores the range of erotic desire through six vignettes framed by and starring the incredible culture and sexual rituals are performed every day. 158 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $22.98 $14.95

**5708249** THE PASSIONS OF CAROL: Platinum Elite Collection. From cult filmmaker Shaun Costello comes the wildest, funniest, and most outrageous Christmas movie you’ve never seen! This 1976 X-rated adaptation of A Christmas Carol! Mary Stuart stars as Carol Sroorge, the curmudgeonly owner of a sleazy strip joint. Her niece Eve, Carol is a classic Passage Thru Pamela and much more, featuring the biggest stars from porn’s heyday. Not Rated. 130 minutes. Adults only. Synapse. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**5653407** MAI LIN VS. SERENA/ORIENTAL HAWAII. Widescreen. A double feature of erotic classics! Mai Lin and Serena, two sultry superstars enter into sexual battle for the starring role in director Carlos Tolinalia’s next film. Then, journey to the state of Haui O Oriental Hawaii, where this incredible culture and sexual rituals are performed every day. 158 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $17.95

**5702291** IMAGE OF SEX. Satisfy even your most secret fantasies with some of the hottest scenes in adult history. These ladies personify sex, from Eva Angelina to Missy Monroe, Taryn Thomas to Randy Wichita. Cable version. Adults only. Tennervision. $7.95

**6616038** THE RIBALO TALES OF CANTERBURY. Widescreen. Collects two of the last big-budget X-rated films to receive a theatrical release in 15th-century Britain. Northlight Nights’ show has been found murdered. Mark Costa (Joy Silvera) is on the case and finds himself in aisky world of erotic theater. Not Rated. 83 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $19.95

**577666** DEADLY PICKUP. Fullscreen. Breezy isn’t your ordinary hitchhiker. She’s sexy, fun—and a cold-blooded killer. As she preys on highway pickups, she moves from town to town. In the end, she’s the boss of the house of a young couple who have no idea what kind of sexual wolf they’ve just let in the door. Stars Carter Cruise and Sarah Hunter. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $12.95

**509117** PASSION, TAPESTRY OF PASSION. Widescreen. Hyapatia stars in two Bob Chinn erotic classics from the early 80s. She plays a female health club in town, where physical activity takes on multiple meanings. Then she leads Let’s Get Physical as a ballerina turned dance instructor who seeks erotic fulfillment with Linda. 158 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $22.98

**589115** LUST INFERNOMARATHON. Widescreen. Carlos Tolinalia directs two erotic films from 1982. A vicious sex therapist takes a new lover on a surreal journey of erotic exploration. Then, in Young Secretaries, sex-crazed secretaries know exactly what their virile bosses need to get ahead. 162 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $14.95

**5607755** NAUGHTY! NAUGHTY! LAURE/Vanessa/Felicity. Three ‘sin-sational’ 70s skin-flicks in one! Laure is a high school student who has her own lust vision of total sexual abandon to the screen as the writer, director, and co-star of Laure (91 minutes). Olivia Pascal is Lauren, a high school student who loses her virginity to a Hong Kong bordello virgin to a Hong Kong bordello (92 minutes). Finally, Gloria Ann stars as Felicity, a sheltered teen who surrenders to a world of sexual adventure (94 minutes). Three DVDs. Adults only. Sevenfire. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95

**5851148** WOMEN AT PLAY/GOOD GIRLS, BAD GIRLS. Widescreen. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $17.95

**42ND STREET FOREVER: XXX-treme Special Edition. Widescreen. Get ready for your biggest sex adventure ever! Dive into this dirtiest trailers of classic X-rated movies. See outrageous theatrical ads for the sci-fi hardcore oddity Ultra Flesh; the surreal head-scratcher Trapped in the Bizarre; and the classic Passage Thru Pamela and much more. Fullscreen. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 $17.95

**5702291** IMAGE OF SEX. Satisfy even your most secret fantasies with some of the hottest scenes in adult history. These ladies personify sex, from Eva Angelina to Missy Monroe, Taryn Thomas to Randy Wichita. Cable version. Adults only. Tennervision. $7.95

See more titles at erhb.com/650
595833 MASTERS OF SEX: Season One. widescreen. Michael Sheen and Lizzy Caplan portray the real-life pioneers of the science of human sexuality, Dr. William Masters and Virginia Johnson. This celebrated series chronicles their unique lives, their romance, and the effect their research had on their families, their careers, and the world.,dvd for 22 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 11 hours. Adults only. Sony Pictures. $7.95

560329 CHARMED: The Complete Fifth Season. widescreen. The Charmed Ones (Phoebe, Piper (Holly Marie Combs) and Paige (Rose Mcgowan)) are simply bewitching and they're here to stay. The dazzling supernatural sisters battle the forces in the intense and adventurous fifth season. Includes all 23 Season Five episodes. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

5628964 PARANORMAL CHALLENGE. widescreen. Each episode of Paranormal Challenge features a legendary haunted hotspot. Zak Bagans invites two handpicked teams of amateur ghost hunters to spend the night locking down in these notorious locations. Let the paranormal challenge begin! Twelve Season One episodes. Over eight hours on three DVDs. Gaia. $5.95

6697658 TOUCHED BY AN ANGEL, VOL. 2: Amazing Grace. Fullscreen. The inspiring TV hit concludes with this two-part movie event. Having lost her sight, angel Monica (Roma Downey) asks young Josh Greene (Austin O'Brien) to be her eyes, challenging him to see with his heart. When they encounter the disillusioned Michael Burns in a small Denver town, Monica's boss sets out to fix the problem. English SDH. 90 minutes. Paramount. $3.95

6697682 TOUCHED BY AN ANGEL, VOL. 3: Promised Land. Fullscreen. The inspiring TV hit collides with Promised Land in this crossover TV movie event. The angels face a double challenge when they encounter a woman who cannot let go of the past, and another who resents God's love at every turn. Both need the help of Monica (Roma Downey), Tess and Andrew to move on. English SDH. 90 minutes. Paramount. $3.95

575810X CALIFORNIAN: The Fifth Season. widescreen. Hank's (David Duchovny) career may be in the last lane, but he is still stalling when it comes to women. Although he pines for the life he had with former lover Karen (Natascha McElhone) and daughter Becca (Madeleine Martin), his destructive ex-girlfriend has plans for their future. Includes all 12 Season Five episodes. All 10 Season One episodes. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. $8.95

5798396 NECESSARY ROUGHNESS: The Complete Series. widescreen. Long Island divorcee Dani (Callie Thorne) re-energizes her life and career when she becomes a therapist for a professional football team. Featuring scenes shot at Giants Stadium, she soon finds herself the most sought-after therapist for high profile clients–athletes, musicians, politicians, and others living in the spotlight. All 11 seasons in a 21 disc set! Also stars John Stamos. Over 27 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $119.99

5838967 I, CLAUDIUS: The Complete Series. fullscreen. This epic BBC program sticks the faces of the hearts and minds of a small town with a big heart. From the pride and pitfalls of high school football to the relationships between lovers, parents and friends, relive every moment of this collection. English SDH. Over 55 hours on thirteen DVDs. Mill Creek. $34.95

16 hours on six DVDs.

5840108 KARENINA: Masterpiece Theatre. presents a refreshingly modern interpretation of Leo Tolstoy's classic novel... The passionate story of the men and women--both public and private--whose lives would be forever changed by the fall of the Romanov dynasty. Based on the novels by Leo Tolstoy. Includes all three seasons in one set! $9.95

585372X DOCTOR FOSTER. widescreen. Dr. Gemma Foster's charmed life explodes when she suspects her husband of having an affair. As dark, deceitful secrets come to light, will she live to regret the take her journey? Or take revenge and reap the consequences? Stars Suranne Jones and Bertie Carvel. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $9.95

5943442 HIROSHIMA: The Complete Mini-Series Event. widescreen. Beginning in the frenzied final months of World War II, this captivating drama rockets back and forth between Truman, Churchill, and Stalin, to tell the story of the men and women--both public and private--whose lives would be forever altered by Hiroshima's devastation. Stars Robert Downey, Jr., and Monica Bellucci. Two hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.95

6003657 HOSTAGES: Season 1. widescreen. When four masked men violently break into the Danon home and take hostage the mother (Monica Bellucci), father, and two children, they are bound to learn their lives have changed forever. A pulse-pounding television series that became a sensation in Israel and which will keep you on the edge of your seat! Includes all 10 Season One episodes. In Hebrew with English subtitles. Over six hours in 2 DVDs. Kino Lorber. PRICE CUT TO $15.95

6279940 HAWTHORNE: The Complete First Season. widescreen. At Richmond Trinity Hospital, nurse Christine Hawthorne (Lisa Addario Smith) is alone in an uphill battle. Learning to cope with the death of her husband and make peace with a powerful and vengeful church, she must balance a pressure cooker career with her home life as a single mother. English SDH. All 10 Season One episodes. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. $9.95

6715656 FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS: The Complete Series. widescreen. Through five seasons, the residents of Dillon, Texas keep viewers captivated with the struggles, victories, heartbreaks and joys of a small town with a big heart. From the pride and pitfalls of high school football to the relationships between lovers, parents and friends, relive every moment of this collection. English SDH. Over 55 hours on thirteen DVDs. Mill Creek. $44.95

675533X JENET KING: Series 3–Playing Advantage. widescreen. Marta Dusseldorp returns as senior crown prosecutor Janet King in another season of the Australian legal drama. After a young prizefighter's suicide, Janet is seconded to the National Crime Commission and tasked with investigating links between gambling, professional sports, and organized crime. Eight episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Sold out

6914411 LOU GRANT: The Complete Final Season. widescreen. Edward Asner returns as Lou Grant, the building, no-nonsense city editor of The Los Angeles Tribune who guides his staff as they investigate a range of incendiary topics from drug driving and terrorism to the Vietnam war. Collects last 24 episodes of the Final Season. Also stars Robert Walden, Linda Kelsey, Adams and more. Over 19 hours on five DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $39.97 $29.95
TV Crime Solvers

5649535 MURDER ONE: The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. Return to the courtroom for a second riveting season this time following the story of three different murder trials from the point of view of the defense attorney. Born from the mind of the creator of NYPD Blue, these multi-layered tales re-create the trial inside a峡谷 with some of TV’s finest actors. Stars Anthony Paglia, Mary McCormack, Michael Hayden and others. Over 13 hours on five DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $39.98 $9.95

5921326 A TOUCH OF FROST: Season 2. From his mobile home in the black ops agency Division. But this time, Alex, may become her most lethal foe. The episodes: The Crooked Man and The Speckled Band. 110 minutes. MPI. Pub. at $14.97 $5.95

5959029 MIDSOMER MURDERS: Series 9. Widescreen. The English village mystery gets a contemporary spin in this hit British series that has earned a worldwide following. Nice guy detective Tom Barnaby (John Nettles) and his assistant, Sergeant Ben Jones (John Hopkins), take on eight macabre mysteries. Things That Go Bump in the Night, Dead in the Water: Midsomer Murders. COL 1.38. 8 episodes. Collects all 23 Season One episodes. Pub. at 18 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

597582X MIDSOMER MURDERS: Series 8. Widescreen. The English village mystery gets a contemporary spin in this hit British series that has earned a worldwide following. Nice guy detective Tom Barnaby (John Nettles) and his assistant, Sergeant Ben Jones (John Hopkins), take on eight macabre mysteries. Things That Go Bump in the Night, Dead in the Water: Midsomer Murders. COL 1.38. 8 episodes. Collects all 23 Season One episodes. Pub. at 18 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

6584217 THE ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES, VOLUME TWO. Pacifi c Rim. TV movie and series. This series starring Jeremy Brett as Holmes and David Burke as Dr. Watson remains true to the original Arthur Conan Doyle stories. Two episodes: The Crooked Man and The Speckled Band. 110 minutes. MPI Pub. at $14.97 $5.95


6685722 MIDSOMER MURDERS: Series 19, Part 1. Widescreen. A bucolic English village is the backdrop for these ten macabre crimes as nice guy detective Tom Barnaby (John Nettles) and his assistant, Sergeant Ben Jones (John Hopkins), take on eight macabre mysteries. Things That Go Bump in the Night, Dead in the Water: Midsomer Murders. COL 1.38. 8 episodes. Collects all 23 Season One episodes. Pub. at 18 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

6723440 IRONSIDE: Season 4. Chief Robert R. T. (Raymond Burr) returns for another season of this hit crime drama. With the help of his special forces unit–Sergeant Ed Brown (Don Galloway), ex-con turned assistant squad leader, and Milt Saber (Barbara Anderson)–the squad tackles rogue ex-cops, addicts, terrorists and more across 26 episodes. Twenty-one on seven DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $49.99 $19.95


5919037 CHECKMATE: The Complete Series. Mill Creek. Pub. at $79.98 $9.95


6685579 CODE OF A KILLER: Murder Is in the Blood. Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99 $7.95

6715737 SECRETS AND LIES: One Season. Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 $14.95


6685773 STRIKING OUT: Season 1 Complete. Fullscreen. MPI. Pub. at $39.99 $9.95


TV Action & Adventure

6931669 ALCATRAZ: The Complete Series. Widescreen. In 1963, all prisoners were transferred from Alcatraz Penitentiary. Or so we were told. Now America’s worst criminals–known as the 63s—are returning to the San Francisco to repeat their grisly crimes. It’s up to detective Madison and Diego to figure out and break the code. MPI. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95

6931723 NIKIITA: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. Nikita’s protege, Alex, may become her most lethal foe. Teamed with Michael and Birkhoff, Nikita is still on the outside, determined to destroy the black ops agency Division. But this time, Alex is on the inside, using the agency to seek revenge on her father’s killers. All 23 episodes. English SDH. Over 16 hours on 5 DVDs. Warner Bros. Pub. at $59.98 $9.95

6721998 THE FUGITIVE, VOLUME ONE: Season 2. Fullscreen. The manhunt continues in the first 15 Season Two episodes of one of TV’s most compelling thrillers. David Janssen steals the screen as Richard Kimble, a man falsely convicted of his wife’s murder. The run on Lieutenant Gerard (Barry Morse), he takes it upon himself to prove his innocence and find the real killer. CC. In BW. MPI. 18 episodes. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $59.98 $5.95

6931731 NIKIITA: The Complete Third Season. Widescreen. In 1980s Cold War, the Division is now run by Nikita (Maggie Q). (Michael Shane (West) and former CIA analyst Ryan Fletcher (Noah Bean), tasked with clearing Nikita’s name after the previous regime’s reign of terror. This new team must round up the Dirty Thirty—rogue assassins who remain at large. Collects all 22 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $59.95 $9.95
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**TV Action & Adventure**


$4.95

5916712 OLYMPUS: Season 1. Widescreen. Witness a young man’s quest to solve the riddle of God’s presence on earth as the doors to Olympus and become an immortal. The epic mythical journey of hero (Tom York) leads him through the darkest realms of ancient Greece, accompanied by a twisted oracle (Sonia Cassidy), a powerful sorceress (Sonita Henry), and a genius inventor (Matt Frewer). Collects all 13 Season One episodes. Ten hours on 3 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.97.

$4.95

6809987 KNIGHT RIDER: Season 1. Fullscreen. Gear up for action with Michael Knight (David Hasselhoff) and his hi-tech supercar, K.I.T.T., as they throttle in each of 22 high-octane episodes from Season One. Driven by justice, they set out to take down criminals who operate above the law. Over 17 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

$4.95

6577850 MANDRAKE, THE MAGICIAN. The Wasp, head of an underworld gang, is on the hunt for a radarium. With a Ukrainian woman of Polish heritage, a lawyer for the League of Nations, and a young undercover agent, they never could have imagined. Stars Mary McCannam and Balthazar Getty. Over 4 hours on a double-sided DVD. Universal.

$2.95

6588611 TRANSPORTER: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. Partnership with femme fatale Violante Placido, Frank Martin (Chris Vance) undertakes his most perilous, high-stakes assignments so far. From the Colosseum to a split-second decision, delivering highly sensitive cargo, all while sinister criminals and even people, their lives are intertwined in ways they never could have imagined. Stars Mary McCormack and Balthazar Getty. Over 4 hours on a double-sided DVD. Universal.

$2.95

658313X MERLIN. Fullscreen. Evil sorcerer Mab summons the wizard Merlin (Sam Neill) to revive the magic that has been fading from the world. But when his heart is touched by the beautiful Nimue (Isabella Rossellini), Merlin turns his back on Mab’s dark enchantments to serve the legendary King Arthur. This miniseries event also stars Helena Bonham Carter, James Earl Jones, and others. Three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

$9.95


$6.95

5919029 BEARCATS! The Complete Series. 11 1/4 hours. and mercenaries Hank Brackett and Johnny Reach are in search of adventure, and proﬁt as they travel the American Southwest in their Stunt Bearcat. Together they take on varied and vague assignments for wealthy clientele, with the amount charged once the job is complete. Collects all 13 episodes. Stars Rod Taylor and Dennis Hopper. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.93.

$14.95

4533288 THE ODYSSEY. The Epic Miniseries Event. An extraordinary international cast sweeps you into the heroic age of the mighty warrior-king Odysseus (Armand Assante) as his victorious return from the Trojan War becomes a decade-long quest to reach his legendary home of Ithaca, and his faithful wife, Penelope (Greta Scacchi). Also stars Christopher Eccleston, Paul Scofield, and many others. A four-hour, four-episodes miniseries epic. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

$9.95

568589X THE PRETENDER: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. Jarod is a Pretender—a genius who exceptionally high I.Q. allows him to master virtually any assignment. Since leaving the secret research facility known as the Centre, Jarod is now determined to help innocent victims wronged by society. But to do so requires setting aside his training of surveillance, and finding his own life. Collects all 21 Season Two episodes. CC. Over 17 hours on four double-sided DVDs. 20th Century Fox.

$9.95

7625588 STATE TROOPER: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Rod Cameron stars as chief state trooper Porter Ricks, a cowboy of a lawman who fights to save young undercover agents, including his idol, legendary agent Paul Briggs (Daniel Sunjata). Season One introduces Miami Heat’s Dan Majcher as Porter Ricks, Chief Warden and Park Ranger at Coral Key Park and Marine Preserve, along with his two young sons Sandy (Luke Halpin) and Bud (Tommy Norden) sharing weekly adventures with Flipper. Thirteen hours on 4 DVDs. Olive Films. Pub. at $34.95.

$27.95

6822552 FLIPPER: Season Two. Fullscreen. Collects all Season Two episodes starring Brian Kelly as Porter Ricks, Chief Warden and Park Ranger at Coral Key Park and Marine Preserve, along with his two young sons Sandy (Luke Halpin) and Bud (Tommy Norden) sharing weekly adventures with Flipper. Thirteen hours on 4 DVDs. Olive Films. Pub. at $34.95.

$27.95

6822558 FLIPPER: Season Three. Fullscreen. Collects all Season Three episodes starring Brian Kelly as Porter Ricks, Chief Warden and Park Ranger at Coral Key Park and Marine Preserve, along with his two young sons Sandy (Luke Halpin) and Bud (Tommy Norden) sharing weekly adventures with Flipper. Twelve hours on 4 DVDs. Olive Films. Pub. at $34.95.

$27.95

6648799 THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN: Seasons 1-5. Fullscreen. After a devastating crash, Colonel Steve Austin’s shattered body is covertly rebuilt via the miracle of modern science known as “bionics.” Equipped with armed-powerful limbs that make him “better, stronger, faster” than the average man, Austin (Lee Majors) now takes on perilous, highly classified missions in service of his government. Collects all five seasons and the original TV movies. Over 88 hours on thirty-two DVDs. Universal.

$69.95

6822544 FLIPPER: Season One. Fullscreen. Pub. at $19.95. Collects all Season One episodes of the TV classic starring Brian Kelly as Porter Ricks, Chief Warden and Park Ranger at Coral Key Park and Marine Preserve, along with his two young sons Sandy (Luke Halpin) and Bud (Tommy Norden) sharing weekly adventures with Flipper. Thirteen hours on 4 DVDs. Olive Films. Pub. at $34.95.

$21.95

6653237 MAN VS. WILD: Stranded. Widescreen. From the African plains to the Frozen Siberian tundra, Bear Grylls endures some of the most inhospitable conditions on Earth in four globe-trotting episodes, sharing his invaluable survival wisdom. Based on the hit TV series. Airs in Africa, Savanna, Ecuador, Siberia, and Turkey. English SDH. Three hours. Gaiam. PRICE CUT to $2.95.

6587240 24: The First Complete Season. Jack Bauer, head of the Los Angeles Counter Terrorist Unit (CTU), is thrust into a chaotic and exhausting 24-hour marathon of death, deception, and terror as he races to prevent the assassination of a presidential candidate, sniff out a traitor, and save his kidnapped wife and daughter. Collects all 24 Season One episodes. CC. Over 19 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. PRICE CUT to $6.95.

6572758 POWERS. Season 1. Widescreen. What if the world was full of “superheroes” who just used their powers for more as excuse for mischief, mayhem, and murder? Enter the Powers Division, brave men and women in charge of protecting humans like us and keeping the peace over commercialized, god-like superheroes who let their might go to their heads. Stars Sharlto Copley and Susan Sarandon. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. PRICE CUT to $5.95.

6852068 THE MISSING. Widescreen. When five-year-old Oliver Hughes disappears while playing in France, it sets off a nearly decade-long search for his whereabouts. This limited series takes you inside the mind of a father (James Nesbitt), desperate to locate his lost son. With the help of a legendary detective, Tony embark on a journey to find his son. English SDH. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Anchor Bay. PRICE CUT to $11.95.

6858738 GRACELAND: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. It seems like a white-collar white collar job for young agent Mike Warren’s (Aaron Tveit) first assignment lands him in a beautiful beachfront mansion with other young undercover agents, including his idol, legendary agent Paul Briggs (Daniel Sunjata). But loyalty are tested when Warren is ordered to secretly investigate Briggs. Contains all 12 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. 20th Century Fox. PRICE CUT to $7.95.
**TV Westerns**

- **6899137 DANIEL BOONE: Season Three.** Fullscreen. The legendary Fess Parker returns to the West, this time as a man torn between duty to the frontier and duty to his family. Over 22 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99
- **6899113 BONANZA, VOLUME 2: The Official Third Season.** Fullscreen. Home is on the range for the Cartwright men (Lorne Greene, Pernell Roberts, and Michael Landon) and you'll feel right at home with these 30 episodes. America's favorite family is back in the saddle for brutal conflicts, lost romance, deadly showdowns and more, bringing all the thrills of this TV classic back into your living room. English SDH. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $4.95
- **6641000 THE CHISHOLMS: Complete TV Series.** Fullscreen. Swindled out of their Virginia property, the Chisholms' lead by patriarch, Judd Haggard (Phyllis Coates), and his wife, Karlie Minerva (Rosemary Harris), head westward to build a new life in the Oregon Territory. Along the trail, they encounter challenges that threaten not only their safety, but the very fabric of their family. Over 12 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.99
- **6637347 THE WESTERNER: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. From director Sam Peckinpah comes the 1960s western following drifter Dave Blassingame, a congenial cowhand who's as good with a gun as he is with the ladies. Joined by his faithful dog, Brown, he wanders the West, finding adventure and excitement along the way. Over 12 hours on three DVDs. In B&W. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.95
- **6636263 THE GAMBLER COLLECTION.** DVD. Kenny Rogers brings all of his charisma to the role of the popular anthology western, known for its uniquely realistic, down-to-earth approach to the frontier. These stand-alone adventures feature stars like John Wayne, Michael Landon, and many more. Over 20 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $17.95
- **6721113 BONANZA, VOLUME 2: The Official Third Season.** Fullscreen. Home is on the range for the Cartwright men (Lorne Greene, Pernell Roberts, and Michael Landon) and you'll feel right at home with these 30 episodes. America's favorite family is back in the saddle for brutal conflicts, lost romance, deadly showdowns and more, bringing all the thrills of this TV classic back into your living room. English SDH. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $4.95
- **5919172 WAGON TRAIN: The Complete First Season.** Inspired by John Ford's Wagon Master, this well-crafted western is about a group of 14 families and their adventures in the West. In the adventures of the Cartwrights (Lorne Greene, Pernell Roberts, and Michael Landon) - tales that bring together plenty of inspirational drama, powerful storytelling and a remarkable cast. Over 30 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $32.95
- **5982658 LONE WOLF AND CUB.** Fullscreen. Tokyo Shock. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $17.95
- **5919172 WAGON TRAIN: The Complete First Season.** Inspired by John Ford's Wagon Master, this well-crafted western is about a group of 14 families and their adventures in the West. In the adventures of the Cartwrights (Lorne Greene, Pernell Roberts, and Michael Landon) - tales that bring together plenty of inspirational drama, powerful storytelling and a remarkable cast. Over 30 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $32.95
### TV Westerns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Sci-Fi and Horror TV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE X-FILES–BLACK OIL:</strong></td>
<td>Shout! Factory. Fullscreen.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>Universal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Star Trek

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>STAR TREK– THE ORIGINAL SERIES:</strong></td>
<td>Shout! Factory. Fullscreen.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>Universal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mystery and Thriller

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE X-FILES–SUPER SOLDIERS:</strong></td>
<td>Mythology Collection.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>Paramount.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Horror

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Other Collections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE LONE RANGER: Double-Barreled Feature.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>Universal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Sci-Fi and Horror TV**

- **584276** DEFEYING GRAVITY: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. An international team undertakes the most ambitious exploration in the history of mankind—a six-year, grand tour of the solar system. As a veteran astronaut Maddux Donner (Ron Livingston) and his crew rocket toward their distant destination, they become tainted by a dark, otherworldly force that will push them to the edge of madness. All 13 episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. **$7.95**

- **591629** THE X-FILES—COLONIZATION: Mythology Collection. Widescreen. Seasons One through Six. Six, Seven and Eight come together as one essential piece of Chris Carter’s visionary and intricately woven Mythology arc. Mulder’s search for the truth suddenly seems near its end when he and Scully (Gillian Anderson) suddenly become abductees, she believes that aliens came to Earth on a mission that has gone horribly wrong. **CC. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $39.98** PR**ICE CUT TO $7.95**

- **665386X** LEAVE IT TO BEAVER: Season Four. Relive the sidesplitting misadventures of “Beaver” Cleaver and his brother Wally as they grow up with their friends in the suburbs, learning each moral lesson through 15 meetings—the first time in ages. Add in Christy’s pregnant daughter, Violet, and you’ve got three generations under one dysfunctional roof. **English SDH. Includes all Season One episodes.**

- **693169M** MOM: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Anna Farris stars as a newly sober single mom Christy, with Allison Janney as her estranged mother, Bonnie, sharing their lives—and the lives of their parents—so the kids can move on. **All 13 episodes. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $5.95**

- **665623X** LEAVE IT TO BEAVER: Season Five. The comedic tales of young Theodore “Beaver” Cleaver, his brother Wally, and the rest of the Cleaver clan continue with these 39 Season Five episodes. Beaver gets an education in being a first-time dad, Wally buys his first car, and more. **English SDH. Includes all Season One episodes.**

- **6572928** CLASSIC COUNTRY COMEDY. Widescreen. Serves up an exciting collection of country’s greatest comedians performing at their best. Includes all 17 episodes from the hit TV show. **SDH. Includes all Season One episodes.**

- **6803482** LEXX: The Complete First and Second Seasons. Echo Bridge. **Pub. at $39.98**


- **680855** FRANKENSTEIN: The Complete Mini-Series Event. Widescreen. Mill Creek. **Pub. at $5.95**

- **5839114** FARSCAPE: The Complete Fourth Season. Widescreen. ADV Films. **Pub. at $5.95**


- **6744079** AFTERLIFE: Season Two. Widescreen. Image Entertainment. **Pub. at $3.95**

- **5968276** BIONIC WOMAN, VOLUME ONE. Universal. **Pub. at $29.98**

- **6862365** ASCENSION. Widescreen. Lions Gate. **Pub. at $24.98**

- **5960118** WITCHES OF EAST END: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. **Pub. at $24.98**

- **5721237** KLINGON: Star Trek—Fan Collective. Fullscreen. Paramount. **Pub. at $55.95**

- **669480X** MORK & MINDY: The Third Season. Widescreen. Mork (Robin Williams), a misfit on Ork because of his sense of humor, was sent to study Earthlings, whose “crazy” customs the “Orkans” had never been able to understand. **Mork lands near Boulder, Colorado, where he is welcomed by Kitty Minnely McConnell (Pam Dawber), who tries to help him adjust to Earth’s “strange” ways. Includes all 22 Season Three episodes.**

- **5860680** ALPHAS: Season Two. Widescreen. Universal. **Pub. at $3.95**

**TV Comedy**

- **657260X** THE LITTLE RASCALS. Fullscreen. Features fifteen episodes (and tons of bonus materials) of three programs: The Best of Our Gang; The Best of Spanky; and Superstars of Our Gang. These films have been beautifully restored, and are available in color for the first time. Also includes restored B&W versions. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Legend Films. **Pub. at $39.97**

- **3600149** GILLIGAN’S ISLAND: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. Beach boy Skipper, the world’s most famous bounty hunter, is called upon to help the crew of the Giant on a quest to save their ship from destruction. **All 23 episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory.**

- **656385X** LEAVE IT TO BEAVER: Season Four. Relive the sidesplitting misadventures of “Beaver” Cleaver and his brother Wally as they grow up with their friends in the suburbs, learning each moral lesson through 15 meetings—the first time in ages. Add in Christy’s pregnant daughter, Violet, and you’ve got three generations under one dysfunctional roof. **English SDH. Includes all Season One episodes.**

- **59920X** THE LUCY SHOW: The Official Third Season. Fullscreen. wild, outlandish adventures of Lucy Ricardo, one of television’s funniest women. **English SDH. Eleven hours on four DVDs. Paramount.**

- **673654** DANA CARVEY: Quaunting Monkeys Tell No Lies. Widescreen. Join Emmy-winning comic and Saturday Night Live veteran Dana Carvey as he devises a mockumentary about a family in the witness protection program who get their own reality show. **Widescreen.**

- **6516643** MRS. SHOW: The Complete First and Second Seasons. All ten episodes of seasons one and two of this hit family sitcom are brought together in this brilliant pop-cultural stream of consciousness. **SDH. Eleven hours on four DVDs.**

- **6516643** MRS. SHOW: The Complete First and Second Seasons. All ten episodes of seasons one and two of this hit family sitcom are brought together in this brilliant pop-cultural stream of consciousness. **SDH. Eleven hours on four DVDs.**

See more titles at erhbc.com/650
**The Jeffersons: The Complete Second Season.** Return to that ‘de-lux apartment in the sky’ and visit dry-cleaning king George Jefferson (Sherman Hemsley), his no-nonsense wife Louise ‘Weezy’ (Isabel Sanford), saucy maid Florence (Marla Gibb) and acid-tongued matriarch Helenrecipes for a series of classic programs like Casper the Friendly Ghost; Gulliver’s Travels; The Lone Ranger and more. Over five hours on three DVDs. Lions Gate. Pub. at $24.98

**NEWHART: The Final Season.** Fullscreen. Join innkeepers Dick and Joanna Loudon for the eighth and final season of the Emmy-nominated comedy classic. The bemused Dick, comedy legend Tom Poston, and his beautiful wife Joanna Loudon (Mary Frann), handyman George (Tom Poston), and others. All 24 episodes. Over nine hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $31.98.

**The Partridge Family: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Starring Shirley Jones as matriarch of America’s first family rock band, this complete series of fifteen episodes is your backstage pass to the life, love, and laughs of The Partridge Family. Also stars pop idol David Cassidy, Susan Dey, Danny Bonaduce, and others. Collects all 22 episodes from the first season. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98.

**Wings: The Complete Series.** Shout! Factory. For the long-lost 1962 TV comedy. Join them and world’s wackiest construction crew, Harry (Murray R all), soulful Venus Flytrap (Tim Reid)–as they continue with all 27 Season Four episodes, as Earl’s brother Randy is condemned, they stay at Amy’s place, a small B&B in Vermont with his wife, and more. Twenty-four hours on 4 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98.

**One Foot in the Grave: Season 6.** Fullscreen. When the grim reaper is finally knocking at Victor Meldrew’s door, he had better be prepared to listen–because this cantankerous retiree has plenty to say. Collects all 208 hilarious episodes. Over 80 hours on twenty-seven DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $129.99.

**M*A*S*H: The Complete First Season.** Fullscreen. This irreverent funny Gallavard and Melissa McCarthy play a cop and schoolteacher who discover an underground classic television comedy with all 138 must-watch episodes of this lovable 1960s classic. Set in the Pacific Theater of WWII, it follows the wacky exploits of veteranseaman Quinton McHale (Ernest Borgnine) and his rule-breaking crew aboard the Torpedo Patrol (PT) Boat #73. Also stars Tim Conway, Joe Flynn, Carl Ballantine, and others. In Color. And B&W. Sixty-one hours on 21 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $109.99.

**M*A*S*H: The Complete Second Season.** Fullscreen. Bob Newhart returns as Dick Loudon, the New Yorker who runs a pension with his divorced wife Joanna (Mary Frann), second wife and baby (Frankie Muniz), and their unusual and neurotic characters on the job, as well as at home. Includes all 24 episodes of this hilarious comedy series. Collects all 164 episodes of the fan-favorite ‘90s sitcom. Nearly 125 hours on thirteen DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $139.99.

**All in the Family: The Complete First Season.** DVD. From Norman Lear and the show that gave us All in the Family; Maude; The Jeffersons and more, comes another 1970s/1980s sitcom hit, presented here in its entirety! It follows a New York family who finds out that its son, a popular culture hero and浩 voyage, is gay. Also stars Leah Ayres, Gloria Foster, Carmen Zapata, Susan Tyrrell, and more. Includes all 27 episodes from Season One. Over 27 hours on five DVDs. Lions Gate. Pub. at $79.95.

**One Day at a Time: The Complete Series.** DVD. From Norman Lear and the show that gave us All in the Family; Maude; The Jeffersons and more, comes another 1970s/1980s sitcom hit, presented here in its entirety! It follows a New York family who finds out that its son, a popular culture hero and浩 voyage, is gay. Also stars Leah Ayres, Gloria Foster, Carmen Zapata, Susan Tyrrell, and more. Includes all 27 episodes from Season One. Over 27 hours on five DVDs. Lions Gate. Pub. at $79.95.

**M*A*S*H: The Complete First Season.** Fullscreen. This irreverent funny Gallavard and Melissa McCarthy play a cop and schoolteacher who discover an underground classic television comedy with all 138 must-watch episodes of this lovable 1960s classic. Set in the Pacific Theater of WWII, it follows the wacky exploits of veteranseaman Quinton McHale (Ernest Borgnine) and his rule-breaking crew aboard the Torpedo Patrol (PT) Boat #73. Also stars Tim Conway, Joe Flynn, Carl Ballantine, and others. In Color. And B&W. Sixty-one hours on 21 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $109.99.

**M*A*S*H: The Complete Second Season.** Fullscreen. Bob Newhart returns as Dick Loudon, the New Yorker who runs a pension with his divorced wife Joanna (Mary Frann), second wife and baby (Frankie Muniz), and their unusual and neurotic characters on the job, as well as at home. Includes all 24 episodes of this hilarious comedy series. Collects all 164 episodes of the fan-favorite ‘90s sitcom. Nearly 125 hours on thirteen DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $139.99.

**All in the Family: The Complete First Season.** DVD. From Norman Lear and the show that gave us All in the Family; Maude; The Jeffersons and more, comes another 1970s/1980s sitcom hit, presented here in its entirety! It follows a New York family who finds out that its son, a popular culture hero and浩 voyage, is gay. Also stars Leah Ayres, Gloria Foster, Carmen Zapata, Susan Tyrrell, and more. Includes all 27 episodes from Season One. Over 27 hours on five DVDs. Lions Gate. Pub. at $79.95.

**One Day at a Time: The Complete Series.** DVD. From Norman Lear and the show that gave us All in the Family; Maude; The Jeffersons and more, comes another 1970s/1980s sitcom hit, presented here in its entirety! It follows a New York family who finds out that its son, a popular culture hero and浩 voyage, is gay. Also stars Leah Ayres, Gloria Foster, Carmen Zapata, Susan Tyrrell, and more. Includes all 27 episodes from Season One. Over 27 hours on five DVDs. Lions Gate. Pub. at $79.95.

**M*A*S*H: The Complete First Season.** Fullscreen. This irreverent funny Gallavard and Melissa McCarthy play a cop and schoolteacher who discover an underground classic television comedy with all 138 must-watch episodes of this lovable 1960s classic. Set in the Pacific Theater of WWII, it follows the wacky exploits of veteranseaman Quinton McHale (Ernest Borgnine) and his rule-breaking crew aboard the Torpedo Patrol (PT) Boat #73. Also stars Tim Conway, Joe Flynn, Carl Ballantine, and others. In Color. And B&W. Sixty-one hours on 21 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $109.99.
**Blu-ray**

**665113 DISCLOSURE.** Widescreen. After rejecting the advances of his new boss (Demi Moore), forest scientist Tom Sanders (Michael Douglas) finds himself caught between sexual harassment and his fight to clear his name, which will lead him into the cyberworld of his company’s new virtual reality application. For mature audiences. Rated R. English. SDH. 114 minutes. Warner Home Video. $3.95

**6652439 RED.** Widescreen. Frank (Bruce Willis) is a former black ops CIA agent living a quiet life. One day, a hit squad shows up to kill him. With his identity compromised, Frank reassembles his old team—Joe (Morgan Freeman), Marvin (John Malkovich) and Victoria (Helen Mirren) and sets out to prove that they still have a few tricks up their sleeves. English. SDH. 111 minutes. E. One. $4.95

**671436 THE AGONY AND THE ECSTASY.** Widescreen. Despite the grueling physical demands involved, Renaissance artist Michelangelo (Charlton Heston) spends more than four years creating the Sistine Chapel’s ceiling, as he struggles against the forces of a determined detective (Harvey Keitel) on their trail, a sweet-talking historian (Brad Fitt) in their path and a string of crimes in his wake. Rated R. English. SDH. 138 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**6571927 BIGFOOT: THE LAST COAST TAPES.** Widescreen. When a hunter claims to possess the body of a dead Sasquatch, a disgraced investigative journalist stalks his comeback—and the lives of his documentary film crew—on the final road trip. The truth turns out, is much more terrifying. Stars Drew Rausch and Ashley Wood. Not rated. English. SDH. 89 minutes. XKarat Media. $3.95

**6588220 THELMA & LOUISE.** Widescreen. Susan Sarandon and Geena Davis star as accidental outlaws on a desperate flight across the Southwest after a tragic incident at a roadside bar. It’s an empowering international odyssey with a determined detective (Harvey Keitel) on their trail, a sweet-talking historian (Brad Fitt) in their path and a string of crimes in their wake. Rated R. English. SDH. 108 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**6671394 GOOD MORNING, VIETNAM.** Widescreen. Robin Williams delivers a tour-de-force performance as military deejay Adrian Cronauer, whose sidespitting comedy and rapid-fire wit makes him a hero to those he can only get him in hot water with his superiors. Also stars Forest Whitaker. English SDH. 121 minutes. Touchstone. $5.95

**6682033 HANGMAN.** Widescreen. A masked man breaks into a family’s home and takes refuge in their attic. Unaware of the intruder’s presence the sadistic slaughterer slowly begins to terrorize the family, watching their every move before eventually kidnapping them one at a time. Rated R. English. SDH. 85 minutes. Adults only. Alchemy. $3.95

**661193X A PASSAGE TO INDIA.** Widescreen. Director David Lean adapts E.M. Forster’s novel of political tensions in colonial India. Judy Davis stars as Adela Quested, a plucky young woman who travels from England with the free-spirited Mrs. Moore (Peggy Ashcroft) to embark on an ill-fated journey into the mysterious Marabar Caves. Also stars Alec Guinness. English SDH. 164 minutes. Sony Pictures. budget. $19.99

**6698338 VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA.** Widescreen. Join the crew of the U.S.S. Argonaut, on their greatest submarine adventure ever filmed! Walter Pidgeon, Barbara Eden, Peter Lore and Joan Fontaine star in a sci-fi classic that’s flooded with deep sea perils, intrepid acts—and one very large octopus! English SDH. 106 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

**6662057 THE VIRGINIAN.** Widescreen. Raised by powerful cattle baron Judge Henry (Roy Perlman) South (Richard Boone) is the voice of the Virginian. Raised by cattle herding, he joined the army as a rancher with bravery and steely determination. But after meeting a pretty new schoolteacher, Sarah (Virginia McKenna), the voice of the Virginian finds his heart and ulterior motives in raising him to a life of violence. English. SDH. 106 minutes. Nasser. $4.95

**6661827 THE GIT.** Widescreen. A psychological thriller that asks the question, “Can you go one day with no regret?” A young married couple’s life is going to be forever changed when a chance run-in with an old acquaintance sends their world into a tailspin. Stars Jason Bateman, Joel Edgerton and Rebecca Hall. Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. $9.95

**6631458 THE ASSASSIN.** Widescreen. Celebrated Taiwanese Master Director Hou Hsiao-hsien’s long awaited return to the screen tells the story of Yeon-su, a young Chinese woman who becomes a matriarch in her own right. Betrayal, treachery, the loss of innocence, murder, and love are interwoven into her story. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. Nasser. $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/650
**Blu-ray**

676908 **EARTH TO ECHO.** Widescreen. After receiving signals on their phones, three friends make an out-of-this-world discovery. They meet Echo, a small but amazingly energetic alien trying to make his way back to his home planet. As they race to help their new friend, Echo’s heart in ways that will change their lives forever. English SDH. 91 minutes, 20th Century Fox. $5.95

6951260 **THE WIDOWER.** This chilling true story tells how Felixio, a vivacious New Zealander, pieces small clues together before finally realizing that the death of her husband’s first wife wasn’t an accident. After he disappears and re-surfaces in Scotland, Felixio begins a one-woman race to prove her husband is a cold-blooded killer. Stars Reece Shearsmith and Sheridan Smith, Three hours, PBS, Pub. at $34.99, Alliance. $3.95

6941538 **LUCKY NUMBER SLEVIN.** Widescreen. When down on his luck Slevin (Josh Hartnett) stumbles into a running feud between the city’s most feared crime bosses (Morgan Freeman and Ben Kingsley), he ignites an all-out war. Tracked by an assassin (Bruce Willis) Slevin must try to cheat death by turning the tables on the gangsters. Rated R, English SDH. 110 minutes, Alliance. $5.95

6942115 **THE HUNTER.** Widescreen. Martin (Willem Dafoe), a skilled and ruthless mercenary is sent into the Tasmanian wilderness on a hunt for a tiger believed to be extinct. Posing as a scientist, he sets up a camera at a broken down farmhouse where the father is missing. Over time he becomes close to the family and unaware of the dangers. Rated R, English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions, 100 minutes. E One. $7.95

6850243 **DERAILLED.** Widescreen. Married man Charles Schine (Olive Owen) meets Lucinda Harris (Jennifer Aniston) and quickly becomes close to a married businesswoman on a commuter train one morning. An innocent conversation leads to an evening drink. Before either one can stop it, their passions lead to a sizzling one-night stand— that suddenly goes very wrong. Rated R, 112 minutes. Alliance. $5.95

**BIG MOMMA'S: 3-Film Collection.** Widescreen, Martin Lawrence plays Malcolm Turner, an undercover cop with a love for a good time. Or two. In his wise-guy, wisecracking style, Malcolm once again proves that more lethal than any human he’s ever encountered. Rated R, English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 68 minutes, 20th Century Fox. $9.95

6870523 **CANNON FOR CORDOBA.** Widescreen. During the 1912 Mexican Revolution, Capt. Rod Douglas (George Peppard) leads a small group of misfits into Mexican territory to destroy six cannons before rebel leader Hector Cordoba and his bloodthirsty band of outlaws can use them. With the help of Mexican military officer Antonio (Gabrielle Tinti) and the beautiful Leonora (Giovanna Ralli), 104 minutes, Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95

6859177 **RIDDICK.** Widescreen. Vin Diesel reprises his role as the antihero Riddick, a dangerous, escaped convict wanted by every bounty hunter in the known galaxy. Riddick has been left for dead on a sun-scorned planet that appears to be lifeless. Soon, however, he finds himself fighting for survival against alien predators more lethal than any human he’s ever encountered. Rated R, English SDH. 120 minutes, Universal. $5.95

68180X **FARSCAPE: The Complete Series.** Follow John Crichton and the crew of Moya on a journey to places they never knew existed and into dangers they never dreamed possible. Sizzling with brilliant characters, breathtaking visual effects, high-stakes action and irreverent humor, this sci-fi classic has no equal! English SDH. Collects all 96 episodes plus over 15 hours of bonus features. Over 3 hours on Blu-rays. Flatiron, Pub. at $149.95. $79.95

**BABYFACE 2.** Widescreen. Based on the true story of a common grocer’s daughter whose steel will propelled her to unprecedented 105 minutes. Alliance. $9.95

6858032 **THE IRON LADY.** widescreen. Meryl Streep stars as the most powerful woman of her time: Margaret Thatcher, the enigmatic and highly controversial figure who became the first and only female Prime Minister of England. A surprising and intimate journey of a common grocer’s daughter whose steel will propelled her to unprecedented 105 minutes. Alliance. $9.95

6829589 **THE BORGIAS: The Second Season.** 10 episodes. The Borgias return for more seduction, schemes, and outright villainy with Academy Award winner Jeremy Irons as Rodrigo Borgia, the patriarch of the Borgia family, in every stunning moment of the critically acclaimed crime drama with a royal pedigree. English SDH. Over eight hours on Blu-rays. Paramount. $3.95

**BABYFACE.** Widescreen. A group of beautiful young ladies hire a man to be wedded friend’s get-together. When they find out he is a drunk they use him to humiliate, unaware he possesses mystical powers to turn all of them into his sexual playthings. Not Rated, English SDH. 78 minutes. Adults only, Vinylgur Syndrome, Pub. at $32.98. $24.95

6870996 **WHAT'S NEW PUSSYCAT?** Widescreen. In the swinging '60s, Michael (Peter O'Toole) is a mademoiselle magnet. His demented psychiatrist (Peter Sellers) andingo Allen in his acting debut) would kill for this problem, but his would-be fiancé (Romy Schneider) might just kill him. Undergoing therapy, Michael bens that it won’t be easy! English SDH. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95

6950922 **FREEDOM RIDERS: American Experience.** Veteran filmmaker Stanley Nelson’s inspirational documentary is the first film to examine this courageous band of civil rights activists. Gaining impressive access to influential figures on both sides of the issue, Nelson chronicles the African-American history that stands as an astonishing testament to the accomplishment of youth. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. $5.95

**BLACK AMERICA SINCE MLK: And Still I Rise.** Widescreen. Looks at the last five decades of African American history through the eyes of Henry Louis Gates Jr., exploring the tremendous gains and persistent challenges of these years. The series illuminates the past, while raising urgent questions about the future of the African American experience—and our nation as a whole. English SDH. 4 hours, PBS. Pub. at $34.99. $9.95

6721303 **DOOM.** Widescreen. The videogame classic becomes an intense young woman’s life-or-death battle against man... Marines descend into a remote research station on Mars to battle a legion of nightmarish creatures. Stars Dwayne Johnson, English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Packaged in a collectible steelbook case. 113 minutes. Universal. $6.95

6734278 **FOXCATCHER.** Widescreen. Edward Norton stars as the dark and fascinating story of the unlikely and ultimately tragic relationship between an eccentric multi-millio... (in performance) and two champion wrestlers (Channing Tatum and Mark Ruffalo). Directed by Bennett Miller (Capote). Rated R. English SDH. 134 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95

680675 **ABRAHAM LINCOLN: VAMPIRE HUNTER.** Widescreen. From director Timur Bekmambetov ( Wanted) comes a screen adaptation of the horror-hom hit. Abraham Lincoln, America’s greatest hunter of the undead, who uses his knowledge of his life and his life to protect his nation from bloodthirsty vampires. Stars Benjamı Walker and Mary Elizabeth Winstead. Rated R, English SDH. 105 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

---
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100 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

6901476 MEGA SHARK VERSUS MECHA SHARK. Widescreen. When Mega Shark returns, the government unleashes the top-secret Mecha Shark to destroy the monster that threatens the planet. Stars Debbie Gibson, Christopher Judge and Elisabeth Rohm. 90 minutes. Asylum.

4.95

672048X RENDITION. Widescreen. When a man mysteriously vanishes from an overseas flight, his disappearance sends shockwaves all the way to the nation's capital. Desperate for the truth, his wife begins a search for the missing man, which leads a CIA unit head and a congresswoman to uncover the truth. Stars Arno Frisch, Christopher Plummer and Alfre Woodard. 113 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

$5.95

687899 STAR CRYSTAL. Widescreen. In the year 2035, scientists discover a new life form beneath the surface. Before they wish they hadn't. When the bizarre alien creature escapes, the ragtag crew of Shuttlecraft SC37 finds itself adrift, running out of supplies, and being hunted. Rated R. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

9.95

687064 HOUSE OF THE LONG SHADOWS. Widescreen. When a young novelist (Desi Arnaz, Jr.) spends a night at Baldface Dam, a place he gets more than he bargained for. The grizzly Grisbane clan arrives to celebrate the 40th anniversary of a ghoulous family dinner party and has murder on the menu. Also starring Vincent Price, and John Carradine. 100 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

$11.95

6873286 TAI CHI MASTER: Dragon Dynasty. Widescreen. Superstar Jet Li shows off his martial art power and agility at the peak of his martial arts prowess. Students are expelled from the storied temple of Shaolin, only to meet again in the face of a hungry general, the other a freedom fighting rebel, both mortal enemies. Also stars Michelle Yeoh. Unrated. In Cantonese with English subtitles. English SDH. 96 minutes. Weinstein.

$3.95

6870473 THE BITCH. Widescreen. The beautiful Fontaine meets her match in the first class cabin on a flight to London. Unbeknownst to Fontaine, the elegant Italian hunch (Michael Coby) is not interested in fooling around, but has secretly invested his fortune and all his friends in international robbery and the mafia. Rated R. 89 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

$9.95

6870783 MORE DEAD THAN ALIVE. Widescreen. After serving 18 years, “Killer” Cain (Clint Walker) is released from prison, determined never to touch a gun again. But the only job he can get is with a traveling side show as a sharp shooting main attraction. As Cain’s work to build America’s most forbidding landscape in Killing Season. In Red Lights a pair of paranormal researchers, who debunk claims of psychic phenomena, meet their match in legendary psychic, Simon Silver (David Caruso). Rated R. English SDH. Over three hours. Millennium.

$5.95

6924069 THE EXPENDABLES. Widescreen. Heired by a powerful covert operator, Barney Ross (Sylvester Stallone) and his team of skilled combat vets turned mercenaries, jets off to a small South American country to overthrow a ruthless dictator. Once there they find themselves caught in a deadly web of deceit and betrayal. Rated R. Blu-ray versions. 138 minutes. Universal.

$4.95

6728319 HULK. Widescreen. Marvel’s mean green machine hits the screen with Andy Serkis bringing to life Bruce Banner. Also stars Bill and cafe in a collectible steelbook case. 102 minutes. SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. Universal.

$21.95

6800549 THE MONUMENTS MEN. Widescreen. Based on the true story of the greatest treasure hunt in history. An unlikely WWII platoon is tasked with going into Germany to rescue artistic masterpieces from Nazi soldiers and returning them to their rightful owners. Stars George Clooney, Matt Damon, and Bill Murray. English SDH. 112 minutes. E One.

$3.95

6848588 TRASHY LADY. Widescreen. Take two divas set sail for Rio in a fast-paced comedy with a twist. Featuring Tony Leung as Dicky, one of Hong Kong’s most successful smugglers, and Matt Damon as a mysterious European (Ralph Fiennes) who may just be the man to save Dicky from his enemies. Rated R. Blu-ray versions. 90 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

$9.95

6573029 HERBIE GOES BANANAS. Widescreen. The excitement rears up when everyone’s favorite “love bug” and his two new blue-finned friends take on Rio de Janeiro’s Grand Prix racing competition. En route, Herbie faces off against ruthless smugglers, teams up with a pint-sized pickpocket, looks for a new Italian motor, and more. This Disney gem stars Cloris Leachman.

$9.95

6914241 THE ADVENTURES OF BUCKAROO BANZAI. Widescreen. Buckaroo Banzai is a true 80’s renaissance man. With the help of his uniquely qualified team, The Hong Kong Cavaliers, Buckaroo is ready to save the world from Mongo’s evil (Matt Damon) and Stilts. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Packaged in a collectible steelbook case. 102 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $26.99

$17.95

6721281 THE BOURNE ULTIMATUM. Widescreen. Assassin Jason Bourne is on the hunt for the agents who stole his memory and true identity. With a new generation of CIA operatives tracking his every move, Bourne spares the globe to unearth the truth. Stars Matt Damon and Julia Stiles. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Packaged in a collectible steelbook case. 116 minutes. Universal.

$9.95

6917327 VENGEANCE. Widescreen. It was one fight too many for ancient martial arts legend Bruce Lee (Jackie Chan) and his son Brandon Lee (Jin Chen). Geared reality and an act of revenge. Directed by Peter Jackson.

$11.95

6859095 KING KONG/DRAGULA UNTOLED. Widescreen. Get ready for breathtaking action in the thrilling epic King Kong as the legendary gorilla faces the ultimate fight for survival. Directing is Peter Jackson and starring Jack Black and Naomi Watts. Witness the origin story of one of legend’s most captivating figures in the action-adventure, Dracula Untold... Stars Luke Evans and Dominic Cooper. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. Universal.

$9.95

6860268 STONES OF STONE. Widescreen. Follows the life of Roberto Duran (Edgar Ramirez), the Panamanian fighter who, with the help of his trainer Ray Arcel (Roberto De Niro) made his professional debut in 1968 as a 16 year old and retired in 2002 at the age of 50. English SDH. 111 minutes. Columbia.

$3.95

6808549 THE FOUR FACES WEST. Widescreen. Based on the popular stage play, Buster Keaton’s silent classic is remastered from its original 1920 release and restored from its original 35mm nitrate print. A classic tale of a vaudeville performer (William H. Crane). In his life of privilege, Worth) terrorizes Los Angeles by strangling women. Also starring Vincent Price and Anne Francis. Both Rated R.

$3.95

6795471 THE SAPHEAD. Fullscreen. Based on the popular stage play, Buster Keaton’s first silent feature film casts him as Bertie Van Aalsteyn, the pampered son of a powerful Wall Street financier (Warren William), and the only job he can get is with a traveling circus. Rated R. 89 minutes. Code Red.

$29.98

6721382 SHAUN OF THE DEAD. Widescreen. Edgar Wright’s cult classic “rom-zom-com” gets a Limited Edition steelbook release! When a horde of zombies take over his town, slacker Shaun (Simon Pegg) and his band of friends must save their friends and family from becoming the next entrée. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Universal.

$7.95

6707000 YOUR FACES WANTED! Fullscreen. An honest man (Joe McEvedy) turned outlaw and running for his life, a marshal with a conscience more just than the law, a gambler whose greatest risks are taken on the dance floor, a fugitive from a love for a fugitive knows no danger. Four unforgettable characters facing the challenge of their lives when their paths cross. In B&W. 89 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

$9.95

6759983 DON’T ANSWER THE PHONE! Widescreen. A cult classic slasher from 1980, remastered from its original negatives! A Vietnamese veteran (Nicholas Cage) takes a job as a tramp in a new drivers set sail for Rio de Janeiro’s Grand Prix racing competition. En route, Herbie faces off against ruthless smugglers, teams up with a pint-sized pickpocket, looks for a new Italian motor, and more. This Disney gem stars Cloris Leachman.

$9.95

6914241 THE ADVENTURES OF BUCKAROO BANZAI. Widescreen. Buckaroo Banzai is a true 80’s renaissance man. With the help of his uniquely qualified team, The Hong Kong Cavaliers, Buckaroo is ready to save the world from Mongo’s evil (Matt Damon) and Stilts. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Packaged in a collectible steelbook case. 102 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $26.99

$17.95


**Blu-ray**

- **6887341 FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD.** Widescreen. Carey Mulligan stars as a headstrong beauty in this sweeping romantic drama based on Thomas Hardy's literary classic. Mulligan plays Bathsheba Everdene, an independent woman who attracts three different suitors: a dashing soldier, and a prosperous, older bachelor. A timeless story of love, relationships and resilience. English SDH. 119 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $7.95.

- **6855531 ENOUGH: Gods and Kings.** Widescreen. From acclaimed director Ridley Scott comes the epic tale of one man’s courage to take on the might of an empire. Boasting cutting-edge visual effects, this is the storied life of Christian Bale, who defies the Pharaoh Ramses (Joel Edgerton), setting off 400,000 slaves on a monumental journey of escape. English SDH. 150 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $8.95.

- **6850308 HANNIBAL RISING.** Widescreen. This fascinating and terrifying journey into the making of a monster reveals for the first time the metamorphosis of a brilliant medical student into “Hannibal the Cannibal.” Rated R. 121 minutes. Alliance. $5.95.

- **6729827 THE INCREDIBLE HULK.** Widescreen. Edward Norton is Bruce Banner, a scientist living in the shadows, scaring the populous for an antidote to the force of rage within him: the Hulk. But before he can succeed, a creature called the Abomination will force him out into the open. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions, packaged in a collectible steelbook case. 113 minutes. Universal Studios. $9.95.

- **6873414 ABSOLUTION.** Widescreen. In confession, a Catholic school student tells Father Goddard (Richard Burton) that he has accidentally murdered his friend and buried him in the forest. Goddard investigates, only to discover the confession was a false joke. Then, when the boy comes to him again, he brings with him a darker revelation: this time, he’s really gone and done it, and there is a body to prove it. Rated R. 95 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. $7.95.

- **6734316 GHOSTBUSTERS SOCKS GIFT SET.** Widescreen. Director Paul Feig revives one of the most beloved comedies of this 2016 reboot starring Melissa McCarthy, Kristen Wiig, Kate McKinnon, Leslie Jones, and Chris Hemsworth. Together they keep up the battle against an invasion of spirits, spooks, and slime. This gift set includes a one-size-fits-all pair of socks featuring the iconic “No Ghost” logo. English SDH. 117 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

- **6887309 CODE OF SILENCE.** Widescreen. Eddie Dusak (Chuck Norris) is a Chicago detective who plays by his own rules—a dangerous habit, especially when he breaks the force’s “code of silence” to blow the lid off a deadly police cover-up. He becomes a one-man army, waging war on the criminals with his razor-sharp Witts and lightning fast karate moves. Rated R. 112 minutes. Code Red. English SDH. 101 minutes. Code Red. $9.95.

- **6881173 DRAMA 4 IN 1 COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Two-time Oscar nominee John Travolta stars in these four marquee dramas. Perfect includes Jamie Lee Curtis and Marilu Henner. In Basic Tramula stars Samuel L. Jackson and Connie Nielsen. Tramula co-stars with Scarlett Johansson and Gabriel Macht. In Love Song for Bobby Long, and in Lonely Hearts he co-stars include Salma Hayek and James Gandolfini. Rated R. Over 7 hours on two Blu-rays. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.95. **SOLD OUT**

- **6911512 THE MAKING OF A LADY.** During her duties as a lady’s companion Emily Mills learns a valuable lesson in how to be a lady. Accepting his practical if unromantic marriage proposal, Emily finds solace in the company of Walcherthurst’s nephew, Augustus Osborn. As Osborn’s leaves to rejoign his regiment, Emily, along with the Osborns, increasingly comes under their control and begins to fear for her life. English SDH. 96 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $29.99. $5.95.
**Blu-ray**

★  **678944 BARBED WIRE DOLLS.** Widescreen. When Jess Franco comes one of the most of all "Women-in-Prison" films. Lina Romay plays Maria, who killed her father (played by Franco) in self-defense. Sentenced to the most deprived women's penitentiary in screen history, she and her friends are subjected to endless psychological and sexual abuse. Not Rated. Adults only. Full Moon. **$14.95**

★  **6650024 FREQUENCY.** Widescreen. All his life, police officer John Cazale (Jim Caviezel) has been haunted by one tragic event. Then, when a rare phenomenon of nature opens the way to a new life for his daughter (Juliette Lewis) and the group for one horrifying night inside an abandoned farmhouse. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 90 minutes. Adults only. *Vinegar Syndrome.* Pub. at $29.95

**SOLD OUT**

★  **6698360 TRIP WITH THE TEACHER.** Widescreen. Missy (Brenda Foy) and a group of summer school students are on a camping trip in the desert. But when their bus breaks down in the middle of nowhere, a trio of bikers led by the diabolical (Robert Englund) takes over the bus and terrorizes the group for one horrifying night inside an abandoned farmhouse. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 90 minutes. Adults only. *Vinegar Syndrome.* Pub. at $29.95

★  **6809006 A LONG RIDE FROM HELL.** Widescreen. When some bad guys rob a shipment of gold from a railroad company, Mike Sturges and his brother are framed for the crime and thrown into the hellish Juma State Prison. The torture they endure is so intense that it is enough to make a normal man long for the day of revenge. The wild west will never be the same! Rated R. 91 minutes. Code Red.

★  **6871229 WILD THINGS: FOURSOME.** Widescreen. Hotel magnate Ted Webley is tough on his arrogant hard-partying son. Carson who believes his wealthy womanizer father drove his mother to her death. When Ted is killed in a speed boat accident, Detective Frank Waller (John Schneider) assumes it's a hit and sets out to find out what happened. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Sony Pictures.

★  **6622919 LET'S BE FEARLESS.** Widescreen. Jet Li stars as a renowned martial arts champion who must come face to face with the most ferocious fighters in the world as part of a difficult path to redemption. An edge of your seat masterpiece of pride and self discovery. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. Universal.


★  **687102X WOLF LAKE.** Widescreen. Rod Stinger plays Charlie, an Ex-Marine who lost his only son in the Vietnam War. He and his friends fly to a remote Canadian hunting lodge for their annual outing. There they meet the lodge's new caretaker (David Hewlett), who is a despot. The two men clash as Charlie and his buddies start terrorizing the young man. But when he gets hunters become the hunted. Rated R. 98 minutes. Kino Lorber. **$9.95**

★  **6862919 FRANKIE AND JOHNNY.** Widescreen. Johnny (Elvis Presley), a riverboat singer, whose life according to girlfriend and singer/partner Frankie (Donna Douglas) has become one great big roulette wheel. When Frankie sees Johnny with curvaceous carrot-top and good luck charm Nellie Bly (Nancy Kovack) she decides that she will break off their romance with Johnny. 87 minutes. Code Red.


★  **6809030 MUTANT.** Widescreen. A hideous town secret is about to boil over. In the heart of the matter, two of the most terrifying creatures in the world. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Code Red.

★  **6862268 SINFONIA EROTICA.** When an unstable noblewoman (Lina Romay) returns to her lavish estate, she will find herself-along with her libertine husband, his male lover, and a young man with a crazy plan-to be caught in a game of ruthless and depraved perversions. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Adults only. *Severin.* Pub. at $19.95

★  **6964273 DEADLY DECEPTION.** Widescreen. A band of ruthless hijackers seek the most luxurious cruise in the world, only to find that all the passengers have disappeared. Something terrifying is lurking out of sight. Aided by one of the police force's best and deadliest force from the unperturbed depths of the ocean that begins to snack the horrified intruders one by one. Rated R. 99 minutes. Code Red.

★  **6870929 STRYKER.** Widescreen. In the future post apocalyptic world, there is a shortage of water. In the midst of several groups of marauders is a group of brave and beautiful women who have discovered a water source. But soon their secret is exposed. The lone road warrior, Stryker (Steve Sandor) for help to protect it. Rated R. 86 minutes. *Kino Lorber.* Pub. at $29.95

★  **6692219 FRANK & EVA.** Fullscreen. Frank and Eva cannot live with or without each other. In the liberal 1970s, Frank sleeps with every woman he can get, Eva, meanwhile is looking for more security and wants to start a family. Frank’s behavior is so disturbing to his wife that she starts an affair with their mutual friend. Not Rated. In Dutch with English subtitles. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 97 minutes. Adults only. *Cult Epics.* Pub. at $24.95

★  **6922597 EMANUELLE AND THE LAST CANNIBALS.** Widescreen. When journalist Emanuelle (Laura Gemser) discovers evidence of an extinct cannibal tribe in a Manhattan mental hospital, her investigation will take her to the Amazon where a beautiful young woman returns to her father’s estate while his away and soon is a victim of her stepmother’s plan to drive it was safe to go back in the supermarket, it was safe to go back in the supermarket, it was safe to go back in the supermarket, it was safe to go back in the supermarket, it was safe to go back in the supermarket, it was safe to go back in the supermarket, it was safe to go back in the supermarket, it was safe to go back in the supermarket, it was safe to go back in the supermarket, it was safe to go back in the supermarket, it was safe to go back in the supermarket, it was safe to go back in the supermarket.

★  **6914330 DOCTOR DETROIT.** Widescreen. When fast talking pimp Smooth Sword (Howard Hnes) finds himself in hot water with a Chicago crime boss, he decides that his own life is enough that the bevy of sexy “employees” in the hands of mild-mannered professor Clifford Skidmore (Dan Aykroyd). Clifford agrees to become their protector and along the way saves his college from financial ruin. Rated R. English SDH. **$21.95**

★  **6808999 THE JIGSAW MURDERS.** Widescreen. Detective DaVonzo (Chad Everett) and his young partner (Yaphet Kotto) are after a murder mystery with the help of a jigsaw puzzle, but will all the pieces be together in time to save DaVonzo’s daughter? Directed by Jay Chaudhry. Rated R. 96 minutes. Code Red. **$11.95**

★  **6651491 5 FILMS 5 YEARS, VOL. 2: Horror and Exploitation.** Five horror-packed films: *The Mothers* (Jaye Kennedy, Tina Parks, Tony Carreon); * Flesh & Bullets* (Aldo Ray, Colleen Brennan, Mai Lin); Hang Up (Sharon Matt, Mary Mitchell); *The Last Legion* (Colin Firth and Ben Kingsley); and *Clash of Empires* with Stephen Rahman-Hughes. Some Rated R. English SDH. Nine hours on 5 Blu-rays. *One.* **$14.95**


★  **6882770 DEATH IN THE GARDEN.** Widescreen. After her mother’s mysterious death, Abigail Arcane (Heather Graham) travels to the Florida swamp to confront her resurrected evil stepfather *Swamp Thing.* Abigail is hell-bent on taking his own stepdaughter’s life in the name of science—that is until she is rescued by Swamp Thing in this must-see sequel. **$24.95**

*Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller – 75 –*
**Blu-ray**


[687490 SEEDS/VAPORS. Directed by the team behind 1966's V, this twisted sequel of 1963's Xanslon. Seeds is a film reunion over Christmas reignites long-simmering tensions, incessant affairs, and a killer's bloodlust. In Vapors, a young man's visit to a public steam bath devolves into a nightmare of perverse sexual misery. Not Rated. English SDH. In B&W. Includes DVD and Blu-ray. 93 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95.][2]

[687533 HONEYMOON IN VEGAS. Widescreen. Jack Singer (Nicolas Cage) agrees to tie the knot with his girlfriend, Betsy (Sarah Jessica Parker), in a Vegas ceremony. But when he loses a huge poker bet with his nemesis Kevin Korman (James Caan), Jack agrees to "loan" Betsy to Korman for a weekend. Little does he know, the love-struck mobster plans to win her back over. English SDH. DVD and Blu-ray versions. 80 minutes. Adults only. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95.][3]

[6814077 THE LAND THAT TIME FORGOT. Widescreen. When a band of explorers lands on a mysterious island, they discover it's already inhabited by giant carnivorous creatures and wonders beyond the imagination. In order to stay alive they're pitted against dinosaurs, monsters, and marauding tribes of primitive people. Stars Doug McClure and Susan Penhaligon. 90 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pkg. at $29.95 $19.95.][4]

[6897606 THE REINCARNATION OF ANGEL. Directed by Peter Bogdanovich, this adaptation of Dashiell Hammett's 1934 novel is a pulp noir classic of burlesque filmmaking are revived in a 25th anniversary celebration. 60 minutes. Adults only. Cult Epics. Pkg. at $29.98 $23.95.][5]

[6876825 MUNSTERS, RUDY. Widescreen. A young boy, is plagued by apocalyptic visions of kingly thrones, crazed S&M, depraved white slavers, and audacious politics, directed by the visionary France. 91 minutes. Adults only. Sevirin. Pkg. at $29.95 $16.95.][6]

**FULL EXTRAS**

**8506097 THE EXOTIC DANCES OF BETTIE PAGE. Fullscreen. Irving Klaw, “King of the Pin-ups,” directed these lost shots in 1955, the first to capture a young Betty Page on celluloid. Transferred from the original 8mm reels in a new high-definition transfer, and joined by the rare “Kamera Klay” clips, this class of burlesque filmmaking are revived in a 25th anniversary celebration. 60 minutes. Adults only. Culf Epics. Pkg. at $29.98 $23.95.][7]


**6893130 A BREED APART.**

In Color and B&W. 284 minutes on two Blu-rays. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95.][8]

**6818135 MARYI MARY! MARY! Widescreen. Ned pledges to give his soul to the Devil in exchange for the virility he lacks and the Devil obliges. Ned quickly finds himself able to fulfill all his sexual desires and wonders beyond his imagination. He’s lived and died before. The occult and pagan mysteries come to light. He must seek an end to the torment. His actions cause a horst of his friends to suffer a horst of his own. Stars Edmund Purdom and Susan Penhaligon. 90 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pkg. at $32.98 $19.95.][9]

**6896249 BLAME IT ON THE BELLBOY. Widescreen. Hilariously kicks off when a daffy bellboy (Bronson Pinchot) accidentally switches the itinerary envelopes for three guests. This event becomes a cataclysmic event for the hotel. Stars Dudley Moore. 78 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $15.95.][10]

**6896349 BORN YESTERDAY. Widescreen. Billie Dawn (Melanie Griffith). A Los Angeles costumer with the lack of sophistication embarrasses her Washington, D.C. millionaire boyfriend (John Goodman), is coached by the hired investigator (John Cusack), and grows an independent thinker, who turns the nation’s capital upside down. 100 minutes. Adults only. Arrow. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95.][11]

**6895805 THE CURSE OF THE CAT PEOPLE. Fullscreen. This continuation of 1939’s Cat People follows Oliver Reed (Kent Smith), now remarried and the father of six-year-old Amy. When Amy becomes involved and becomes aware of the presence of a new “friend” Oliver worries she may be under the influence of the spirit of his first wife. Is it just her imagination or something more? Also stars Simone Simon. In B&W. CC. 70 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $29.98 $19.95.][12]

**6892554 THE BLOOD SPATTERED BRIDE. Widescreen. Susan, a young bride, travels with her husband to his family’s ancient manor house in the far north of Spain. But Susan is a virgin and is very hesitant about her husband’s sexual demands. This atmospheric gothic horror story is widely regarded as one of the very best vampire films made. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95.][13]

**689176X PRINCE OF DARKNESS. Widescreen. A group of graduate students and scientists uncover an ancient manor house in the far north of Spain. But Susan is a virgin and is very hesitant about her husband’s sexual demands. This atmospheric gothic horror story is widely regarded as one of the very best vampire films made. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95.][14]

**6891751 ASSAULT ON PANGRAGH. Widescreen. Isolated inside a soon to be closed L.A. police station, a group of police officers and convicts cut off from the city must join forces to defend themselves against the abominable David Thunder, who have taken a blood oath to kill someone trapped inside the precinct. Packaged in a collectible steelbook case. Rated R. 91 minutes. Screan Factory. Pkg. at $26.99 $17.95.][15]

**6892708 THREADS. A graphic and haunting docudrama about the effects of a nuclear attack on the working class city of Sheffield, England as the fabric of society is destroyed. Stars David Brieley and Karen Meaghen. 117 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95.][16]

**6892035 THE ADDICTION. Widescreen. Philosophy student Kathleen (Lili Taylor) is dragged into an alleyway on her way home from class by Annabella Sciorra (A Christmas Carol) and beaten. She quickly falls ill but realizes this isn’t any ordinary illness. In B&W. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 86 minutes. Adults only. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95.][17]

**6891268 BILL & TED’S EXCELLENT ADVENTURE. Widescreen. Our two heinous heroes (Alex Winter and Keanu Reeves) are in danger of flunking history—a most odious proposition! But when the righteous Rufus (George Carlin) arrives in a time-traveling phone booth, the true dudens discover their destiny and new attract and crack down on their own help. Packaged in a collectible steelbook case. Includes special features. 91 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $26.99 $17.95.][18]

**6903673 JACK THE GIANT KILLER. Widescreen. Farm boy Jack (Kris Kristofferson) is retrained and becomes an executioner. Follows his adventures arriving in a live-action fairy tale. His actions cause a horst of his friends to suffer a horst of his own. Stars John Boorman, Susan Penhaligon, and Peter O’Toole. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $15.95.][19]


**6893141 SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION. Widescreen. In the mid 1950s, a young couple become human guinea pigs for a top secret experiment exposing them to atomic bomb radiation. When the couple dies in an accident, there’s one man whose rage can cause people to suddenly explode into flames. Starring Brad Dourif and Dick Butkus. Rated R. 97 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95.][21]

**6893073 A CANDLE FOR THE DEVIL. Widescreen. F. W. Murnau (The Devil’s Son) decides to stay at the inn her sister was last seen at and search the sleepy Spanish town for clues to her whereabouts. The two relents from their plans and settles in the inn cannot bear the spectility of young English holiday makers and one by one these pleasure seekers begin to disappear. Rated R. 87 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.][22]
**Blu-ray**

- **6958729** NIGHT OF THE LEPUS. Widescreen. A horror intended to alter the breeding cycle of rabid common Arizona ranchlands instead turns them into flesh-eating, 150-pound monsters in this horror classic. They travel through the countryside and have a series of wild encounters with both men and women. Not Rated, English SDH. 99 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.95

- **6958745** SURVIVEL. Widescreen. When a charter plane crashes in a remote area of the Andes Mountains, the surviving passengers undergo a terrifying ordeal as the days go by with no rescue in sight. What they do to survive is the most shocking story in the history of human endurance. Based on a true story. Rated R. 85 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99

- **695863X** FREAK SHOW. Widescreen. Billy Boote, a boy with a behavior disorder, finds himself at the center of an increasing news story. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $24.95

- **695862X** DESECRATION. Widescreen. In the Bronx, a 16-year-old laborer, has been emotionally and physically attacked by his boss. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

- **695861Q** STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE: Season One. Widescreen. Captain Jonathan Archer (Scott Bakula) commands the Enterprise NX-01, the first Earth-built vessel capable of breaking the Warp 5 barrier. Join the talented team (Connor Trinneer, Jolene Blalock, Dominic Keating and others), as they are tasked with exploring new, unknown star systems in these 25 Season One episodes. DVD: $19.95. Blu-ray: $24.95

- **695491X** A THOUSAND ACRES. Widescreen. When a family heirloom is stolen by a transvestite, his mother's (Cher) life is in danger! A generous gift ignites an explosive series of events that threaten to tear a family apart. Screen legends Jessica Lange and Michael Douglas star as a young couple on their farm in the mid-1950s, who must deal with a series of environmental challenges and personal tragedies. Not Rated. 185 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

- **696161Q** TIDELAND. Widescreen. Set in the San Francisco Tidelands—a poor Southern California neighborhood—this unique film explores the relationship between two young girls, played by Mara Wilson and Melanie Lynskey. Rated R. 110 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.95

- **6962774** THE PINK PANTHER FILM COLLECTION. Widescreen. Get ready for non-stop laughs as the great Peter Sellers plays the role of the world’s favorite bumbling, bumbling, instructor in the 11 films from writer/director Blake Edwards. Includes The Pink Panther; A Shot in the Dark; Return of the Pink Panther; The Pink Panther Rises Again; Revenge of the Pink Panther; and Trail of the Pink Panther. Over 19 hours on six Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95

- **6966383** THE RICH MAN’S WIFE. Widescreen. Josie Potenza (Halle Berry) has it all: a fabulous home, a life of privilege and a wealthy husband. But Josie’s seemingly perfect life comes to a shattering end when her husband is brutally murdered, making her the prime suspect—and the prime target of a psychotic killer. Rated R. 95 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

- **6966385** QUEEN OF THE STARDUST BALLROOM. Fullscreen. When Bea Asher (Maureen Stapleton) is suddenly widowed, her comfortable life is shattered and all that lies ahead of her is a future of loneliness and despair. But this all changes when she meets Al Green (Charles Durning) at the Stardust Ballroom. English SDH. 97 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.95

- **696379X** BOSSES. Widescreen. Richard Whalen (Edward G. Robinson) is a one-time criminal—at least, he wasn’t until he met ‘the woman in the window’ With his wife and kids out of town, the chaste professor engages in an affair with her, and his three neighbors set out to investigate the next-door resident after they begin to observe strange happenings. 102 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99

- **6968132** BOSS. Widescreen. Boss Nigger (Fred Williamson) and his sidekick Armos ride into the town of San Miguel. They are hired by the mayor of the Mississippi Delta town to do away with the bigoted Sheriff. When he refuses, the_pairs turn up missing. The bodies are found in the town of San Miguel. The sheriff is found dead and the job is inherited by two men who, together, begin a hunt for the killers. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

- **6962622** DON’T LOOK IN THE BASEMENT/DON’T OPEN THE DOOR. Widescreen. The gory thriller and the sequel to the 1973 horror classic. It’s all about a young man taken to a mental institution in an experimental hospital for the criminally insane, eventually taken over by its most crazy and violent inhabitants. In the cult classic Don’t Look in the Basement the names change, but the story doesn’t. A young man comes home to take care of his dying grandmother and finds herself trapped with a homicidal maniac. Both Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 185 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

- **6961817** LADY STREET FIGHTER. She makes the bad guys bleed! Linda Harmon, a tough as nails karate cop is on the trail of the ruthless thugs who murdered her twin sister. A joyous blast of no holds barred chaos from filmmaker Rene Harmon. 73 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookstores**
**6915333 ENTER THE DEVIL.** Widescreen. Following the mysterious disappearance of several travelers in a rural part of southern Texas, a detective and a scientist are sent to investigate. They soon discover the remains of one of the missing, and determined to uncover the truth, they find themselves up against evil. Not Rated. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 83 minutes. Massacre Video. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

**6922813 UNDER CAPRICORN.** Fullscreen. Joseph Cotton plays Sam Flusky, a native Briton banished to Australia for murder, and Ingrid Bergman in a small-town setting. The film was voted one of the top ten thrillers of all time by the Golden Raspberry Awards. Not Rated. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 96 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $27.99

**6920403 THE LAST HOUSE ON THE LEFT.** Widescreen. On the eve of her seventeenth birthday, Mari and friend Phyllis set off from her family home to attend a rock concert in the city. The pair run afoul of a group of vicious crooks, headed up by the sadistic Krug (David Hess). Gagged and bound, the young women are driven off to the woods. Includes unrated version, and a CD booklet. Kino Lorber. R. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

**6908991 THE DEVIL’S CARNIVAL.** Widescreen. A horror/rock musical cinema short about three individuals that have somehow found their way to a carnival, set in the woods. Includes unrated version, and a CD booklet. MVD Visual. Pub. at $34.95

**6902812 THE MAIDS.** Widescreen. Solange and Claire are Paris maids who tend to the domestic needs of a cruel socialite. Whenever Madame Arnaud brings with him his cousin Adare (Michael Wilding) who sets out to help Henrietta conquer her demons. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Not Rated. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 55 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $21.95

**6901867 SPETTERS.** Widescreen. Rien, Eef and Hans are three young guys who stick in an industrial town on the outskirts of Rotterdam. They couldn’t be more different except for their fascination for motorcycle racing, which each sees as his ticket to a better life. In Dutch with English subtitles. 123 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**6901596 HALLUCINATIONS.** Widescreen. The film connects these prophecies with a mysterious beauty. Cult filmmaker Richard Rush directed this sexy murder mystery starring screen legend Bruce Willis. R. 140 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.95

**6901679 WHAT HAVE THEY DONE TO YOUR DAUGHTERS?** Widescreen. A teenage girl is found hanging from the rafters of a privately rented attic. Hot-headed Inspector Silvestri and rookie Assistant District Attorney Vittoria Stori are assigned to the case. Meanwhile, a clearing-wielding killer roars through the streets of Brescia, determined to ensure that those involved take their secret to the grave. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**6906380 THE MIDNIGHT MAN.** Widescreen. On a snowy night in her grandmother’s barn, teenagers Alex (Gabrielle Haugh) and her best friend Miles discover a box hidden in the attic. Inside are instructions for the Midnight Game, a pagan ritual said to summon the player’s greatest fears. If all they unleash the spirit of the Midnight Man. English SDH. 93 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $22.97 $15.95

**6905680 THE MONSTER IN THE HOUSE.** Widescreen. One minute Josh Baker (Taylor Geare) is a normal kid, the next he’s watching his whisked away by a mysterious ambulance that never arrives at the local hospital. Doubtful by his father, Josh is forced to carry on a one-man crusade that leads to a discovery more frightening than his worst fears. Also stars James Earl Jones. Rated R. 96 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95

**6905570 THE AMBULANCE.** Widescreen. One minute Josh Baker (Taylor Geare) is a normal kid, the next he’s watching his whisked away by a mysterious ambulance that never arrives at the local hospital. Doubtful by his father, Josh is forced to carry on a one-man crusade that leads to a discovery more frightening than his worst fears. Also stars James Earl Jones. Rated R. 96 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95

**6905621 DEVIL’S GATE.** Widecreen. What unfathomable forces lie locked away in this crumbling, booby-trapped, middle of nowhere farmhouse? When a woman and her son mysteriously vanish, FBI agent Daria Francis is dispatched to the small town to investigate. She’s certain that the families living here have been corrupted by a host of indigenous spirits, and she’s desperate to uncover the truth before she, too, is ensnared. Not Rated. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 104 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**6905917 THE CURED.** Widescreen. In a world where a virus that turns the infected into zombie-like cannibals, a cure is at last found and the wrenching process of reintegrating the survivors back into society is realized. As he struggles to forgive them or will fear and prejudice once again tear the world apart? Stars Sam Keeley and Ellen Page. R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.97 $15.95

**6905490 COLOR OF NIGHT.** A thriller packed with a psychological haunted by the brutal murder of a friend and colleague. While hunting the killer, he finds himself entangled with a mysterious beauty. Cult filmmaker Richard Rush directed this sexy murder mystery starring screen legend Bruce Willis. R. 140 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**69149X THE HOUSE OF THE DEAD.** Widescreen. Directed by Sharon Miller and featuring atmospheric photography by Ken Giss, this low budget, 1990s French horror film features a collection of ghoulish vignettes ranging from wryly comedic to genuinely grim and unsettling. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 80 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $19.95

**6914181 BUDDIES.** Fullscreen. David, a naive graduate student has volunteered to work as a “buddy” for people dying of AIDS. Assigned to the intensely political Robert, the two men each with different world views, soon discover common bonds. Stars David Schacter and Geoff Edholm. English SDH. 79 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98 $19.95

**6914494 LIONHEART.** Widescreen. Upon receiving news that his brother in Los Angeles is seriously injured, Lyon Gaultier, a French Foreign Legion from a remote outpost and turns to the illegal, barely-knuckled underground fighting circuit to raise the money to help his brother’s family. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 94 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**6914276 CAGED FURY.** Widescreen. The night before a boxing match, a prisoner as he fights for justice and crushes corruption in this hard-hitting adventure. 86 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**6913399 THE CAT O’ NINE TAILS.** Widescreen. When a break-in occurs at a secretive genetics institute, blind puzzle-maker Francoise Dorléac (Carole Bouquet) and investigative reporter Carlo Giordani (James Franciscus) to crack the case. English SDH. 91 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**6916703 WALKING TALL.** Widescreen. When it comes to laying down the law with a vengeance, one man can make a difference. Officers sticker to his ticket to a better life. In Dutch with English subtitles. 123 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**691672X WHAT HAVE THEY DONE TO YOUR DAUGHTERS?** Widescreen. A teenage girl is found hanging from the rafters of a privately rented attic. Hot-headed Inspector Silvestri and rookie Assistant District Attorney Vittoria Stori are assigned to the case. Meanwhile, a clearing-wielding killer roars through the streets of Brescia, determined to ensure that those involved take their secret to the grave. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**6916703 WALKING TALL.** Widescreen. When it comes to laying down the law with a vengeance, one man can make a difference. Officers sticker to his ticket to a better life. In Dutch with English subtitles. 123 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**6916703 WALKING TALL.** Widescreen. When it comes to laying down the law with a vengeance, one man can make a difference. Officers sticker to his ticket to a better life. In Dutch with English subtitles. 123 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**6905680 THE MIDNIGHT MAN.** Widescreen. On a snowy night in her grandmother’s barn, teenagers Alex (Gabrielle Haugh) and her best friend Miles discover a box hidden in the attic. Inside are instructions for the Midnight Game, a pagan ritual said to summon the player’s greatest fears. If all they unleash the spirit of the Midnight Man. English SDH. 93 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $22.97 $15.95

**6905862 HALO 4: Forward Unto Dawn.** Widescreen. For generations humans traveled the stars and worked together to settle worlds under the banner of the United Nations Space Command. Now that peace has been shattered by insurrectionists, a galaxy-spanning civil war has erupted. Cadet Thomas Lasry and his fellow students at Corello Military Academy must fight for survival. Stars Tom Green, English SDH. 90 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6903681 THE LATE GREAT PLANET EARTH.** Widescreen. Orson Welles narrates and appears in this fascinating but sobering story of the human race and its threatened annihilation. As foretold by Bible prophecies, humans are, in the words of all world-renowned modern scientists, this film connects these prophecies with ominous events that are actually happening today.
**Blu-ray**

- **689483 BLOODSUCKERS FROM OUTER SPACE.** widescreen. A mysterious and invisible alien pandemic has landed in rural Texas and has started turning the nearby townspeople into white-faced, bloodthirsty killers. And now the local authorities begin to investigate the strange and violent goings on. English Widescreen. 92 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **681413 THE PETE WALKER COLLECTION, VOLUME 2.** widescreen. Four period pieces: *The Flesh and Blood Show* (Humphrey Bogart and Luan Peters) 96 minutes; *House of Mortal Sin* (Anthony Sharp, Norman Eshley, and Sheila Keith) 104 minutes; *Fangirl* (Sheila Davis and Deborah Fairray) 86 minutes; and *The House of the Dead* (Jon Voight and Michael Ironside) 93 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **689587 BORIS LENNOS.** widescreen. In this thrilling action film, Tom Laughlin introduces the character Billy Jack to the world and started a phenomenon. When a vigilante gang launches an assault on a small town Billy Jack must take up a one-man crusade against incredible odds to save the entire town from its stars grabbers. 109 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95  **$19.95**

- **6895804 ALIEN PREDATORS.** widescreen. Three American teens on a European holiday are about to experience their worst nightmare. They are trapped in a quantum box with a dangerous alien virus that destroys the local townspeople insane and turns them into terrible mutants. The three teens must run for their lives, but they have a money problem. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

- **6915033 LIQUID ASSSETS.** widescreen. Mr. Cashbox has a money problem—he’s got too much of it and runs the risk of being hit with a huge tax bill. On the advice of his tax lawyer, he decides to fund a sure to flop play, but he never figures out that the play is a former secret agent turned restaurateur, who immediately recognizes him as one of the participants in the brutal sexual assault on her years earlier. Not Rated. Published by Vinegar Syndrome. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **6895710 MIDDNIGHTERS.** widescreen. On their way home from ringing in the new year, Lindsey and Jeff accidentally run down a man in the middle of the road. Things look bad when they discover that the stranger they hit had mobster ties and disappeared with their family. And things go off the rails when a certain psychotic detective comes calling. Stars Alex Essoe and DylandMcClee. English Widescreen. 93 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

- **6895840 ALIEN PREDATORS.** widescreen. Three American teens on a European holiday are about to experience their worst nightmare. They are trapped in a quantum box with a dangerous alien virus that destroys the local townspeople insane and turns them into terrible mutants. The three teens must run for their lives, but they have a money problem. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**Home Before Midnight,** James Aubrey, Alison Elliott and Mark Burns 110 minutes. Bonus Blu-ray included. All Rated R. Five Blu-rays. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $79.95 **$49.95**

- **6896265 COUNTRY.** widescreen. Jewell (Jessica Lange) and Gil (Sam Shepard) work the land in America’s heartland, on a farm that has bound their family together for generations. For them, the land has always been their life, so when government bureaucrats decide to take it all away, the fury decides to stay on their land and fight for it. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

- **6900840 THE BIG COUNTRY.** wide screen. A bold sweeping tale of a ship’s captain (Gregory Peck) who ventures west to fulfill a holy mission; a brilliant first-year med student whose usual, nonconforming approach to life gets tested when he enrolls in Gross Anatomy, the toughest course in med school. 109 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95  **$14.95**

- **6897112 FOR THE LOVE OF BENJI.** widescreen. America’s most huggable hero is back! Told through the lovable eyes of the most expressive face in dogdom, Benji’s story is for his new adventure from writer-director Joe Camp, along with Cindy, Paul and beloved housekeeper Mary. Includes DVD and Blu-ray. English SDH. 84 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98  **$14.95**

- **6894031 A MINUTE TO PRAY, A SECOND TO DIE!** widescreen. When Clay McCord (Alex Cord), the fastest draw in the West, gets the-shakes in his shooting arm, he decides to hang up his guns for good. But riding the straight and narrow may be more than Dandy Green can imagined—especially when his only hope for survival lies in the hands of a shady sheriff. Rated R. Whose Mother and Uncle want to throw away his family honor is on the line. Rated R. 98 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95  **$19.95**

- **6916452 THE GORE GORE GIRLS.** widescreen. With a twisted sense of humor is butchering the girls of a go-go dancing club. As the grim death toll mounts, young reporter Nancy Williams builds a case. But dapper private investigator Abraham Gentry to try and catch the case. Not Rated. English SDH. 84 minutes. Adults only. Arrow. Pub. at $34.95  **$24.95**

- **6905710 MIDDNIGHTERS.** widescreen. On their way home from ringing in the new year, Lindsey and Jeff accidentally run down a man in the middle of the road. Things look bad when they discover that the stranger they hit had mobster ties and disappeared with their family. And things go off the rails when a certain psychotic detective comes calling. Stars Alex Essoe and DylandMcClee. English Widescreen. 93 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE BORGIAS: The Second Season</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BLUES BROTHERS</td>
<td>Widescreen, Universal</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A MAN CALLED HORSE</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASKET CASE</td>
<td>Widescreen, Arrow</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOT FUZZ</td>
<td>Widescreen, Universal</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEAN JOHNNY BARRIOS</td>
<td>Widescreen, Code Red</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAST &amp; FURIOUS</td>
<td>Widescreen, Universal</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE MUPPETS</td>
<td>Widescreen, Disney</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$49.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE STRANGERS</td>
<td>Widescreen, Arrow</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$34.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARQUERO</td>
<td>Widescreen, Kino Lorber</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOOD HOOK</td>
<td>Widescreen, Vampire Syndrome, Universal</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$32.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEEKEND MURDERS</td>
<td>Widescreen, Code Red</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE INFORMERS</td>
<td>Widescreen, Sony Pictures</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$32.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE ELECTRIC CHAIR</td>
<td>Widescreen, Code Red</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEATH JOURNEY</td>
<td>Widescreen, Code Red</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUGITIVE GIRLS</td>
<td>Widescreen, Adachi</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$32.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIDE AND GO SHRIEK</td>
<td>Widescreen, Code Red</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$32.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERROR</td>
<td>Widescreen, Vinegar Syndrome, Universal</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$32.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET</td>
<td>Widescreen, Century Fox</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANIC/DIE! DICE! DICE! DICE! MARILYN HAMMER!</td>
<td>Widescreen, Double Feature, Mill Creek</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KILLER KLOONS FROM OUTER SPACE</td>
<td>Widescreen, MGM</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMEBOMB</td>
<td>Widescreen, Screem Factory</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$27.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRE &amp; Rescue</td>
<td>Widescreen, Sony</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$29.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE CRAZIES</td>
<td>Widescreen, Arrow</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMELOT: The Complete Series</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIRACLE</td>
<td>Widescreen, Vinegar Syndrome, Universal</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$32.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOREIGN INTRIGUE</td>
<td>Widescreen, Blood Red</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURSE OF THE FACELESS MAN</td>
<td>Widescreen, Fullmetal, Adachi, Vampire Syndrome</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$32.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEALTH</td>
<td>Widescreen, Sony</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$29.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRE &amp; RESCUE</td>
<td>Widescreen, Sony</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$29.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PHANTOM FROM 10,000 LEAVES</td>
<td>Widescreen, Kino Lorber</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES VIRGINIA, THERE IS A SANTA CLAUS</td>
<td>Widescreen, Vinegar Syndrome, Universal</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WELCOME HOME BROTHER CHARLES</td>
<td>Widescreen, Vinegar Syndrome, Universal</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE DEATH OF MELODY</td>
<td>Widescreen, Sony</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$29.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE WIDOW</td>
<td>Widescreen, Sony</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$29.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE MORGAN'S BOSOM BUDDIES</td>
<td>Widescreen, Adults only</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$24.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE CRIMEFIELD</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$33.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE HANDMAID'S TALE</td>
<td>Widescreen, Shout Factory</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE INVISIBLE MAN</td>
<td>Fullscreen, Universal</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROJO LIRBO</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE WILD BUNCH</td>
<td>Widescreen, Warner Bros.</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN EYE FOR AN EYE</td>
<td>Widescreen, Kino Lorber</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BATTLE OF THE SEXES</td>
<td>Widescreen, Kino Lorber</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE INNOVATORS</td>
<td>Widescreen, Sony Pictures</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$32.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERROR</td>
<td>Widescreen, Vinegar Syndrome, Universal</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$32.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET</td>
<td>Widescreen, Century Fox</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANIC/DIE! DICE! DICE! DICE! MARILYN HAMMER!</td>
<td>Widescreen, Double Feature, Mill Creek</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KILLER KLOONS FROM OUTER SPACE</td>
<td>Widescreen, MGM</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMEBOMB</td>
<td>Widescreen, Screem Factory</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$27.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOCTURNA</td>
<td>Widescreen, Alchemy</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE HOUSE OF INSANE WOMAN/PASSION PLANTATION</td>
<td>Widescreen, Code Red</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGE OF DARKNESS</td>
<td>Widescreen, Warner Home Video</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMMORTALS</td>
<td>Widescreen, Century Fox</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE MARINE 1-3</td>
<td>Widescreen, 20th Century Fox</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE ICEMAN</td>
<td>Widescreen, Millennium</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE MARINE 1-3</td>
<td>Widescreen, 20th Century Fox</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIM &amp; ERIC'S BILLION DOLLAR MOVIE</td>
<td>Widescreen, Magnolia Home Entertainment</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERMINAL ISLAND</td>
<td>Widescreen, Arrow</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BOURNE SUPREMACY</td>
<td>Widescreen, Universal</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$32.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRONG TURN 3-PACK</td>
<td>Widescreen, 20th Century Fox</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See more titles at erhbc.com/650
**Blu-ray**

6670538 THE WITCH WHO CAME FROM THE SEA. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $29.95

6670539 DIRECT ACTION. Widescreen. First Look. Pub. at $29.95

6670114 GUARDIANS. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.97

6670113 RUNNER RUNNER/IN TIME: 2 Justin Timberlake Favorites. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $3.95

6655828 THE FIVE HEARTBEATS. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $19.99

6660545 PUPPET MASTER III. Widescreen. Full Moon. Pub. at $19.95

6673295 AND NOW THE SCREAMING STARTS. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

6660630 VAMPIRE JOURNALS. Widescreen. Full Moon. Pub. at $19.95


66700640 THE BIG KNIFE. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95


6660487 PUPPET MASTER II. Widescreen. Full Moon. Pub. at $19.95

6660640 PUPPET. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $34.95

66723918 THE CORPSE GRINDERS. Widescreen. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.95


66723942 A WOMAN’S TORMENT. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98

6672390X BLOOD BEAT. Fullscreen. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

66728367 JACKALS. Widescreen. Scream Factory. Pub. at $32.97

6679949 THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING WOMAN. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.95


66713623 BLACK SUNDAY. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

66700814 THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MILO. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

66587933 THE BIBLE...IN THE BEGINNING/ THE ROBE. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

6680649 VIOLENT PROFESSIONALS. Widescreen. Code Red. Pub. at $29.95

6671099 ELOurderive MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $14.95

66897710 HOW I ION THE WAR. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

676909X DRUMLINE. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. SOLD OUT

6671780 UFC: The Ultimate 100 Greatest Fights. Anchor Bay. SOLD OUT

6687084 PARIS HOLIDAY. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95

6683596 WOMAN IN THE MOON. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

6680779 A TOUCH OF GENIE. Widescreen. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

6680710 THE SAVAGE. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $32.97

668038X EVIL BONG 666. Widescreen. Full Moon. Pub. at $19.95

6683834 THE SATAN BUG. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

6683824 THE INTERNECINE PROJECT. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

6680027 THE OTHER WOMAN. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $5.95

66838510 UP THE CREEK. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66727101 THE INDIAN RUNNER. Widescreen. MGM. Pub. at $29.95

6683884 THE GUNFIGHT AT DODGE CITY. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $34.95

6683974 FIGURES IN A LANDSCAPE. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66838219 THE PASSAGE. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66813909 FIREPOWER. Widescreen. Scorpion. Pub. at $29.95

66814328 ROOMMATES. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $9.95

66838413 THE SOUTHERNER. Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

6683502 TWO FOR THE SEESAW. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66819809 THE SPIDERS. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95

66813828 THE EPIC OF EVEREST. Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66838861 FORT MASSACRE. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

66839533 THE BED SITTING ROOM. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66814301 VICE & VIRTUE. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66814065 SMALL ALICE. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66821529 THE CREW. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

66813976 HORNETS’ NEST. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66838480 TWIN TALKS. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66822643 BLACK EAGLE. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $39.95

6683278 QUEEN OF BLOOD. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66813801 ENTER THE NINJA. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66813704 CONVOY. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66813615 BILLY TWO HATS. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66832625 PITFALL. Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66813643 TOP COP. Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $34.95

66839509 BAD MAN’S RIVER. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $22.95

66823874 HALO LEGENDS. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.97

66814239 SUGAR HILL. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66813836 EVIL EYE. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66827131 THE INDIAN RUNNER. Widescreen. MGM. Pub. at $29.95

6683843X SPIES. Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66839754 THE GUNFIGHT AT PIGEON DECKER. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

66838456 THE SPIKES GANG. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95


66813739 DEFYANCE. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95


6657863 HIGHPOINT. Widescreen. Code Red. Pub. at $29.95

6692680 VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95
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